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Abstract 
This study examines what factors influence Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions as 
foodstuff in the Faroe Islands are overwhelmingly imported through Denmark, but there is little 
understanding to why this is. Qualitative interviews with all large food-importing firms in the 
Faroe Islands were chosen as a method for the study.  

The research found that the factors affecting Faroese food importers supplier choices are many 
and interconnected. They are heavily impacted by the characteristics of the food industry and by 
the fact that the Faroes are a small and remote archipelago. Further, they are also affected by the 
specific historical context of the Faroe Islands and its relationship to Denmark. This study 
divides the factors into human oriented factors, which contain the historical aspects, 
relationships, language and culture, and consumption patterns, and operational factors, which are 
logistics, small volumes, supplier stipulations, price and quality, currency, and tariffs.  

Nuance seemed to lack in the literature about what factors impact supply chains in such societies, 

and little to nothing appears to be written about how food importers from relatively remote micro 

societies such as the Faroe Islands choose their suppliers. This is a literature gap that this study 

will aim to address. 
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1. Introduction 
Walking into a supermarket in the Faroe Islands, the keen observer would quickly notice that 

most products have food labels in Danish and that most products are the same as in Danish 

supermarkets. However, complaining Faroese customers getting a feeling of emptying their bank 

account at the supermarket check-out often discuss if the price level could be lower if products 

were imported from elsewhere than what they believe to be perhaps the most expensive country 

in the world. This study aims to enhance the understanding of Faroese food importers’ supplier 

choices and what factors impact them. 

According to macro literature on the topic, trade between countries is often determined by 
factors such as geographical proximity, common language, and administrative factors such as 
similar legal systems and a common currency. It is further enhanced by historical ties such as 
colony-colonizer links. Moreover, organizations' behavior, such as supplier choices, is also 
affected by the specific context and relevant institutional logics. On a micro level, many factors 
determine firms’ supplier choices, but cost, quality, and service seem to be significant factors 
brought up by most scholars. On the other hand, there is little consensus on how many factors 
impact supplier choices and their relative weighting. Some also point to the importance of more 
interpersonal factors such as relationships and customer preferences. However, Faroese imports 
have generally been little researched, while there does not seem to be any specific research on 
the import of supermarket goods to the Faroe Islands or other small island nations. In a world 
where English is increasingly widely spoken, it is curious why Faroese supermarkets and their 
Faroese wholesale suppliers still to a large extent choose Danish suppliers when Denmark 
worldwide is seen as a very expensive country. 

This study aims to increase the understanding of which factors affect the supplier choices of 
Faroese food importers. The following research questions will guide the study: (1) Which factors 
impact Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions? (2) Which factors decide that Faroese food 
importers to such an extent choose Danish suppliers? (3) What are Faroese food suppliers’ 
obstacles to importing from other places than Denmark?  

To answer the research questions, qualitative methods were employed. Due to the very sparse 
academic literature and other documentation of Faroese food imports and the Faroese grocery 
store industry in general, interviews were chosen as a data collection method. Interviews were 
conducted with all the large food importers for retail in the Faroe Islands. This resulted in 11 
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interviews with seven firms. Additionally, secondary data was used where available. The 
research design was based on a grounded theory approach as this was found fitting for studying a 
little researched real-life phenomenon. 

This research found that the factors affecting Faroese food importers’ supplier choices are 
numerous and interconnected. They are heavily impacted by the characteristics of the food 
industry and by the fact that the Faroes are a small and remote archipelago. Further, they are also 
affected by the specific historical context of the Faroe Islands and its relationship to Denmark. 
This study divides the factors into human oriented factors, which contain the historical aspects, 
relationships, language and culture, and consumption patterns, and operational factors, which are 
logistics, small volumes, supplier stipulations, price and quality, currency, and tariffs.  

This study contributes to knowledge concerning Faroese imports. The research also contributes 
to the knowledge on international food supply chains in small and remote island nations, which 
generally is a little researched topic. This is something that the House of Industry, “the 
community of business associations in the Faroe Islands” (House of Industry, n.d.), has 
explicitly expressed a demand for understanding better. Much is known about Faroese exports, 
while the discussion on Faroese imports is characterized by guessing instead of knowing.  

The rest of the study is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 introduces the general 
background of this industry by shedding light on Faroese import statistics and the composition of 
the Faroese supermarket industry. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the relevant literature such 
as a macro perspective of trade linkages, the micro perspective of supplier choices, a customer 
perspective, and specific literature regarding food supply chains and remote small island nations’ 
supply chains. In chapter 4, the methods used for this study are described, while the research's 
findings are presented in chapter 5. Chapter 6 offers a discussion of the findings and the study’s 
contribution and limitations. Finally, chapter 7 gives some concluding remarks. 

2. General Background 
The Faroe Islands are located in the North Atlantic Ocean, between Norway, Iceland, and 
Scotland. The archipelago is made up of 18 islands, which are connected by tunnels and ferries 
(Sørensen et al., 2018). The islands’ population has been steadily increasing, and reached 53,000 
inhabitants in early 2021 (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021f). The archipelago is an autonomous 
region of the Danish Kingdom (Encyclopedia Britannica, n.d.; The Government of the Faroe 
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Islands, 2019a) and Sørensen et al. (2018) explain that the Faroes are a “part of the Danish 
Realm but with extensive autonomy and home rule, including its own Parliament. Since 1948 and 
the Home Rule Act the Faroe Islands have been a self-governing community within the Danish 
Realm, and from 2005 this was further expanded by the Takeover Act” (p. 100). Pointing out that 
Faroese is the official language of the Faroes, Sørensen et al. (2018) also continue by saying that 
“[i]n practice, Faroe Islands culturally, economically, and linguistically to a high degree 
operates as an independent nation” (p. 100). In the Faroes, the Danish krone is used as currency 
even if there are also Faroese printed notes with the exact same value (Visit Faroe Islands, 2016).  

2.1 Statistics 
Despite the Faroe Islands being relatively remote, trade with the outside world has always been 
an essential part of Faroese economy. “In return for fish and/or wool products, the Faroese 
imported grain, which was a staple in the Faroese diet, timber, which was always in shortage on 
the treeless islands, soapstone, and a number of luxury goods” (Bogadóttir, 2020). This pattern 
persists today as most consumer goods are still imported in return for fish or aquaculture. Fish 
accounted for 92% of the total Faroese exports in 2020 (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021a). With 
only a small surplus on the trade balance that occasionally is a trade deficit (Statistics Faroe 
Islands, 2021c), imports are pivotal to the Faroese economy. 

Much of the imported goods to the Faroe Islands come from Denmark. With 37% of the total 
value in 2019 and 26% in 2020, Denmark is the largest single country actor regarding imports to 
the Faroe Islands (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021b), while Faroese exports of goods to Denmark 
only accounted for 11% of total Faroese exports in 2019, which was the highest in 10 years 
(Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021a). Keeping in mind how much smaller the Faroese economy is 
compared to the Danish, this trade relationship is, to a large extent, one-way.  

Looking at food, beverages, and tobacco, it becomes even more apparent how vital imports from 
Denmark are to the Faroe Islands. In this category, the goods originating from Denmark are 
significantly higher than the average for all trade to the islands. The grouping of food, beverages, 
and tobacco is used here as this is used in the official statistics of the Faroe Islands, which uses 
the BEC (Broad Economic Categories) “international classification in terms of numeration of 
goods by final use” (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021d). In this study, this category is also 
interchangeably referred to as food, food imports, foodstuff, etc., if not otherwise specified.  
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In value, Faroese imports of food have increased significantly in the past 30 years. Figure 1 
shows the trend of Faroese food imports in value from 1990-2020 with 5-year intervals from the 
15 countries where most food imports have originated in this period. The figure clearly shows 
that imports from all the mentioned countries except Brazil have steadily increased in the period, 
with many countries such as Denmark, Iceland, the Netherlands, and Germany spiking in 2020. 
From 1990-2020, the Faroese population has increased from 47,772 to 52,111, a 9% increase 
(Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021e). Nevertheless, the figure also shows that food imports from 
Denmark are entirely in a league of their own compared to food imports from other countries to 
the Faroe Islands. 
 
Figure 1: Top 15 food import countries to the Faroe Islands between 1990-2020 in value 

Source: Based on data from Statistics Faroe Islands (2021d). 

However, in proportion, the picture is slightly different. Figure 2 shows the same 15 countries as 
figure 1, but their proportion of Faroese food imports 1990-2020 with 5-year intervals. These 15 
countries, on average, accounted for 92% of the food import to the Faroe Islands in the years 
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included in the figure (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021d). As shown in figure 2, Denmark is still 
much the largest actor, but its proportion is decreasing. In 1990, Denmark accounted for 60% of 
the food import to the Faroe Islands, while this in 2020 had decreased to 42%. The second-
largest actor in 1990 was the United Kingdom, which accounted for 8% of the total food import 
to the Faroe Islands. This had dropped to 5% in 2020. The same can be observed looking at 
Iceland, the third-largest importer of food to the Faroe Islands in 1990, which in the mentioned 
timeframe went from 7% down to 5% of the total food import to the Faroe Islands. 
Simultaneously, food originating in Germany has risen from 2% in 1990 to 8% in 2020, which 
means that Germany has surpassed the United Kingdom and Iceland to a second place 
concerning the origin of food imports to the Faroe Islands. Furthermore, food imports from other 
countries such as Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Spain, and Sweden have also 
increased in proportion. Therefore, it seems as if in the period from 1990-2020, imports of food 
to the Faroe Islands have become slightly more diversified concerning their country of origin 
even though Denmark is still by far the largest actor in this regard.  
 
Figure 2: Top 15 import countries to the Faroe Islands between 1990-2020 as % of total 

Source: Based on data from Statistics Faroe Islands (2021d). 
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However, Denmark is also seen as the most expensive country in the European Union (Andersen 
& Bosanac, 2019), making it mesmerizing that so much of Faroese imports – and especially 
foodstuff – are still imported from Denmark in an increasingly globalized world.  

In addition to Denmark, the Faroe Islands have freight connections to, e.g., The UK, the 
Netherlands, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and Iceland multiple times a month and 
sometimes even every week (Eimskip, n.d.; Samskip, n.d.; Smyril Line Cargo, n.d.). Therefore, it 
is curious why this infrastructure is not better utilized to get cheaper imports from outside of 
Denmark.  

2.2 Industry Map 
There is little to no current literature on the Faroese grocery industry. However, there is much 

historical literature on this industry: the Danish Royal Trade Monopoly, which was abolished in 

1856 (The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2019c), and the first few decades of the free trade 

system (Dam Joensen, 2010; Hansen, 1960; J. K. Joensen et al., 1955; Patursson, 1982; 

Ravnsfjall, 2010; Sólstein, 2010; Sølvará, 2009). Additionally, some companies have published 

jubilee publications focusing specifically on their company and their advancement (Haraldsen et 

al., 1990; Müller, 1977), but these are dated and do not represent the industry as a whole. 

Therefore, this study will outline the industry based on interviews with industry actors and 

company websites. However, to protect participants’ anonymity, it is not stated which participant 

has elaborated on which matters. 

The Faroese food-importing industry for retail consists of seven firms. Out of these seven, two 

are supermarket chains, which import a large percentage of the goods they sell themselves. These 

are called SMS and Føroya Keypssamtøka. Føroya Keypssamtøka has 7 stores  (Føroya 

Keypssamtøka, n.d.). SMS has three brands of stores selling grocery products. These are the 

flagship supermarket Miklagarður with only one store, the discount supermarket chain Bónus, 

which has eight stores (Bónus, n.d.), and the bakery and kiosk chain Mylnan with four stores 

(Mylnan, n.d.). Both companies make supplier agreements centrally while each store makes their 

individual orders and gets the goods delivered directly from suppliers abroad. Further, the 

wholesaling company Poul Hansen co-owns the supermarket chain Á with 12 stores (Á, n.d.) and 

has strategic cooperation with the supermarket chain Samkeyp, which is a consortium of 19 

independent grocers (Samkeyp, n.d.). These two chains do not import themselves but purchase 
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all their goods from Faroese wholesalers. The other four food-importing wholesalers are Damfar, 

Kjølbro Heilsøla, Landshandilin, and Poul Michelsen. Figure 3 shows an overview of this 

industry.    

 
Figure 3: Grocery landscape in the Faroe Islands 

 

However, the Faroese grocery landscape is slightly more tangled. There are other selling actors 

than the ones mentioned above. These are, e.g., gas stations and kiosks. They do not import 

themselves and are not affiliated with any one of the wholesalers but purchase from many of 

them. Further, even the supermarkets affiliated with importing wholesalers or directly importing 

themselves also purchase from other Faroese wholesalers. This is, for example, because of 

regulatory reasons or because the wholesalers are specialized in something or represent certain 

brands with exclusive agency agreements. Furthermore, many of the wholesalers also sell 

directly to institutions such as nursing homes and hospitals, caterers, and ships. 

3. Literature Review 

3.1 Macro Perspective 
As a strain of international trade theory, the gravity model seems to express a very stable 
relationship between size and distance in bilateral trade. Bergeijk & Brakman (2010) formulate it 
as “interaction between large economic clusters is stronger than between smaller ones, and 
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nearby clusters attract each other more than far-off ones” (p. 1). Helble (2018) expresses the 
gravity model as “the volume of trade between two countries would be a function of their 
distance as well as their masses” (p. 248). However, as this is a qualitative study, the 
mathematics of the model is beyond the scope of it. De Groot et al. (2004) add to the gravity 
model literature by examining the importance of similar institutions to bilateral trade. They argue 
that “[t]he positive correlation between income per capita and the quality of institutions gives 
rise to an explanation of why high-income countries trade disproportionately amongst each 
other…” (p. 118). Moreover, they maintain that institutional dissimilarity negatively impacts 
bilateral trade only when institutions differ significantly. This requires additional adaptation 
costs as the lack of trust also leads to, e.g., a disbelief in the security of transactions. The gravity 
model has been widely used in research such as, e.g., Helble (2018) and Fugazza & Hoffmann 
(2017). However, Bergeijk & Brakman (2010) point out that distance here can be understood as 
more than just physical distance and can include, e.g., cultural distances, historical ties, and 
tariffs. 

Others also argue that such distance factors are important in bilateral trade. Ghemawat’s (2001) 
CAGE (Culture, Administration, Geography, and Economy) framework addresses this type of 
distance. He argues that distance in a broad sense affects trade ties between countries and that the 
dimensions affect industries differently. First, he in the cultural dimension argues that, e.g., 
religion can affect people’s food preferences, but it does not influence cement purchases. He also 
maintains that a common language and similarity of social norms can deepen trade ties. Second, 
administrative factors such as colony-colonizer links, common currency, and trade agreements 
have a positive effect on bilateral trade. Third, geographical distance has the physical implication 
of, e.g., higher transport costs. Fourth, economic factors such as consumer income differences 
and the cost and quality of, e.g., natural resources and human resources, also impact bilateral 
trade ties. Srivastava & Green (1986) also argue for a similar complexity in bilateral trade ties 
and further emphasize that political instability in the exporting country and cultural similarities 
significantly impact trade in manufactured goods. Simultaneously, these factors are less 
important in raw material trade as importers must trade with countries that have them. 

Colonial links in bilateral trade are further supported in international trade literature (De Sousa et 
al., 2010; Head et al., 2010; Rauch, 2001; Rose et al., 2000). Historically, common colonial ties 
have affected trade, whether those ties have been between countries colonized by the same 
colonizer or colony-colonizer links (Mitchener & Weidenmier, 2008). Gokmen et al. (2020) 
argue that former empires in their interactions promoted internal trade, built trade routes, and 
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established standard legal systems, common religions, languages, and norms in their empires. 
This resulted in what they call imperial capital. They further argue for a deep imperial capital, 
where places have had “(1) a centralized administration (king), (2) a central and dominant 
religion (god), (3) a monopoly on the minting of coins” (p. 93). Their findings reveal that even 
though trade depreciates over time for former imperial ties, “imports from countries that were 
once in a common empire are, on average, 55% larger than from other countries” (p. 4) and that 
this is dependent on the time spent in a common empire and how long ago that was. 

When examining how organizations such as food importing companies act, it is also relevant to 
look at how they interact with their environment. Summing up the aim of institutional logics, 
Thornton & Ocasio (2008) say that “to understand individual and organizational behavior, it 
must be located in a social and institutional context, and this institutional context both 
regularizes behavior and provides opportunity for agency and change” (pp. 101-102). Further 
Thornton & Ocasio (1999) define institutional logics as “the socially constructed, historical 
pattern of material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals 
produce and reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and space, and provide 
meaning to their social reality” (p. 804). In this paper, institutions are seen according to 
Greenwood et al.’s (2008) definition where institutions are “more-or-less taken-for-granted 
repetitive social behaviour that is underpinned by normative systems and cognitive 
understandings that give meaning to social exchange and thus enable self-reproducing social 
order” (pp. 4-5). Thus, the institutional logics perspective provides a good lens to examine the 
interplay between organizations and their context. 

The meta-theory of institutional logics has different aspects. Thornton & Ocasio (2008) point to 
a few such aspects: (1) embedded agency, meaning that “decisions and outcomes are a result of 
the interplay between individual agency and institutional structure” (p. 103). (2) Societies are 
inter-institutional systems where, e.g., capitalist markets, democracy, family, and religion have 
their own institutional logics, which interplay in society. (3) Institutions are both material and 
cultural in nature. (4) Institutions are at multiple levels of society such as in organizations, 
markets, industries, and organizational fields. (5) Institutional logics are not necessarily universal 
but are historically contingent.  

In sum, there is much written about the macro factors impacting trade relations and 
organizational behavior. The gravity model argues that distance and size impact trade relations, 
and some scholars expand this view to also include more abstract distances such as, e.g., cultural 
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distance and administrative distance. However, the impact of these factors seems to vary in 
different industries. Moreover, there seems to be strong support in the literature for the positive 
trade impact of imperial and colonial ties. Finally, organizational behavior is impacted by 
organizations’ specific context and environment, which help shape their institutional logic.  

3.2 Micro Perspective 
The literature on B2B procurement also seems preoccupied with the complexity of factors 
impacting this task. Mwikali & Kavale (2012) point out four factors making this process 
complex: (1) there are multiple criteria to consider when choosing a supplier, and these are both 
qualitative and quantitative, (2) the criteria are often conflicting, (3) there are often many 
alternatives to consider when choosing a supplier, and (4) there are often both internal and 
external restrictions on purchasing processes.  

Further, there does not seem to be any consistent consensus on the most important factors 
influencing supplier choices. Mwikali & Kavale (2012) mention seven components affecting 
supplier choices. These are cost, technical capability, quality assessment, organizational profile, 
service levels, supplier profile, and risk factors and in that order. In their analysis, Ghodsypour & 
O’Brien (1998) divide these into three: cost, quality, and service. However, they also mention 
that others use up to 60 categories when defining important factors for choosing a supplier. 
Dickson (1966) points out that already in 1966, the purchasing literature mentioned at least 50 
different factors influencing supplier decisions and that these varied considerably from author to 
author. He also argues that the type of product being purchased influences the weighting of the 
factors seen as important for the decision. For example, his research highly suggests that price is 
important for relatively simple products while its importance decreases when the product is more 
complex. Additionally, he argues that the number of factors seen as having considerable 
importance rather than average importance also increase with complexity of the product 
purchased. Furthermore, Hosseini & Barker (2016) list a multitude of tools comparing supplier 
choices according to different factors and different weightings. Therefore, there seems to be a 
consensus in research on the complexity of factors affecting supplier decision, but not on which 
these specifically are or their respective weighting. 

Moreover, for individual companies, selecting the right collaboration partners is crucial. Xu & 
Hao (2021) maintain that “[f]irms need to carefully evaluate potential business partners based 
on their strategic goals in the collaboration process to ensure objective compatibility and 
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relationship success” (p. 29). Geringer (1991) articulates two main criteria to assist in this. These 
are (1) task-related criteria and (2) partner-related criteria. “Task-related factors assess whether 
partner candidates possess the necessary resources and capabilities to achieve desired 
collaboration goals, while partner-related factors assess the efficiency and effectiveness of 
communication and collaboration between partners” (Xu & Hao, 2021, p. 27). Therefore, the 
literature supports that it is not enough to assess hard facts when making supplier choices, but 
more inter-personal factors also need to be considered.  

Here, one aspect is relationships, which the literature finds important for supplier-buyer ties. 
Hofstede et al. (2010) maintain that “[p]eople like to have some guarantee about the 
trustworthiness of their transaction partners, and this trust is often based on “knowing” the 
partner, or at least the partner’s reputation” (p. 674). Ambrose et al., (2010) also highlight 
relationships as being “central to the success of supply chain management in firms” (p. 1269). 
Gil-saura et al. (2009) argue for the benefit of long-term business relationships saying that 
“[b]oth customer and supplier would benefit from having sustained relationships as they 
enhance sales and profits, and also they contribute to increased communication, and 
opportunities for innovation and growth” (p. 605). Dani (2015) argues that relationships and 
trust are crucial factors in food supply chains and even more so in the light of food scandals 
revealed in recent years. He says that “[t]he need for trust between partners has been identified 
as an essential element of buyer–supplier relationships” (p. 107) and that “[t]rust takes time to 
build, and is the result of a succession of positive experiences” (p. 107). Therefore, the literature 
argues for the importance of long-lasting relationships and trust in business in general and 
particularly in food supply chains. 

The dimension of culture is also part of the relationship literature. Houjeir and Brennan (2017) 
maintain that “[c]ultural similarity facilitates communication, which in turn facilitates the trust-
building process” (p. 502). Xu & Hao (2021) support this, saying that “[n]ational cultures were 
found to be impacting both structural and social bonding between firms which in turn influence 
the commitment, trust, longevity and stability of business relationships” (p. 29). Finally, 
Hofstede (2001) also highlights the importance of foreign languages and their impact on 
intercultural encounters. Therefore, the literature argues that sustained relationships and trust are 
crucial in business and culture seems to be a piece of this puzzle. 

In addition to emphasizing the importance of B2B relationships, researchers have also made 
frameworks for their differences and success. Dani (2015) divides B2B relationships into (1) 
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discrete exchanges, where “individual transactions are independent of past or future relations 
between the contracting parties and constitute nothing more than the transfer of ownership of a 
product or service” (p. 102), and (2) relational exchanges, where “historical and social contexts 
in which recurrent transactions have taken place influence the relationship” (p. 102) and that 
“the relationship is recurrent and hence requires a more strategic view than a one-off 
transaction” (p. 102). Ambrose et al., (2010) look at how the success factors differ for buyers 
and suppliers. For buyers, whom this study focuses on, credibility trust and adaptation, are 
essential for relationship success. They argue that “buyers want their suppliers to adapt their 
products, services, procedures and processes and to make relationship-specific investments for 
the buying company” (p. 1281) and “that uncertainty is negatively related to relationship 
performance for buyers” (p. 1281). 

In sum, there are many variables for firms to consider when making supplier decisions. These are 
both qualitative and quantitative considerations. Even though there is no real consensus on the 
more task-oriented factors, cost, quality, and service are mentioned by many scholars. However, 
the factors and their respective weightings also seem to differ according to, e.g., the complexity 
of the product. Moreover, the partners themselves also must be considered carefully. Here 
relationships and trust seem to be keywords in the literature, and culture and language also seem 
to affect this. 

3.3 Customer Perspective 
For consumer goods, businesses also need to consider their customers when choosing suppliers. 
In this context, it is relevant to look at what consumers seem to value when making food 
decisions. Steptoe et al. (1995) developed a measure of the reasons underlying customers’ food 
decisions. They found nine main categories, which are (1) health, (2) mood, (3) convenience, (4) 
sensory appeal, (5) natural content, (6) price, (7) weight control, (8) familiarity, and (9) ethical 
concern. Januszewska et al. (2011) built upon this study and found that customers’ weighing of 
the factors differed according to nationality. For Europeans, the sensory appeal seems to be most 
important, while the European nations examined, in general, found familiarity least important 
when making food purchasing decisions, and price ranked fourth for all four European countries 
in the study. Therefore, motivations for food choices vary in different countries, but there are 
also apparent similarities between the Europeans examined. 
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Europeans seem to value taste when making food choices but tastes also seem to differ according 
to experiences and culture. Rees (1992) maintains that “[t]he food eaten during childhood 
influences the food selected in adulthood” (p. 115). Further, Furst et al. (1996) claim that 
“[s]everal participants referred to ways their upbringing, as members of a given culture during 
a particular historic period and as participants in a family life course, exerted an influence upon 
how they made food choices” (p. 252). Tiu Wright et al. (2001) advance that cultures and tastes 
in food are closely intertwined. They say that “[t]he geographical, historical and economic 
contexts of a culture all shape its food preferences” (p. 350). An example of this is how 
European overseas expeditions have “added immensely not only to the repertoire of spices and 
exotic foods available to many European elites but also to the staple diets of Britain's 
industrialised masses – in particular, tea and sugar” (Tiu Wright et al., 2001, p. 350). Pullman 
and Wu (2011) seem to support this view when saying, “[w]here there is a large cultural 
distance, populations are most sensitive to food item differences, particularly meat and cereal 
products” (p. 222). Therefore, generally, cultures seem to impact peoples’ food tastes. 

The literature also explicitly supports cultural impacts on food tastes in the Faroe Islands and 
how these have been affected by Danes. Sørensen et al. (2018) point out that “[f]ood culture and 
traditions are quite different between Denmark, the Faroe Islands, and Greenland, as the 
geographical and climate differences have led to a differentiated development of food and 
traditions” (p. 107). However, this might be particularly true for traditional food as they also 
acknowledge Danish influence on Faroese food culture. They say that “[t]he Danish Christmas 
Eve meal tradition was introduced in the Faroese cuisine during the 1960s, with domestic duck 
served with caramelized potatoes” (pp. 108-109). Joensen (2020) substantiates this, explaining 
that the Faroese, e.g., used Danish cookbooks at the end of the 19th century as there were no 
Faroese ones.  

Nevertheless, food choices in a market are not necessarily static. Sobal and Bisogni (2009) argue 
that “[f]ood choice decisions are dynamic, changing over historical time and individual time. 
The food choice decisions of earlier generations were very different than those faced today and 
will differ in new ways in the future” (p. S38). Rees (1992) adds that “[h]oliday travel has also 
had a dramatic effect on the types of food eaten at home and in restaurants” (p. 114). Tiu Wright 
et al.  (2001) add that “[t]he growth of ethnic minorities within countries have added to demands 
for indigenous foods which then become available to a wider consumer market” (p. 354). 
Therefore, the literature argues that customer food choices also change according to generation 
and exposure to, e.g., travel and ethnic minorities. 
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The country of origin (COO) and language also seem to impact food decisions for customers 
and, therefore, food importers. Huettl-Maack & Schwenk (2016) maintain that “when there is a 
perceived fit or congruence between the country associations and the product category, a 
positive effect with respect to product evaluation occurs. This phenomenon has also been termed 
product-country-match in the country-of-origin-literature” (p. 352). Ho et al. (2019) argue that 
“consumers have stronger purchase intention toward products with a language from an 
advanced country on the packaging label” (p. 453) and that they are also more likely to trust 
products with labels in such languages. Here, they refer to foreign languages used as marketing 
tools, but there does not seem to be much research done on the importance of food labels being 
in languages understood by the customer, but rather on, e.g., the clarity of nutritional information 
on food labels (see, e.g., Bancarella et al., 2015; Jacobs et al., 2011; Mackison et al., 2010). 
Thus, according to the literature, customers seem to care where their food comes from and attach 
values such as trust to specific languages, while there is little research on the languages of food 
labels. 

In sum, several factors impact customers’ food choices, and these seem to vary according to 
culture. The difference in taste preferences is supported by literature based on customers from 
different places and in literature directly addressing Faroese food culture. However, food choices 
in a place can also change as young generations have different needs and preferences, and people 
are exposed to ethnic cuisine because of, e.g., travel and ethnic minorities. Nevertheless, the 
food’s COO can also impact customer choices, and here the label language can also play a role. 

3.4 Small Island Nations and Food Logistics 
For small, remote island communities such as the Faroe Islands, import is vital for food supply 
chains. In a study about sustainable development opportunities on the Cook Islands, Tyedmers et 
al. (2020) argue that “[i]n particular, small island nations […] are excessively dependent on 
international trade for obtaining commodities for local population” (p. 1). This is echoed by 
Widodo et al. (2021), saying that “the Anambas Islands Regency, as one of the uttermost and 
most remote areas in Indonesia, still depends on the supply of food commodities from outside the 
region” (p. 119). Further, Bogadóttir (2020), quoted earlier in this text, points to the vitality of 
imports specifically in the Faroe Islands, mentioning grain in this context. Thus, imports are 
indispensable for small, remote island communities, which are often not self-sufficient in vital 
sectors such as food. 
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When imports are crucial for a community, freight connections become a lifeline for its 
population. This also seems to be the case for food as Dani (2015) points out how complex the 
international logistics from farm to shop have become in general and that “[t]he majority of food 
that is moved globally travels by container freight” (p. 77). According to Brooks & Frost’s 
(2012) study on freight services to the remote regions of Greenland and Canada's northeast, 
“…the importance of transport to the survival of remote communities is a clear message of the 
literature” (p. 70). For food in general, good freight connections are critical “[b]ecause 
perishables are time-sensitive, (Pullman & Wu, 2011, p. 213) and “[e]fficiency is key in moving 
products through the food distribution” (Dani, 2015, pp. 55–56). Therefore, the literature argues 
that good freight connections are indispensable for food distribution in import-dependent, remote 
island nations. 

Unfortunately, islands are not always as well connected logistically as other places and freight 
cost are high. Schiffling (2015) highlights the issues of bad transport connectivity in her study on 
food businesses in Scottish island communities. She states that “[t]ransport is one of the barriers 
to rural development that are evident in Scotland” (p. 2) and “[f]or food products in particular, 
long transit times are a major issue…” (p. 6). Helble (2018) argues that “[g]iven the 
considerable economies of scale in the transportation sector, small economies are typically 
served less frequently and from fewer destinations” (p. 240). He further maintains that “[t]his 
lower connectivity means higher costs, not only for the shipping of physical goods, but also for 
the delivery of services across borders” (p. 240). Fugazza & Hoffmann (2017) further denote 
that small and remote islands have some of the worst freight connections worldwide and that 
they are grouped with the world’s least developed countries in this sense. Furthermore, they also 
highlight the high cost of shipping saying that “[f]indings based on a sample of 189 freight rates 
of one company for the Caribbean show that trade routes with only indirect services (i.e., 
including transhipments) induce higher transport costs” (Fugazza & Hoffmann, 2017, p. 2). 
Therefore, the literature finds that freight connectivity and cost is an issue for many remote 
island communities.  

Even if connectivity and cost are issues, remote island communities have some direct and 
frequent shipping routes, which highly influence their trade patterns. Helble (2018) argues “that 
direct shipping connections and high shipping frequency imply statistically significant higher 
trade volumes compared to country pairs with no direct connection” (p. 242). Fugazza & 
Hoffmann (2017) turn the argument around saying that “the absence of a direct connection is 
associated with a drop in exports value varying between 42 and 55%” (p. 3) and that “[n]ot 
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surprisingly, the number of transshipments affects negatively bilateral exports. Any additional 
transshipment would reduce by 40% the value of exports” (p. 13). Therefore, according to the 
literature, trade in small island nations is highly impacted by shipping routes. 

Another logistical issue for small island food retailers is that the communities they serve are 
small, making their order sizes small. Pullman and Wu (2011) highlight the general issue of 
volume in the food industry when saying, “[b]ecause of the low profit margins on most 
groceries, companies must move large quantities of product to generate profits” (p. 210). In a 
study about the South Pacific islands, Owen (1999) touches upon this issue in the context of 
small communities saying that “[i]sland states are at a disadvantage because of their small size” 
(p. 3). Brooks & Frost (2012) agree, saying that “[s]mall communities seldom have adequate 
volumes to justify a direct service network” (p. 70). Further, Byrom et al. (2003) also point out 
that suppliers and haulers require higher minimum orders for island-based food retailers than 
their mainland counterparts. A participant in their study even notes that the minimum 
requirements are so high that he wonders where to sell the goods. Therefore, the small volumes 
consumed by small island nations are another disadvantage for their food supply chains. 

In sum, there are specific considerations considering both food supply chains and for servicing 
small and remote island nations. For small and remote island communities, import is often vital 
for local consumption, but import patterns are dependent on shipping connections. However, 
such communities are often not well connected and are grouped with the world’s least developed 
countries in this regard, where the perishable nature of food further exacerbates the situation for 
food supply chains. Therefore, the existing direct shipping routes immensely impact trade 
patterns in small and remote island nations, where transfers also increase the already high 
shipping cost. Finally, the small volumes such communities consume also bring about challenges 
for their supply chains. 

Therefore, much seems to be written about procurement management on a micro and macro 
level, and some literature specifically on small and remote islands nations’ supply chains. 
However, nuance seems to lack in the literature about what factors impact supply chains in such 
societies, and little to nothing appears to be written about how food importers from relatively 
remote micro societies such as the Faroe Islands choose their suppliers. This is a literature gap 
that this study will aim to address. 
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4. Methodology 

4.1 Research Design and Methods 
Qualitative methods were chosen for this study on Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions. 
The study was guided by research questions trying to understand the little researched 
phenomenon of Faroese food imports, and this fits well with Merriam & Tisdell’s (2015) 
description of inductive qualitative research. They claim that “[q]ualitative researchers are 
interested in understanding how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their 
worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (p. 6). This is in contrast to 
Merriam & Tisdell’s (2015) view of quantitative research as more deductive and testing already 
formulated hypotheses, which would not be suitable for this pioneering research. 

Additionally, this study is based on grounded theory design which sets out to discover or 
construct theory from data gathered. In grounded theory, Bowen (2008) maintains that “[t]he 
objective of the methodology is to construct a theory that reflects an understanding of 
phenomena” (p. 138), and that this is particularly well suited to gain fresh perspectives or to 
enhance understanding of little researched areas. Further, Patton (2015) claims that “[g]rounded 
theory depends on methods that take the researcher into and close to the real world, so that the 
results and findings are “grounded” in the empirical world” (p. 183). Finally, Merriam & 
Tisdell (2015) argue that “[t]he overall object of this analysis is to identify patterns in the data. 
These patterns are arranged in relationships to each other in the building of a grounded theory.” 
(p. 32). The body of academic literature or other documentation on Faroese food imports and the 
Faroese grocery store industry in general is very sparse. Therefore, as the research questions 
guiding this study aim to enhance the understanding of a real-world grocery supply chain 
through the collected data, grounded theory is an appropriate research design for this study. 

For the necessary data collection, semi-structured interviews were chosen for this study. Merriam 
& Tisdell (2015) emphasize that when the phenomenon of interest cannot be directly observed, 
as is the case here, interviews are a suitable data collection method. Kvale & Brinkmann (2015) 
argue that there are three good reasons for choosing interviews as a methodology, namely (1) 
“…[t]hat they match the subject matter of interest,” (2) “[w]hen the subject matter concerns 
aspects of human experience… or our conversational reality…” and (3) “…when the research 
question can be formulated using the little word how” (emphasis in original) (p.127). As this 
research on Faroese food importers’ supplier choices largely fulfills these conditions, it is seen as 
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fitting that the study is conducted using interviews as a data collection method. Kvale & 
Brinkmann (2015) further advance that interviews are suitable when asking “[h]ow is something 
experienced? How is something done? In contrast, questions concerning how much are typically 
better answered using quantitative instruments like questionnaires” (emphasis in original, p. 
127). This study falls into their former category of ‘how,’ as opposed to the latter of ‘how much.’ 
As Kvale & Brinkmann (2015) suggest, an interview guide with questions was prepared, but it 
was also adapted for specific participants and as themes began to emerge. Semi-structured 
interviews also seemed a good choice as they allow some comparison between participants, yet 
participants can also freely add new content that the researcher might not have previously 
considered (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).  

4.2 Data Collection 
The research data was collected from conducting eleven formal interviews and two additional 
pilot interviews in July 2021. The participants in the two pilot interviews had a history in the 
Faroese grocery store industry. One was a member of a family, who had a local grocery store for 
decades, the other one more recently worked in this industry. The pilot interviews were 
conducted prior to the formal ones for two reasons. First, it was a trial run to test technical 
solutions such as voice recording and coding software and thusminimize the risk of losing good 
data (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). Second, Bowen (2008) argues that “[t]he grounded theory 
methodology is based on the notion that the researcher is well informed and ready to make 
decisions about individual pieces of data” (p.149). Due to the aforementioned small body of 
existing literature on the topic, and the pilot interviews were used to prepare for the more formal 
interviews. For the 11 formal interviews, most interviewees were first contacted by email 
containing a data sheet followed up by a phone call. However, the email was sometimes omitted 
when seen as appropriate due to age and personal relationships. Then the content of the data 
sheet was explained orally. The interviews were conducted face-to-face in places chosen by the 
interviewee, in most cases their office or a company conference room, to maximize the chance of 
participation. The interviews lasted around half an hour to an hour each. Full details on the 
interviews can be seen in Table 1. A one-point-in-time data collection approach was chosen 
considering the time constraint of the research and as the aim was not to study changes over time 
(Patton, 2015). 

Each of the interviews was voice recorded. All of the participants consented verbally to be voice 
recorded, and this was done to free the researcher from taking notes and being able to focus on 
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the content and conversation during the interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015; Walsham, 1995). 
Voice recording interviews also “provides a full description of what was said” (Walsham, 1995, 
p. 78) and guarantees that, “everything said is preserved for analysis” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, 
p. 131). Walsham (1995) also argues that voice recording is appropriate when the content is 
relatively non-sensitive, as was the case here. Nevertheless, Rutakumwa et al. (2020) argue that 
voice recording exacerbates a power imbalance and shifts power towards the researcher, 
especially when the topic is sensitive or interviewees belong to vulnerable groups. However, this 
was not the case here as all interviewees held positions as company managers or higher. 

The interviews were transcribed directly from the recordings. The researcher herself transcribed 
the interviews to become better acquainted with the content and to sharpen the interview 
technique (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Tuckett, 2005). However, the 
transcriptions were amended for readability by omitting, e.g., repetitions, laughter, and pauses 
from the transcripts unless significant for the content. Kvale & Brinkmann (2015) argue that if 
examining the linguistic styles is not the purpose of the study, it can be beneficial to write the 
transcript in a more fluent written style that is easier to read. This should especially be 
considered if transcripts are to be sent back to participants, as they often get offended by the 
imperfectness of the transcribed data collected from them (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015; Marshall 
& Rossman, 2016).  

As the interviews were not conducted in the same language(s) as the final write-up, the issue of 
translating different languages also needs to be addressed. Marshall & Rossman (2016) claim 
that there is no simple strategy or blueprint to tackle the issue of translation but that researchers 
need to address them. In this study, the interviews were mainly conducted in Faroese, but some 
also in Danish when this was most convenient. Conducting the interviews in English would not 
have been a natural option for participants who do not use English in their daily lives/work and 
would most likely discourage participation and compromise the richness of the data. The 
researcher is a native Faroese with close to native Danish skills, so this should not negatively 
impact the quality and outcome of the research. Like the original interviews themselves, the 
transcripts were in Faroese and Danish, and only the quotes used directly in this text were 
translated into English. Translating the full transcripts into English would have been time-
consuming and counterproductive when the researcher could analyze the original data directly. 
The researcher did the initial translations, and an authorized translator checked the translated 
quotes for accuracy. All the original quotes and their translations are shown in the appendix. The 
original Faroese quotes were only changed to conceal identifiable information such as names of 
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places and suppliers and thus preserve participants anonymity. An example is: “so maybe it first 
started with [our company] buying some company that already was in contact with [the 
concerned supplier],” where both names were originally mentioned in the voice recording of the 
interview. In the English translations, this information has evidently also been omitted, and 
words have been added or changed to make the content of the quotes clear in English and the 
context of the research. An example is “[personal relationships] might decrease, and finally, it’ll 
probably be something a machine does” (B). The original quote said ‘it’ instead of ‘personal 
relationships,’ but from the general context, it is obvious that ‘it’ referred to ‘personal 
relationships.’  

Additionally, where available, secondary data was also used in this research. The resources were 
mainly public records such as statistics, news articles, company publications, and historical 
accounts. They were used to supplement the interviews and to verify facts, as Patton (2015) 
suggests. He says that “documents prove valuable not only because of what can be learned 
directly from them but also as a stimulus for paths of inquiry that can only be pursued through 
direct observation and interviewing” (p. 563). Further, this can also be seen as a triangulation 
method to strengthen the research’s internal validity through corroboration. Merriam & Tisdell 
(2015) argue that “what someone tells you in an interview can be checked against what you 
observe on site or what you read about in documents relevant to the phenomenon of interest” (p. 
245) and that this way of corroborating information is a multiple method triangulation method.  

4.3 Sample 
The interviews were conducted on a purposeful sample. According to Merriam & Tisdell (2015), 
“purposeful sampling is based on the assumption that the investigator wants to discover, 
understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a sample from which the most can be 
learned” (p. 96). Bowen (2008) adds that “[a]n ‘appropriate’ sample is composed of 
participants who best represent or have knowledge of the research topic” (p. 140). Therefore, the 
sample for this study was selected from the relevant Faroese firms importing supermarket goods. 

The two criteria for being included in the sample were (1) that the person worked for a company 
importing foodstuff for retail to the Faroe Islands and (2) that the person had influence on 
supplier decisions. Therefore, participants were CEOs, purchasing managers, and the likes of the 
firms importing food for retail (see Table 1). All of the large firms importing to this industry in 
the Faroes were contacted to participate in this study and are represented by either one or two 
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interviews, resulting in eleven interviews from seven companies. Multiple participants confirmed 
that these were the relevant actors for this study. However, some interviewees appeared to have 
somewhat irrelevant titles, but in these incidences their superiors confirmed the participants in 
question to influence the firm’s supply chain decisions, thus fulfilling the study's criteria. The 
sample also included a negative or atypical case (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Tuckett, 2005) as 
one interviewee represented a department, which imported most of their goods from a country 
other than Denmark. However, the interviewee fulfilled the participation criteria for the study 
and gave insights into importing from elsewhere and when this is worthwhile. Companies and 
participants were given pseudonyms to ensure transparency concerning the data deriving from 
participants and to see, which participants represent the same organizations. Latin letters were 
chosen for participants and Greek letters for the companies. 
 
Table 1: Interview participants 

Interviews 
Company 

pseudonym 
Participant 

code 
Title Length 

Pilot interviews 
- i Member of family formerly in grocery 

store industry 
38:56 

- ii Former supermarket employee 25:55 
Formal interviews 

Alpha A Purchasing and sales manager 57:53 
Beta B CEO 54:19 

Gamma C General manager 36:44 
Delta D General manager 42:01 
Zeta E CEO 41:08 
Beta F Purchasing manager 26:12 
Eta G Head of department 42:21 

Delta H Marketing officer 40:43 
Gamma I (1 & 2) Former CEOs 50:21 

Eta J CEO 27:23 
Theta K Wholesale manager 24:13 

4.4 Saturation 
Qualitative researchers have no objective cut-off point regarding discontinuing data collection 

(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Kvale & Brinkmann (2015) argue that 

researchers need to “interview as many subjects as necessary to find out what you need to know” 
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(p. 140) and that “[t]he number of subjects necessary depends on the purpose of a study” (p. 

140). They also point out that most interview studies are based on 15 interviews +/- 10 and that 

smaller samples can be an advantage as they allow researchers to be more thorough within the 

constraints of a study. With 11 interviews, this study falls within their stated range, and the aim 

was not to generalize statistically but to understand better supplier choices of food-importing 

firms in the Faroe Islands. Therefore, the focus of this study was in Bowen’s (2008) words “on 

quality rather than quantity, [and] the objective was not to maximize numbers but rather to 

become ‘saturated’ with information on the topic” (p. 142). 

However, the number of interviews provides little insight on saturation. Saturation is when little 

new is learnt about the topic and Merriam & Tisdell (2015) note that “[r]eaching a point of 

saturation or redundancy means that you begin hearing the same responses to your interview 

questions or seeing the same behaviors in observations; no new insights are forthcoming” (p. 

101). Further, Bowen (2008) says that “[d]ata saturation entails bringing new participants 

continually into the study until the data set is complete, as indicated by data replication or 

redundancy” (p. 140). After the 8th interview, there were few new insights, even if the 11th and 

last interviewee added another interesting perspective to some of the existing categories. In 

Saunders et al. (2018), it is mentioned that new insights can be endless and that saturation is a 

matter of degree. Therefore, it is argued that saturation is when collecting more data is 

counterproductive. All the firms that were seen as relevant to the study are represented in the 

interviews, and it was observed that most of the information provided by the last three 

participants confirmed and repeated what had already been conveyed by other participants. Thus, 

it is argued that saturation as defined by Merriam & Tisdell (2015) and data saturation as defined 

by Bowen (2008) and Saunders et al. (2018) was reached in this study.  

4.5 Analysis 
As all qualitative studies are unique, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to analyzing 
qualitative data, but there are guidelines on how to address it (Patton, 2015). In this study, 
Merriam & Tisdell’s (2015) general guide for analyzing qualitative data in business studies and 
Gioia et al.’s (2013) articulation on reaching qualitative rigor in grounded theory research were 
used as a foundation for the analysis. 
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First, the transcripts were analyzed with assistance from the computer software NVivo to code 
the data as these are seen as good organizational tools for researchers (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; 
Patton, 2015). Here, what Gioia et al. (2013) call ‘1st order analysis’ and Merriam & Tisdell 
(2015) call ‘open coding’ was done. As Gioia et al. (2013) advise, the author tried “to adhere 
faithfully to informant terms” (p. 20) in this initial cycle of coding. However, this phase was 
iterative, with codes changing names as the process went on. (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Patton, 
2015). Gioia et al. (2013) explain that “[a]s the research progresses, we start seeking similarities 
and differences among the many categories” (p. 20). As overarching themes emerged, data was 
also grouped into larger categories, where a mix of in vivo codes and researcher-created codes 
were used. In this phase, an initial structure of 2nd level codes was made, which in turn were 
organized into the two aggregate dimensions, ensuring that the findings were grounded in the 
original data as Gioia et al. (2013) recommend. 

Subsequently, the analysis was reexamined using a somewhat different method. To get a better 
overview and take a step back from the order in the computer program, the author printed out all 
coded text and cut it into separate quotes to reorganize the quotes according to themes within the 
categories. Here, codes were created, changed, and finalized before a writing guide with the 
specific points of each code was written. The final structure of the analysis is shown through a 
selection of codes in Figure 4. Finally, all transcripts were reread to reexamine and check the 
findings, and the findings were sent back to participants for comments and validation as this is 
suggested as a triangulation method and a strategy to increase research credibility (Merriam & 
Tisdell, 2015; Patton, 2015).   

4.6 Ethical Concerns 
In a society with a small population such as the Faroe Islands, it can be difficult to keep 

participants completely anonymous. As Bryman & Bell (2015) point out, pseudonyms can be a 

useful tool to conceal identities in research, but they also highlight that preventing identification 

entirely from occurring is impossible in some cases. Participants in this study were made aware 

of this concern and understood the implications of participating in a study about a small 

community with a very limited number of relevant companies. Many participants requested to 

review their direct quotes used in the paper, and these requests were granted. Furthermore, the 

author has tried to conceal identifiable information in the quotes by, e.g., taking out names as  
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Figure 4: Analysis structure 
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mentioned in the section on data collection, but participants acknowledged that they might be 

identifiable due to the content of their quotes. 

Other ethical concerns have also been addressed in the process of this research. While the 

researcher was not required to apply for ethics approval for this study, and participants were not 

required to sign written consent forms, each participant consented orally, and this consent was 

voice-recorded. Participants did not receive compensation for their time, but in line with Patton’s 

(2015) thoughts on reciprocity, they were offered a copy of the final paper. Furthermore, all 

digital data was stored on password-protected devices with a single backup on an adequately 

stored USB drive. All printed material was shredded after use.  

The researcher received financial support in the form of a return ticket to the Faroe Islands from 

a grant fund under the Faroese Ministry of Culture, which all Faroese students studying abroad 

are eligible for when doing research outside of their institution’s country (Studni, n.d.). The grant 

did not have any requirements for the study and did not influence the results. 

5. Findings  
Supplier selection is an interconnected process. There is not just one deciding factor for why 

Faroese food importers have chosen their current suppliers, but a whole web of interconnected 

factors to balance. One interviewee indicates this when asked what their company looks at when 

choosing new suppliers. He says, “well, we look at, first, of course, the product. And then next, 

we also look at… then we assess which products we think are suitable for the Faroese market. 

And then we look at the quality and of course also the price” (E). This research argues that the 

factors can be divided into two main aspects with many subcategories. These are the human-

oriented factors and the operational factors. An overview of the findings can be found in table 2. 

 
Table 2: Summary of findings 

Factors Impacting Faroese Food Importers’  
Supplier Decisions 

Historical 
aspects 

Before 1856, the Faroes had a Danish trade monopoly. Thus, Faroese have 
been used to looking to Denmark for import. Further, British occupation 

during WWII has also influenced Faroese food imports. 
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Human-

oriented 

factors 

Relationships 
Personal relationships are essential and can give advantages in the food trade. 

Thus, Faroese food importers spend resources on building and maintaining 
them. Danes reciprocate in this regard. 

Language and 
culture 

For Faroese food importers, Danish is the most convenient communication 
language. For Faroese customers, Danish is preferable on product labels. 

Further, cultural differences make the cooperation experience with suppliers 
vary. Cooperation with Danes seems easiest for Faroese food importers. 

Consumption 
patterns 

The Faroese are habitual consumers. They are used to Danish products, trust 
them, and know the brands. Faroese food importers also mainly look to 

Denmark for new products as these two markets are similar in food tastes. 
However, Faroese traditionally also want British products. Now, young 

generations and foreigners also slowly change the market. 

Opera-

tional 

factors 

Logistics 

The remoteness of the Faroes means that logistics are vital for Faroese food 
suppliers. However, shipping is also expensive, and the perishable nature of 

food needs to be considered. The most frequent and stable freight routes seem 
to go through Denmark, but a new route to Rotterdam creates new 

possibilities. 

Small volumes 

The small volumes of the Faroese food market limit the supplier choices of 
Faroese food importers, who need suppliers with good assortments as each 

container needs to contain many different products. This is to ensure variety 
and lower administration and storage costs, but not all suppliers meet that 

demand. Many Danish suppliers understand and fill this requirement. 

Supplier 
stipulations 

International corporations tend to place the Faroes under their Danish 
branches, forcing Faroese food importers to buy from Denmark. However, 

Faroese food importers value getting exclusive agency agreements, improving 
their competitiveness, and increasing supplier power. 

Price and 
quality 

Price is, of course, an important factor for Faroese food importers, but not the 
sole consideration. Many Faroese food importers seem to prioritize quality 

over price if given a choice. 

Currency Faroese food importers accept invoices in various currencies but prefer stable 
currencies such as Danish krone and Euro, resulting in stable prices. 

Tariffs 
Tariffs are not all-important for Faroese food importers, but they adjust 

imports according to tariffs. Some also request more free trade agreements 
with non-EU countries. 

5.1 Human-Oriented Factors 
The human-oriented factors include factors related to human interaction and behavior. These are 

(1) historical aspects, (2) relationships, (3) language and culture, and (4) consumption patterns. 

5.1.1 Historical Aspects 

The historical factor still seems very influential for Faroese food importers. In 1856, the Danish 

Royal Trade Monopoly in the Faroe Islands was abolished (Dam Joensen, 2010). Before that, the 

Faroese had themselves controlled very little of the international trade of goods in the 

archipelago with foreign trade companies or individuals, and on occasions, even the Danish King 
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administering it (Sólstein, 2010). From the demand in the Faroes, a list of goods was annually 

sent to Copenhagen, where it was decided how much of the European sourced goods it was 

advisable to export to the Faroes (Dam Joensen, 2010). Therefore, Faroese food import has 

historically been impacted by foreigners, and in more recent history, especially Danes. 

However, there was much Danish influence on food imports to the Faroe Islands even after the 

free trade system was instated in 1856. The Faroese themselves did not have the finances to 

conduct trade, and thus wealthy Danes still controlled the private trading in the archipelago 

(Hansen, 1960). An example of this is seen when a Danish company bought the buildings of the 

northern branch of the monopoly outlet and subsequently opened up a store there (Sólstein, 

2010). Furthermore, all the company’s significant decisions were made in Copenhagen 

(Ravnsfjall, 2010). A more recent example of this is the ratio of Danish suppliers of a still 

existing food import company established in 1927. In the company’s 1977 jubilee publication, it 

is mentioned that until the publication date, out of the company’s convenience goods supplier 

portfolio counting 15, 10 were Danish, two British, two Swedish, and one was Icelandic (Müller, 

1977). Therefore, even if Faroese were permitted to trade in the islands after the Royal Trade 

Monopoly was abolished, Danes still influenced this trade greatly, and after the Faroese began 

importing food themselves, many of the suppliers also seem to have been Danish. 

Moreover, Faroese food importers also themselves recognize this narrative and its impact. 

Talking about the many different aspects affecting their supplier decisions, one participant says 

explicitly that “but I think, the main reason for the trade with Danes being relatively big – even if 

we import from many countries – then the reason is that it is historically contingent” (I2). 

Another one supports this when discussing the reasons behind the trade with Denmark, saying, 

“well, that is probably something historical” (H). Therefore, Faroese food importers also 

acknowledge that even if other factors also determine why so much food imported to the Faroe 

Islands comes from Denmark, the historical perspective plays a role in it. 

Furthermore, current Faroese food importers also point to an inheritance of suppliers grounded in 

a historical perspective. When asked how the company found its initial import partners, one 

participant says, “well, I had done an apprenticeship before, and I had gotten to know people” 

(B), and he continues explaining how he, as a young apprentice in a Danish-owned wholesale 

firm in the Faroes, was sent on a business trip to Denmark to find new suppliers years before 
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starting his own business. Another participant claims that “well, many of the companies that exist 

today [in this industry] are companies – some of them at least – which have emerged from other 

companies that existed before [them]” (H). Another one further elaborates on this, saying that 

“so maybe it first started with [our company] buying some company, which already was in 

contact with [the supplier concerned]. But buying a company does not mean that the trade 

partners necessarily are included (A). She continues by saying that “but then [the new company 

owner] has of course negotiated with those suppliers to continue and probably gotten a trial 

period – I can imagine – to show that we were capable” (A). Therefore, the history of trading 

with Danes has meant that many of today's companies in the industry have already had Danish 

contacts and have often continued this cooperation. 

However, there is also a British angle to Faroese trade history. During Second World War, 

Faroese ships sailed to the UK to sell their fish and brought back consumer goods 

(Tíðindablaðið, 1974), while the 7-8000 British soldiers occupying the Faroes (Thorsteinsson, 

1999) also brought, e.g., chocolate, biscuits, and tea with them (Rólantsson, 2020). One 

participant says, “but chocolate and such, it’s fine that it comes from Britain because there’s 

somehow also something historical about it, that it’s always come from there” (I1). Another 

participant further elaborates that: 

“We have always sold much fish to the UK. And then we have bought Cadbury 
[chocolate] to bring home, or the fishermen have. And during the war, there were a lot of 
British soldiers [in the Faroes]. And there is a story that they exchanged chocolate for 
[chicken] eggs, that they brought a lot of British chocolate, so we are accustomed to that 
taste and to eat those products” (A). 

Therefore, the historical perspective on importing food to the Faroe Islands impacts current 

Faroese food importers to source from the UK in addition to Denmark. 

In sum, history plays a role in where current Faroese food importers source their goods. As 

Danes and other foreigners largely controlled trade to the Faroes before 1856, Faroese have been 

used to looking, especially to Denmark, for foodstuff. Current importers also acknowledge this 

link and that they have inherited some of their suppliers from this environment. However, 

because of the British impact on the Faroes during World War II, e.g., much chocolate is still 

sourced from the UK.  
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5.1.2 Relationships 

As briefly indicated earlier, in an industry such as this one, personal relationships seem crucial. 

Asked about the significance of personal relationships, one respondent says that “well, it means 

everything. It means a lot in every way. It ties the companies closer together” (K). He continues 

by saying that “and also having exclusive agency agreements and such. That still exists today. 

And to keep them and build upon them and such. It means so much that you have good contacts 

and relations and that you maintain them, you can say” (K). Another adds that sometimes the 

relationships are more important than the products and the price (I2). Talking about personal 

relationships, another respondent says that “I think it means a lot. You talk to [your suppliers] 

many times a day, and there’s a good and easy atmosphere. And if there are any problems, 

they’re easier to solve. That’s how I see it” (F). However, he carries on warning against getting 

stuck and not renewing oneself due to close relationships. Therefore, Faroese food importers 

appear to value personal relationships highly and consider them useful for business, but also 

warn against becoming too comfortable in such relationships.  

There are also practical examples of the importance of personal relationships. Due to the small 

size of the Faroese market, large foreign companies sometimes decline to have Faroese food 

importers as customers. Talking about such a situation, one respondent says that “but by getting 

a personal relationship with the people, it’s like they begin saying: okay, selling to the Faroes is 

something very special” (I2). Another interviewee corroborates this when stating that “we just 

signed a deal last week – I don’t feel like saying what it is – but it was only because of personal 

relationships that we secured that deal” (J). Another one talks about friendships with suppliers 

and the 1990s financial crisis in the Faroe Islands (Danielsson & Oskarsson, 2012), saying that 

“it has something to do with us having good conditions with the suppliers because, at one point, 

all credit closed to the Faroes. But all my friends sold to us [anyway]” (B). He continues by 

explaining, “and if we got problems with competitiveness and so forth, it was regulated so that 

we were competitive. And the same for them. If they needed us to take on some products that they 

wanted the market to get, we went that way” (B). Therefore, good relationships have been and 

continue to be crucial for Faroese food importers and their businesses. 

Nonetheless, in the era of information technology, the institution of personal relationships is 

challenged as people interact differently and are less steady in their jobs. One participant says 
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that “but people change [their jobs] and contacts [change]…” (A). Another highlights this point, 

saying that “[the suppliers] might change people twice – every second or third year – people are 

transient. So, when you start to know someone, they’re gone” (B). Further, he claims that 

“[personal relationships] might decrease and finally, it’ll probably be something a machine 

does. I just reckon that. But of course, young people are computer savvy, and they are capable of 

all sorts of things, they communicate just as willingly on the computer as in person.” (B). 

However, another respondent does not think that technology will replace human connections. He 

thinks that “email is amazing, but personal relationships mean everything. It is said that 

everything can be done through email, it can’t. You have to… And Teams isn’t going to replace 

it either” (J). Therefore, it might have been easier to develop long-lasting personal relationships 

in the past when people stayed in one job longer. However, inter-organizational relationships 

with supplying companies are still essential for Faroese food importers, who do not predict 

technology to replace them even if specific employees are frequently substituted. 

Further, many Faroese food importers have worked with the same suppliers for a long time. One 

participant explains that “[we have had] some of our suppliers from the company started. But 

new are added all the time, but many of our biggest suppliers in value are suppliers we have 

done business with all my time here, meaning 20+ years” (A). Another one says that “we have 

had most of our suppliers for 10, 15, 20+ years. So, it’s very traditional, [and] you stick to what 

works and such. [And you] build up relationships, which you keep for many years. And [then] 

you try to maintain [them]” (K). Therefore, many Faroese food importers' supplier relationships 

seem to be characterized by longevity, and they also seem actively to work towards making 

supplier relationships last.  

Moreover, Faroese food importers also seem to value the loyalty resulting in long-lasting 

supplier relationships. One interviewee states that “loyalty is one of the things we have held on 

to. We aren’t going to flutter to… if we get goods from a supplier, then we stick to him” (B). And 

another one adds that “well, if we are to have a supplier loyal to us, we must also be loyal to him. 

So, it has to be a situation where both parties gain something” (J). Moreover, some express an ‘if 

it ain't broke, don't fix it’ attitude saying that “in many ways, if you have a good cooperation 

going on, even if you want to find other products, it rarely makes sense to abandon the 

cooperation you have” (C). Another one adds that “what’s more, is that when you are a faithful 
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and loyal customer, then you always get the best prices” (G). Some also look at it from another 

perspective, saying, “I can only imagine if everything was new and [we]changed [suppliers] all 

the time… it’s again about time. Time is so very [valuable]… then I think you would have spent 

so much time correcting errors and so on” (F). Therefore, Faroese food importers seem to have a 

loyalty-based strategy concerning suppliers as they consider supplier loyalty good for business. 

However, sometimes it is also necessary to find new suppliers and develop relationships with 

them. Here, the Faroese companies have differing strategies while some even employ a 

pragmatic attitude to finding new suppliers. Some Faroese companies actively seek out new 

suppliers for specific products. One respondent firmly confirms this strategy when saying that “I 

think it’s almost 100% [of our new suppliers], whom we have sought out” (I2). Another 

interviewee points out the other end of the spectrum of the company always being sought out for 

new products when saying:  “well, much of that comes automatically, because they contact us 

and say that they have this or that, and then we say yes” (H). That some also utilize a more 

pragmatic strategy can be seen when one says that “sometimes we contact a supplier directly. 

[This is] perhaps if it’s something new we see, which would be really interesting for our 

portfolio. Sometimes we’re contacted by someone who has gotten us recommended from [others 

we cooperate with]” (A). Another interviewee confirms this saying that “[if we see something 

interesting], we sometimes contact them, but otherwise it’s often on expos that those contacts 

have been made” (C). Therefore, even if Faroese food importers value long relationships, they 

also develop new ones, which some actively seek out, some agree to when sought out by 

supplying companies, and some pragmatically mix the strategies. 

Nonetheless, in business, relationships also need to be maintained. Faroese food importers seem 

to utilize visits and expos for this objective. Talking about expos, one participant says that “but 

for us, it is just as much an opportunity to meet our suppliers and get an annual meeting. And 

otherwise, we normally visit many of our suppliers every year” (A). She also adds that “and 

many of [our suppliers] also come here once a year. So, we have a pretty close connection, and 

that’s really important to us” (A). Another interviewee says that “we travel… normally when 

there’s no COVID, then [a coworker] and I travel once or twice a year to Denmark and have 

meetings with a selection of suppliers where we make contracts on different things” (H). Another 

one highlights that “we are in Denmark and also the Netherlands and the UK, not so often the 
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Netherlands and the UK, but we are in Denmark to visit our suppliers every year” (F). Finally, 

one interviewee elaborates how they have organized their own expos every second year or so. He 

says that “it’s proven to be very useful both for getting information on what people want, but also 

for the personal relationship; that you build something up” (I2). Therefore, Faroese food 

importers seem to spend many resources on maintaining relationships with their suppliers 

through, e.g., expos and visits. 

Further, some suppliers also spend resources on relationship maintenance, and especially Danish 

suppliers seem skilled at nurturing relationships with Faroese customers. One respondent says 

that “[the Danish companies] treat the Faroes [as part of their market]… they come to the 

Faroes frequently to visit [and] nurture the market. The Dutch don’t do that, the British don’t do 

that, and the Icelandic don’t do it either. So, it’s… relationships” (F). Another participant 

corroborates this, adding that “there is no doubt about the historical relationship with Denmark 

being the way it is, and they are very good at nurturing it. Every spring and also in the autumns, 

a lot of Danish salespeople come to the Faroes to visit the [Faroese] companies and maintain 

the personal contact” (I2). Therefore, Danish suppliers seem to prioritize their Faroese customers 

and their relationships with them, while other suppliers do not seem to make the same effort in 

that regard. 

Additionally, Faroese food importers seem to trust Danish suppliers more than perhaps suppliers 

with other nationalities. When talking about why they trust Danish suppliers more than others, 

one participant says, “I don’t know, I’ve never experienced being cheated or so, or gotten 

promises, and then they don’t hold up, that doesn’t happen with Danes” (F). Another interviewee 

supports this, saying that “Danes are absolutely amongst the people, who... you feel that you 

won’t get cheated by them in any way” (I2). However, some participants who have developed 

good long-lasting relationships with suppliers far away also mention trust as a success factor. 

One participant says that “our suppliers [further away] have never sent us goods that weren’t all 

right. They haven’t. That also has something to do with trust, because one could say: what the 

hell, it’s so far away, we’ll just add a few boxes of slightly worse quality. We’ve never 

experienced that” (G). On the other hand, some also hesitate trusting suppliers from more foreign 

places. One says that “but if you are to set out to buy a product from somewhere in Asia, then the 

distance is huge, and it’s perhaps troublesome linguistically, and you have some weird feeling 
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[questioning] if everything is all right” (I2). Therefore, trust is also a crucial factor regarding 

food import and the relationships with overseas suppliers. Faroese food importers find Danish 

suppliers very trustworthy, while this trusting relationship perhaps takes longer to build with 

suppliers further away. 

In sum, Faroese food importers consider personal relationships crucial for their businesses. They 

also point to several examples where personal relationships have made a big difference in their 

operation. Furthermore, they also value long-lasting relationships and loyalty as they consider 

these good for business. However, new technology and job-hopping seem to challenge personal 

relationships somewhat, but Faroese food importers do not seem too pessimistic in this regard. 

Moreover, Faroese importers occasionally also need to develop new trade relationships. Here, 

Danish suppliers seem to be the most trustworthy and invest most resources into the relationships 

with Faroese customers, who generally use visits and expos to maintain their relationships. 

5.1.3 Language and Culture  

Another aspect briefly mentioned earlier and affecting the import of food to the Faroe Islands 

seems to be the communication language, and for Faroese food importers, speaking Danish 

seems preferable. One interviewee says that “in Denmark… all the ones selling to us… it’s easy 

for them to talk to us. They can more or less read many Faroese laws and regulations, [which] 

are also in Danish, they know how to read [them], it’s much easier to explain to them what it is” 

(D). Further, one of the younger respondents says that “overall, communication with Danes is 

very easy. There’s probably also a reason for that because in the Faroes, most, or at least our 

generation and those who are older, speak Danish well. So, the communication is very easy” (C). 

He also mentions that employees speak Scandinavian languages and English in their company, 

but no other languages for professional use. Moreover, this seems to be the case in many of the 

Faroese food-importing firms. Another respondent adds that “but of course that you speak 

English and Scandinavian and otherwise… our cultures are relatively similar. That also is of 

some significance” (A). Therefore, Faroese food importers seem to consider Danish the most 

convenient communication language even if they also speak other languages. 

Despite Faroese food importers speaking English, many do not consider it their first foreign 

language choice, but it also depends on the English level of the other party. A relatively young 
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respondent says that “maybe the language also has something do to with it. Even if we speak 

English well, but when you speak technical language, maybe you don’t speak it so well anyway, 

then it’s a bit more complicated” (F). He also adds that it takes him longer to write an email in 

English, and he would prefer to communicate in Danish if the prices and service levels are the 

same. Regarding communicating with Icelandic suppliers, one interviewee says that “it works 

well. And it’s in English. But Icelanders are very used to speaking English [and] they speak 

English to everyone, so they’re easy to communicate with” (C). He also adds that “if you go 

further, to the Netherlands and those areas, you need to speak English, and they don’t all speak 

English all that well, either. And [in] Germany, it’s a big advantage to speak German, but now, 

most seem to speak English there. So, linguistically it can be a barrier” (C). Additionally, others 

also argue that the language can be an obstacle for sourcing further away, such as in Southern 

Europe and Asia (I; J). Therefore, speaking English is an option but not a preferable alternative 

for many Faroese food importers because they consider many suppliers' English levels 

suboptimal and communicating in English might also take longer for the Faroese importers. 

For Faroese food importers, language is not just a communication tool for securing the goods, 

but customers also need to be able to read the product labels. One respondent says that:  

“There’s also something about the text on the products being [in a language] that 
Faroese [people] understand, Faroese is not mandatory, unfortunately… or I don’t know, 
then I guess we wouldn’t have many products [in the Faroes]. But [the labels] need to be 
understood. Everyone working with food needs to be able to read what it says” (I1). 

Another respondent adds that “there is one more thing: Faroese, no one has trouble reading 

Danish, it’s in all the stores, many have tried. And then one can say: should we go to Norway 

instead? That won’t make it cheaper. Sweden? That won’t make it cheaper, either” (D). He also 

notes that all tobacco products are required to have labels informing about the danger of smoking 

in Faroese and that this decreases the variety of cigarettes sold in the Faroes as many producers 

are not willing to spend resources on such a small language, and this importer would not do it in-

house either. It is also likely that having other labels in Faroese would have a similar impact. 

None of the interviewees mention labels in English or other non-Scandinavian languages as an 

option, limiting where goods can originate. Therefore, Faroese food importers seem to consider it 

important that labels are readable for Faroese customers and that this means labels in 

Scandinavian languages, limiting where the bulk of products can realistically originate. 
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Cultural differences also seem to affect Faroese food importers’ experience of sourcing from 

different countries, and in this aspect, Danes again seem to have the best reputation amongst 

Faroese food importers. One interviewee says that “Danes are… when you make an agreement 

with them, they are very precise. With the British, one hears that if they can’t deliver this week, 

it’ll come next week” (D). Comparing Danes and Dutch suppliers, another respondent says that 

“you agree upon something [with the Dutch], but it doesn’t hold up anyway. While with the 

Danes, if you agree upon something, it holds up” (F). Another interviewee elaborates that “[our 

Danish suppliers]… we feel like they need us even if this is a small market and want to do things 

the way we want them done. They also want to serve us” (I1). Further, Danes also have the 

reputation of being flexible (A) even if oral agreements do not suffice, but agreements must be in 

writing (I2). Finally, one respondent sums it up, saying that “when it comes to it, in many ways 

the cooperation with Danish companies absolutely works amongst the best” (I2). Therefore, 

Faroese food importers seem to consider Danish suppliers reliable and service-minded, and their 

cooperation appears to run very smoothly. 

Even if the cooperation with other Nordics seems to work acceptably, none of them have as good 

a reputation as Danes amongst all the Faroese importers. One respondent says that “if you take 

the Swedish, they are fantastic to cooperate with. You don’t need to make any written agreement 

with a Swedish company. If you make an oral agreement, it is worth just as much as a written 

one” (I2), but no other respondent mentions cooperation with Swedes. He is also the only one 

commenting on collaborating with Norwegians, saying that “but in Norway it is… I’ll say that 

they are fairly good to cooperate with” (I2). For Faroese food importers, Icelanders seem 

informal, but also somewhat difficult to cooperate with. One respondent says, “well, Icelanders 

are not easy to do business with. You feel – now I talk in general terms, there’s of course a 

difference between people all over, but generally – Icelanders are not easy to deal with” (I2). 

Another one explains that Icelanders are informal, but “we sometimes experience, for example, 

from Iceland in particular that there are price increases – or there are no price increases – but 

when the products arrive, then there’s a price increase. That’s unheard of from other countries” 

(A). Therefore, collaborating with other Nordics seems, for the most part satisfactory, but not as 

smooth as with Danes. 
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As mentioned earlier, Faroese food importers also seem to have less satisfactory experiences 

working with other Europeans. One respondent says that “if you take England or Britain, then 

it’s quite tiresome. There’s little flexibility, large volumes, long delivery time, and pallets that 

aren’t used anywhere else in Europe, and things like that. It’s very tiresome in that way” (E), and 

others echo this view (A; J), adding that many British suppliers demand a forecast a year in 

advance (A). Furthermore, Faroese importers’ experiences with Dutch suppliers are a bit 

conflicting. Comparing Dutch suppliers to Icelandic suppliers, one respondent says that “the 

Dutch are even worse” (I2). Another one says that “I thought and expected the Dutch… when we 

began [sourcing from] the Netherlands a few years ago that they would be more service-minded” 

(F). However, another one has had better experiences with Dutch, saying that “if you go to the 

Netherlands, they are extremely service-minded, extremely fast, and are very cooperative in that 

way. You quickly have a close contact, where it’s a bit different in Britain” (E). Therefore, even 

if their experiences vary, Faroese food importers seem to consider it more challenging to 

cooperate with Europeans such as Britons and Dutch than Danes. 

In sum, language and culture impact Faroese food supply chains, and in this area, Faroese food 

importers prefer sourcing from Denmark. Even if they also speak English, it seems easier and 

faster for the Faroese to communicate in Danish, and they sometimes question the other party’s 

English level. They also appear to consider it an advantage that the labels are in Danish, which 

all Faroese can read. Culturally, Danes also seem to have the best reputation as they are precise 

and service-minded, while other Nordics are acceptable to work with and cooperation with other 

Europeans, in general, seems more challenging for the Faroese importers. 

5.1.4 Consumption Patterns 

Food consumption patterns are, amongst others, driven by trust as customers need to trust food 

products to buy them. Talking about the trustworthiness of foodstuff, one respondent says that 

“well, it is of great importance, especially when talking [about] meat, because meat… buying 

and selling meat is about trust. It’s like when the customers buy meat here; they need to trust 

[that the meat is] all right” (G). Another one says that “the consumer cares about trusting the 

product, you know. And as soon as you go too far from what we know to buy from Poland or 

Romania, which often have very cheap products, then, amongst others, the packaging is a bit 

different, and it looks a bit less trustworthy” (K), and he continues by saying that “it’s about 
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trusting the products, that’s what’s good about buying goods in the immediate environment” (K). 

Therefore, Faroese food importers think consumers easily trust products they know and products 

from neighboring countries, which seems to influence their supply chains. 

Further, the Faroese also tend to look towards what they know for inspiration and trends, but the 

Faroese horizon might also be widening somewhat. When asked how they find new suppliers, a 

participant replied that they usually attend expos in Germany and France for inspiration but that 

it is also important to look at stores abroad. He says that “you can just go to Denmark – now it’s 

again Denmark – look what is on the shelves, and typically it’s there before it comes to the 

Faroes. And then we try to be updated what kinds of products are trending now” (K). Another 

respondent says that “so, very often, even if it sounds very narrow-minded, we look to Britain 

and yeah, maybe primarily Denmark – where we resemble quite a lot in consumption pattern. 

What comes to Denmark usually also comes [to the Faroes], but a bit later” (A). An industry 

veteran also notes that “previously, years ago in the Faroes, we were maybe a bit further behind 

other countries in Europe. But today… Faroese people travel so much; they demand the same 

products that you get… For example, in Iceland, where they always have [had a better 

assortment]” (G). He also admits to sourcing very small volumes of more exotic products, not 

for real profit but for the sake of variety. Therefore, it seems as if the Faroese still look mainly to 

Denmark for new products and trends, but inspiration also comes elsewhere. 

Even if eating habits and tastes seem to differ from country to country, in this sense, the Faroese 

also seem most similar to Danes. One respondent says that “a product, which Germans think 

tastes fantastic, it’s not at all certain that Faroese people and Danes like it, actually. In that 

sense, we see a lot of similarity between Denmark [and the Faroes]” I. Another one says that 

“you are a bit challenged by the fact that the Faroese market is very similar to the Danish one 

when it comes to consumption” I. Another one adds that “Icelanders have completely different 

eating habits, very Americanized, which is not the way we have [it]” (B). Finally, one 

interviewee talking about sourcing from further away says that “it limits itself because when we 

are on expos abroad, we sometimes see such products, but they are quite different. We rarely 

consider them to fit our taste… that it’s something for the Faroese market” (A). Therefore, 

Faroese food importers consider the Faroese and Danish food markets so similar that it is 

challenging sourcing elsewhere. 
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Faroese companies’ behavior also supports this. One interviewee points out that when searching 

for a critical supplier to replace a Danish main supplier, they looked in nearby countries like 

Sweden, Germany, and the UK. Nevertheless, he claims it to be a challenge that these places 

have different taste pallets and product mixes from what the Faroese customer wants. He says 

that “if you go to Sweden, for example, you have other tastes… and other products, which… well, 

the product mix is different than in the Faroes” I. Thus, after much research, they ended up 

replacing the old Danish supplier with another Danish supplier. Another respondent explains 

how they tried to substitute a product usually sourced from Denmark with a Norwegian variant. 

He says that “you can get a product in Norway, which we think is clearly better in quality. But it 

has an edge – from the [sauce], I think – which deviates. And we’ve tried it here on the 

[Faroese] market, and it doesn’t sell at all as much as it should considering the quality” (I2). 

Therefore, when making supply chain decisions, Faroese food importers seem influenced by how 

they view Faroese consumer tastes and how much they deem these to resemble Danish tastes. 

Furthermore, a majority of Faroese students are educated in Denmark, which also affects Faroese 

tastes. One participant notes that “a product that becomes popular in Denmark also quickly 

becomes… or it’s likely that it will also sell well in the Faroes because we have a lot of Faroese 

[students] studying in Denmark, and they take their habits with them, and so forth.” I. Another 

one says that “many of the consumers come from Denmark, have studied abroad and come here 

saying: By Jove, can you only get tallow and salami here?” (B) and he continues by saying that 

“people who have studied abroad, of course, have different demands” (B). Statistics from 2008-

2020 show that an average of 51% of all Faroese students in this period studied in Denmark, 

while the same number for Faroese students studying in the Faroes was 39% (Studni, 2021), 

even if this is slowly reversing. Therefore, Faroese people looking to Denmark for, e.g., 

education, seem to affect Faroese food sourcing decisions as stores also want to cater to this 

segment. 

Further, Faroese food importers cater to their customers and provide the goods they want. One 

respondent says that “something happening occasionally is that our customers in the Faroes or 

the customers we have lots of contact with say: why don’t you sell this and that, and why can’t 

you get this in the Faroes. So, some things have come that way, that it’s the customer asking us 

[for it]”(I1). Another one explains that “we target products, which people ask for, and if the 
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products [they] ask for are – if you can put it like that – Danish or similar to Danish, then it 

becomes natural to end up looking that way” (K). Another interviewee supports this when saying 

that “well, why do we buy from Denmark? As a wholesaler, you have some customers to stick to 

in the Faroes, and you have to adapt to that” (I2). Another one adds that sometimes this also 

means selling more expensive products from neighboring countries, which are in demand, rather 

than cheaper alternatives from further away if that is what the customer wants (I1). Therefore, 

Faroese food importers must also adhere to consumer demands to sell their goods.  

Another element to why Faroese buy Danish products is that they know the brands. Explaining 

why they source from their Danish main supplier, a respondent says that “the products are 

known in the Faroes, and that’s the easiest way to work” (H). Another respondent adds that 

“when I say that [the Danish and Faroese] markets are very similar, it’s… the strong brands in 

Denmark, for example, they are also strong brands here in the Faroes” (E). Further, a 

respondent claims that “[Faroese] people’s consumption habits, what they buy in the stores, it’s 

often such [products], which they see in commercials and such [in the environment] close to us” 

(K). Furthermore, he explains that “you must spend a lot of resources and money to build a 

brand [in the Faroes], which is unknown in Denmark, for example. So, often, economically, it 

doesn’t pay to promote a brand from Brazil or something [in the Faroes] if it isn’t extremely 

cheap or extremely good” (K). One participant indicates that it is easier to buy unbranded goods 

from elsewhere. He says, “well, fruit and vegetables, for example, often come from Holland. 

Potatoes and all that also come from Holland. And meat comes from South America, it has no 

brand” (E). Therefore, the small size of the Faroese and the fact that they know the same brands 

as Danes also seems to drive Faroese food importers towards sourcing from Denmark. 

Moreover, this also seems true for private label products. One respondent explains that there has 

been a concentration in food retail and “in that connection [we’ve] seen a development in private 

label, where [companies] develop their own labels instead of using branded products” I. Further, 

he says that in the Faroe Islands, all private label products come from Denmark, which has 

competitive prices in this area. Another respondent says that: 

“The difference between a branded product and our own [private label] product is that 
often – or always – we can sell our own [product] cheaper. Because with branded 
products, the supplier or producer makes allowances for that they need to advertise their 
product. That means that the price is much higher. We must ourselves advertise, [and] 
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ourselves decide how we market our own labels. Therefore, [our labels] can often be sold 
at a low price, and in quality in some cases also much better” (H). 

Perhaps Faroese food importers could source cheaper private label products from, for example, 

Eastern Europe, but some seem to think that consumers also care about, e.g., sustainability and 

quality and that a private label brand signaling this makes up for a possible price difference. 

Asked if it could be more cost-effective to source from Eastern Europe, a respondent says, “yes, 

but you need the brand as well... You develop a private label series and that message you need 

to... that series consists of a brand, and that brand has some brand values” I. Therefore, 

customer brand recognition is a factor when sourcing branded goods and also seems to influence 

Faroese food suppliers’ choices of private label series. 

Furthermore, some seem to consider Faroese food consumption patterns very habitual. One 

respondent says that “in the Faroes, I think we are quite conservative in our consumption 

patterns. You see a lot of impulse products in the Faroes today, which I think you also saw as a 

kid and further back. There isn’t much change in such products” (A). Another one adds that “the 

Faroese have been very minded towards Danish products throughout the times, that’s no secret. 

And maybe we [food importers] are also part of that” (J). Another respondent also suggests that 

the Faroese are habitual consumers when saying:  

“For the past 50 years, no Faroese household has been able to go without Quality Street 
chocolates. Even if they, in my opinion, have decreased in quality, the composition isn’t 
right and so forth, [and] half of the tin isn’t eaten at all [but] just lies in a bowl 
somewhere, there’s something about Christmas not being the same without these 
chocolates” (I2). 

Further, he also points out that introducing new products is not always successful. Therefore, 

working hard to turn from the good old products might seem counterproductive for Faroese food 

importers, who believe they serve a conservative food market. 

However, there is one obvious dissimilarity between Faroese and Danish food consumption 

patterns, even if this is very much part of the habitual narrative of the Faroese. One participant 

explains that “if a Dane comes to the Faroes to visit me, a supplier of convenience goods, then he 

thinks that we have really nice stores, they are very similar to the Danish ones. But there is an 

obvious touch from Britain as well” (A). She also adds that “historically, we have sold much fish 

to Scotland and bought chocolate and biscuits to take back home. There, we, for example, get the 

ship’s biscuit, which today is produced [only for our market] in Iceland, but doesn’t have 
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anything to do with Iceland” (A). Another one says that “we use a lot of British products. It 

comes from the war, [back] then, much was imported from Britain. Everything Cadbury and all 

of that. If you look in Denmark, you will not see the selection we have here [in the Faroes]” (D). 

Therefore, Faroese consumers’ seemingly conservative attitudes towards food products are not 

necessarily pro-Danish, but more minded towards what the Faroese have been used to eating, 

which in turn is very Danish and to some extent British.  

Even though the Faroese market seems conservative, it is also slowly changing. One respondent 

says that “we’re trying… I think we’re quite innovative and try to find new things and expand 

[our] assortment, but out of 100 new [products], maybe two break through each time” (A). 

When explaining the difficulty of introducing new products to the Faroese market, another 

respondent adds that “but at the same time, it’s also our job and challenge to challenge [our 

customers] and say: here’s a new variant, here’s something from another country and so forth” 

(I2). Further, Faroese food importers have also noticed how the market has changed. As an 

example, one respondent talks about the changes in Faroese cheese consumption. He says that 

“[back then] it couldn’t be smelly at all. And that has, of course, changed. Today, [Faroese 

people] eat smelly and all sorts [of cheese]. We have a hundred different kinds of cheese today” 

(G). Finally, an interviewee says that “we get more and more special products because there are 

[foreigners]… not only [from Asia]… Africans are also and [they] use a special kind of bananas 

and so forth. We also take that. Then we also see what they buy” (J). Therefore, the Faroese 

market might be hesitant towards new products, while, e.g., new generations and foreigners also 

change the market. 

In sum, consumption patterns influence Faroese food importers’ supply chain decisions 

immensely. Customers need to trust products, and this already makes importers lean towards 

neighboring countries such as Denmark. The importers also seem to consider Faroese and Danish 

tastes in food similar and one reason seems to be that many Faroese are educated in Denmark. 

Thus, Faroese food importers also seem to look towards Denmark for inspiration and trends. 

Additionally, because of the high cost of marketing combined with the small size of the Faroes 

market, Faroese food importers appear to lean on overseas marketing, which often seems to be 

Danish, making the same brands known in Denmark and the Faroes. This also applies to private 

label brands. Regarding food consumption patterns, the Faroese also seem habitual consumers, 
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who are used to mainly Danish and some British products, moving food importers’ supplier 

choices in those directions. However, with new generations and an increase in foreigners, there 

are also changes to Faroese consumption patterns, even if they are slow. 

5.2 Operational Factors 
The operational factors include the more practical considerations that Faroese food importers 

make in their supplier decisions. They are (1) logistics, (2) volume, (3) supplier stipulations, (4) 

price and quality, (5) currency, and (6) tariffs. 

5.2.1 Logistics 

All participants seem to agree that freight is essential for Faroese food supply chains. One 

interviewee points this out when saying that “what is so important today is logistics. If you want 

success in a company today, then it’s the logistics. That’s the most important factor (J). Even if 

logistics are significant for all food supply chains, it is intensified by the Faroes Islands’ remote 

location in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean. 

In the past few decades, food logistics to the Faroe Islands has improved immensely. Multiple 

industry veterans note that particularly cold chain logistics used to be a great obstacle to the 

Faroes. Referring to around 50 years ago, an interviewee says that “[we] had some challenges 

getting refrigerated goods to the Faroes because there was no transport and there was nothing… 

except a little bit of fruit sometimes, but nothing else of the food that was accessible in, for 

example, Denmark. And I decided to start [importing refrigerated goods], a bit naïve” (B). He 

further explains that back then, the shipping companies were not equipped for cold chain 

transport. Another one notes that this was even a challenge from some places 20 years ago (G). 

However, this does not seem to be a problem at present, but food logistics to the Faroes is still 

not entirely unproblematic. 

Many respondents mention the cost of freight and the remoteness of the Faroes as contemporary 

issues in food logistics. One participant says that “one obstacle is the distance, simply the 

freight, that’s an obstacle” (K). This view is also well summed up when a respondent says that 

“of course, we are very isolated. Everything has to be transported to the Faroes, and it is 

expensive to get it to the Faroes” (A). Even if the transport cost of shipping goods to the Faroes 
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has decreased in the past two decades or so (J), shipping cost is still an important factor in 

procurement decisions for Faroese food importers.  

Another critical factor for Faroese food logistics is shelf life. The length of shelf life varies 

considerably depending on the type of food. Referring to transport time, one participant explains 

that “in this case, it was toffees and something else as well. I think it has a year or so [of shelf 

life], and if you cut it by 12-14 weeks, [time] quickly becomes a bit tight” (C). Another 

participant substantiates this importance when discussing the supply chain for organic food 

products. He says, “it requires much logistically because organic products have shorter shelf life 

than products treated with something… So, it also brings some challenges transport-wise” (E). 

Consequently, Faroese food importers must be careful of the food quantities they import as it 

must be sold before the expiry date. Therefore, Faroese food-importers evaluate volumes 

combined with the type of food, its entire shelf life, and transport time when making supplier 

decisions.  

As a result of, e.g., shelf life, delivery time is also something Faroese food importers need to 

consider. Typically, delivery time is longer from countries further away. Talking about the 

experience of importing directly from Argentina, a respondent noted that “it worked quite poorly 

because the delivery time is around 12 weeks” (C). Another respondent that regularly imports 

from New Zealand, where shipping takes five weeks, noted that the long delivery time meant 

that they sometimes had to supplement with more expensive products from closer locations to 

not run out of stock (G). Therefore, long delivery time can be a reason why Faroese food 

importers frequently decide against suppliers further away, such as outside of Europe, and 

actively choose suppliers located closer geographically. 

Nevertheless, the delivery time also varies considerably amongst countries closer by. Talking 

about their import from Britain, one respondent noted that “because the transit time is so long, 

we have a relatively high stock of those goods as we can usually get the rest [from Denmark] 

within 1-2 weeks depending on the supplier” (A). She further explained that domestic transport 

within the UK was time-consuming and costly, and another one adds that ships from the UK 

usually first sail to Iceland or the Netherlands before arriving in the Faroes (F). Another 

respondent said that it took around seven weeks to get goods from the UK, while delivery was 

weekly from Denmark (E). Therefore, considering delivery time, for Faroese food importers, 
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Denmark seems like a reasonable food-supplier choice as they can deliver timelier than suppliers 

in most other countries.  

Freight routes to the Faroes also appear to be a reason why so much foodstuff comes through 

Denmark. Explaining that the company imports from Norway, Iceland, Scotland, Denmark, 

Sweden, the Netherlands, and Germany, a participant says that “most of [the goods] are 

delivered to… or accumulated in Aarhus and then come to the Faroes, or in Hirtshals and then 

come to the Faroes. And that’s simply because the routes go that way” (C). He further elaborates 

that “if you are to drive it up to Denmark anyway, then the saving – in buying the product 

[elsewhere] – it is spent driving it to Denmark” (C). Additionally, he points out that it does not 

make sense to use harbors in, e.g., Norway, Iceland, or the UK if the products are not produced 

in those respective places. Another participant compares Denmark and other nearby countries 

logistically from a Faroese perspective saying that “if you are to have sensible logistics from 

Britain and Iceland, it doesn’t exist today as effective as from Denmark” (J). Thus, the 

companies seem to think that the freight routes going through Denmark are the most rational 

choice for them. 

Even so, new freight routes can influence supplier choices. Faroese food importers are not 

necessarily set in their ways to import from Denmark and keep an eye on new possibilities. A 

couple of years ago, one of the main shipping firms in the Faroes established a new, direct route 

between the Faroes and Rotterdam (Djurhuus & Olsen, 2016), and Faroese food-importers have 

taken advantage of this new opportunity. This is evident from a participant saying that “we have 

tried to move a bit [further] out, especially now that we have such a good connection to Holland 

with Smyril Line’s new route. Then we have moved quite a bit into Holland” (F). Another one 

confirms this and adds that it is now sometimes cost-effective to drive European-produced goods 

to Rotterdam instead of always to Denmark and that in some cases, this new route decreases the 

transport cost as the drive to Denmark is eliminated (C). Another one says: “we have looked at 

[getting] fruits and vegetables from the Netherlands because now there is a route from 

Rotterdam to the Faroes. We would like to get more fruit and vegetables from there, and then we 

could get it twice a week [from there and also from our current suppliers]” (J). The wish to 

import fresh fruit and vegetables twice a week is also echoed by other participants (D; H). This 

new route seems to be opening new possibilities for Faroese food-importers, and some have even 
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expressed a wish to get additional, non-traditional freight routes to, e.g., Poland to further 

diversify food imports (C). However, the opportunities of the Rotterdam route do not seem to 

have been fully utilized yet. 

Nevertheless, on a small market such as the Faroese, the wish for more diverse shipping routes 

might not be compatible with the necessity for stable and frequent freight. One interviewee 

argues that “freight is crucial, I mean the fact that you can easily and preferably every week or 

as a minimum every second week receive the product” (C). Another one also highlights the 

importance of frequency when stating that “it also has something to do with the ship sailing [to 

Denmark] twice a week. [From] some of the other countries, it takes much longer to receive the 

goods” (I1). She adds that ships sometimes get canceled from other destinations, leaving them 

waiting 1-2 additional weeks for the goods and that this would be unthinkable from Denmark. 

Keeping in mind how vital food is, the influence of shipping frequency on its supply chain is 

unsurprising for an import-dependent society as the Faroese. 

In addition to the goods being shipped frequently, importers also need to know when to expect 

them. One interviewee says that “it is really important that we get… That we can trust that it will 

arrive and that we know precisely when it will arrive. That’s extremely important” (J). Referring 

to their import from the UK, another participant notes that “the transport is too unstable. You 

cannot be certain that it comes [when expected]. That you can… when it comes from Denmark, 

you can be certain that it arrives on Sundays and only a few times a year a bit later” (H). 

Therefore, an advantage with food import from Denmark seems to be that it is both frequent and 

very stable compared with importing from other countries. 

Shipping documents are another logistical perspective mentioned by Faroese food importers. 

Some companies seem to see shipping documents as a hindrance to change purchasing patterns. 

One participant explains that: 

“When I buy fish from Iceland, then shipping documents need to be made for one 
product, shipment one product, driving one product. That whole process is demanding, 
you can say. When I purchase from [our Danish main supplier], you get a thousand 
products in the same container. You utilize [the resources] in a different way. And to 
make one set of shipping documents costs the same regardless of if you have 10 ton or 
500 ton or whatever you have” (D). 
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One takeaway here is that in many countries, Faroese companies purchase small volumes 

directly from producers, and there do not seem to be wholesalers willing to gather products from 

different producers and make the shipping documents for containers containing products from 

different producers (D). Another angle brought forward by an interviewee is that it can be 

complex to produce shipping documents in foreign countries, and it is easier and cheaper to let a 

Danish trader deal with that (F). Therefore, some Faroese food importers seem to think securing 

shipping documents is such a hassle that it can make them decide against further diversifying 

their import countries.  

In sum, food logistics to the Faroes has improved vastly, but importers still see the distance and 

price as obstacles. Further, the most frequent and stable freight routes seem to go through 

Denmark, and importers choose to drive goods from other places in Europe to Danish harbors as 

it only makes sense to ship products produced locally from Iceland, Norway, and Britain. 

However, the new, direct freight route from Rotterdam seems to change this somewhat, and 

many see or already utilize this freight route as opening new possibilities. Another barrier to 

further diversify imports is shipping documents that cost the same regardless of if they are for a 

whole container of different goods or just a few pallets. They can also be challenging to secure in 

foreign places. 

5.2.2 Small volumes 

As indicated earlier in this research, the relatively small consumption volumes of a market such 

as the Faroese seem to limit Faroese food importers in their supplier choices. One respondent 

says that “well, we are very small, very small. If you buy, for example, diapers. I believe if we 

found a supplier in China, I don’t believe that they would want to sell to us. We are too small. 

But it could be interesting” (E). Another one says that “there is no doubt that maybe [we] should 

look a bit more elsewhere. But then again, we might be somewhat big in the Faroes, but we are 

so very small [in the world]” (J). In this research, most respondents bring up size and volumes 

and their effect on their procurement patterns. 

Faroese stores' procurement patterns and setup also seem to be arranged towards smaller 

volumes of each product to ensure variety and lower administration costs. One respondent 

indicates this when imagining sourcing tea or laundry detergent in large volumes from China. He 
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says that “I could get that fairly cheap to the islands, but what do I then do with it? Our stores 

are arranged so that you have 50 bags of that, and then you have a pretty large selection” (D). 

He continues by saying that “it has something to do with the volumes we need. It’s no use that I 

get a container of this and a container of that from 30 different suppliers. It’s eaten up in 

administration and storage costs” (D). Another respondent adds that “it would have been very 

labor-intensive to go to all the producers and make them understand that if we need a pallet [of 

goods], we should get such and such a good price, the market might be too small for that” (I1). 

Therefore, one concern for Faroese food importers seems to be to minimize administration costs 

and ensure a good variety of products in Faroese stores in spite of the small volumes. 

Despite the Faroes being dependent on food imports for local consumption, the import volumes 

of each product are so small that it is necessary to combine them. One respondent says that “if 

you take fruit and vegetables, then we preferably need a supplier who can deliver most of it as 

we are so small” (E). Having a supplier who can provide a broad range of products also seems to 

be an advantage logistically as it means that the few pallets of each product can be collected into 

one container. A respondent expands on this, saying that:  

 “We often need perhaps a wholesaler in – I don’t know – the Netherlands [or] Turkey, 
who has a lot of things. Because if you go to a large country, typically one producer 
makes this and another makes that, and a third makes something else. We can’t buy so 
much of this or that or the other, we need a little bit of each. So how do we gather all of 
that? Do we need an agent who can gather it all and place it in a container? I think we 
are lacking that” (F). 

And according to Faroese importers, many suppliers do not seem willing to gather Faroese 

purchases into larger units. And therefore, Faroese companies seem to keep to their traditional 

suppliers, who seem to provide these services. 

These are often Danish suppliers. One respondent points out that “Danes understand the Faroese 

market much better than other countries do. Danes know that we can’t buy whole containers of 

this and that. So, they have adapted their activity to… Maybe it’s niche trading they have to the 

Faroes” (I2). His colleague also highlights the benefits of purchasing from Danish suppliers that 

are already importing a range of goods from elsewhere when saying that “it is actually good for 

such a small society as ours, such a small market, that you can buy one pallet of each or 

something from a large chain in Denmark, which themselves are buying from abroad” (I1). 

Another one states it slightly differently when saying that “so, we need to… find a wholesaler 
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exactly like in Denmark, just much cheaper. That’s always been the thought. And when we come 

to the Netherlands and so forth, it just doesn’t appear to be much cheaper” (F). As an example 

of others not doing this, another respondent points out that in Iceland, it has long been discussed 

to set up a wholesaler who can gather products from different producers, but so far, it has been 

fruitless, making the volume requirements of each product higher than the Faroese companies 

would like (D). Therefore, Danes seem to understand better the requirement of small volumes of 

each product that the Faroese need in each shipment and are willing and able to gather different 

products for each shipment. 

Another volume-related challenge is that European and international companies become so large 

that they do not even give the small Faroese importers the time of day. Talking about European 

supermarket chains, one respondent says that: “they become extremely large. And that means 

that they take most of the market, which means that you don’t have many [wholesalers] who can 

deliver a wide assortment because the supermarkets have their own [procurement] central and 

source themselves” (E). Another one argues that “I think you notice that the larger the companies 

become, and the smaller we are, the more difficult it is to get through [to them]. There are also 

international companies, which we often have contacted, where we don’t get through, they don’t 

reply or anything” (K). This development means that the number of wholesalers fitting Faroese 

criteria such as a wide assortment seems to decrease, meaning that their realistic supplier choices 

become limited. 

To mitigate this, Faroese importers sometimes cooperate with others to increase the total volume. 

One respondent expresses this when saying that “we buy in South America in cooperation with 

one of the largest importers in Europe, which in this case are Dutch, so we buy [the goods] 

together with them. We have tried to buy directly in South America, but we are just too small for 

that” (E). Another one notes that “we buy a bit from the Netherlands, but that is mainly through 

[other Faroese suppliers]. It has something to do with the volumes, which need to be of a certain 

size. If we alone are to get a few pallets and another one gets a few pallets, it’s not economical” 

(D). He also notes that their Danish main supplier has the same strategy of cooperating with 

other large Nordic suppliers in procurement to increase the volume and get lower prices. Another 

adds that they sometimes use their close connection to a Danish main supplier to get better 

contracts on something which is not interesting on the Danish market or needs special 
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considerations regarding import to the Faroes (H). In sum, for Faroese food importers, 

cooperation seems to be a strategy to increase volumes and therefore reduce the negative effects 

of serving such a small market. 

Moreover, Faroese food importers diversifying their imports might face consequences due to the 

limited volume needed to satisfy their home market. One interviewee says that “the volumes in 

the Faroes aren’t so large, if you were to spread it out, you wouldn’t get as good deals” (H). 

Another one builds upon this, saying that “if I go to Turkey and fill a container of biscuits and 

cakes, then I will most likely sell less from [our current biscuits and cakes supplier]. The market 

isn’t so large, so you have to sacrifice one product if you are to get something [else]” (K). 

Therefore, the small volumes make it wise for Faroese importers to thoroughly think it through 

before seeking out new suppliers if they replace goods already in their portfolio. 

To summarize, the small volumes of the Faroese food market play a prominent role in limiting 

the supplier choices of Faroese food importers. In many cases, the importers need each container 

to contain many different products to ensure variety and lower administration and storage costs, 

but not all suppliers meet that demand. Further, many European supermarket chains are 

becoming so large that they source everything themselves, limiting the number of independent 

wholesalers who fit the Faroese criteria of wide assortments. The small volumes also make it 

difficult for Faroese importers to interest large food producers themselves, and they also need to 

be careful not to spread their volume too much or take new opportunities sacrificing other 

supplier relationships. However, one strategy to mitigate the effects of small volumes seems to 

be procurement cooperation, in addition to Danish companies seeming willing to comply with 

Faroese demands and understand the Faroese market better than others.  

5.2.3 Supplier Stipulations 

Another factor affecting Faroese food procurement patterns is that many large companies have 

grouped the Faroes under their Danish department or dealer. One respondent explains that “we 

are just automatically placed under Denmark and are informed that: you need to contact 

Denmark, you should trade that way because we have made our setup that way” (A). Another 

says that “partly, it’s because bigger companies say that we have a dealer in Denmark, and he 

takes care of the Faroes. If they have decided that, there’s not much you can do about it, you 
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have to buy through the Danish dealer” (C). Therefore, international companies’ stipulations 

also affect Faroese import patterns as the importers have to trade with the company contact, they 

are given. 

Faroese food importers’ opinions differ on having to source through Denmark. Some shrug their 

shoulders, arguing that this is just the setup of large companies, and one says that “I think we 

have often experienced that it’s a subbranch of the larger company and not a private dealer” 

(C), continuing by saying that the price matches company branches in other countries. Someone 

even highlights the benefits of this setup as Denmark is also a relatively small country (E). 

Others disagree and say that “we have seen it so often; how much cheaper it is to buy directly 

[from the producer] than through Denmark. There’s a huge difference” (K). Further, this 

interviewee anecdotally points out that the difference can sometimes be 40%. Another one 

agrees, saying that “it’s not something that holds us back, but it makes everything a bit more 

expensive. And it’s not always that someone sitting in Denmark knows as much about British 

products as we do” (A). Other interviewees add that “it’s very annoying, and we really try to 

fight against it. We have explained to these suppliers that the Faroes aren’t Denmark and so 

forth” (I2). He also talked about Danish intermediaries not directly affiliated with the company 

blocking Faroese from purchasing directly from the producer to keep the business for 

themselves. Therefore, it seems some of the Faroese companies accept this arrangement while 

others work against it and actively work towards sourcing directly from the producers to reduce 

prices and misunderstandings. 

In other instances, this setup seems to be more voluntary. One participant talks about volumes 

from a non-Danish supplier growing so much that they considered sourcing directly from the 

producer but decided against it. She explained about the intermediary, “but we have estimated 

this [Danish] supplier so important for us” (I1), continuing by saying that they also purchased 

other goods from the Danish intermediary. Further, she mentioned another example where a 

Dutch supplier requested to change the arrangement, so the Faroese company got the same prices 

but purchased through their Danish contact. She elaborated that “well, it was because they also 

had a supplier in Denmark, who brought home whole containers of different stuff and then we 

were to buy the goods from them. And it was probably easier for [the Dutch] than occasionally 
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sending [us] two or four or six pallets” (I1). Therefore, buying through Danish intermediaries is 

not always forced, but there are also instances where it is voluntary. 

Another setup-related element still somewhat affecting Faroese food importers and their supplier 

decisions are exclusive agency agreements. One respondent explains that “well, if you go back in 

time, exclusive agency agreements were good to work with and so forth. But exclusive agency 

agreements don’t have the same status today as they did back then” (E). Another one says about 

exclusive agency agreements that “it’s important for us, yeah it is. But that world has changed a 

lot. Today, everyone can get hold of everything somehow” (C). He continues by saying that 

“having an exclusive agency agreement means that you are dealing directly with the producer” 

(C), and “then we should be more competitive on the market with that product as we are skipping 

a few links [in the chain]” (C), referring to leaving out intermediaries and their cost. Therefore, 

exclusive agency agreements can influence a company’s competitiveness, but today, it does not 

mean that a company will be the sole supplier of a product. 

However, such agreements also give suppliers considerable power. Talking about being offered 

an exclusive agency agreement for a product that would be good for the company, an interviewee 

explains that “we were, of course, delighted because it fits well with the rest of our assortment, 

but they also have pet food and they wanted [all their products] to be together and with the same 

importer. It’s a bit ‘off’ and absolutely not our main competence” (A). She concluded that they 

complied with the requirements to acquire the exclusive agency agreement for the product they 

were interested in. Another respondent talks about being tired of a competitor having an 

exclusive agency agreement and asking the supplier to cancel it. He explains: “I did that and 

straight away they said: fine, you will be permitted to buy” (B), which in turn meant that the 

supplier exercised their power to terminate the exclusive agency agreement with this 

respondent’s Faroese competitor. Talking about the competition amongst Faroese importers to 

secure certain exclusive agency agreements or poach them from a competitor, another 

respondent reflects, “that means that suppliers somehow have negotiation power over us, small 

[Faroese importers]. And that negotiation power probably makes us a bit afraid to get too many 

other suppliers at the expense of buying less from current suppliers” (K). He also continues by 

saying that such suppliers are very concerned about sales numbers and for the Faroese importers 

to reach them. Furthermore, an interviewee adds that such agreements also give the importer a 
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sense of responsibility, e.g., that the product is displayed well in the stores (A). Therefore, 

exclusive agency agreements seem attractive for Faroese importers, but they also come with 

requirements and give suppliers power over importers who want to keep or gain such 

agreements. 

To summarize, supplier stipulations affect Faroese food importers’ procurement patterns. Here, 

there seem to be two main points to be made. (1) International corporations tend to place the 

Faroes under their Danish branches. Some Faroese importers are indifferent to this, while others 

see it as impeding their competitiveness as they would prefer to purchase directly from the 

producer.   However, sometimes this arrangement is more voluntary. (2) Exclusive agency 

agreements also still impact Faroese importers’ supply chain decisions even if their importance 

now concerns competitiveness instead of being the sole provider of a product. Nonetheless, these 

agreements also come with requirements, giving the suppliers power over the Faroese firms. 

5.2.4 Price and Quality 

For Faroese food importers, the price seems to be a weighty factor, but it is not the sole 

consideration when choosing suppliers. Asked about the deciding factor for the company’s initial 

supplier choices, a respondent says that “I’m not completely sure, but I can imagine, it was the 

price” (J). Another respondent points out that price is one of many factors being considered. He 

says that “in the end, it’s what our customers want. Quality, price, logistics and all that… the 

optimal solution of all those things plays a role” (I2). Another says that “well, we are always on 

the lookout for new products and especially products, which we can get at a more competitive 

price” (E), noting that sometimes the price can be sacrificed for, e.g., a brand with the right 

values. Finally, an interviewee also comments that “it needs to be made as easy as possible, 

that’s part of it. So, it’s not just the price, it’s also how easily you can do it” (J), referring to, e.g., 

staff costs. Therefore, price is an important factor for Faroese food importers’ supply chain 

decisions, but it is not the only factor necessary to consider. 

However, Danish suppliers seem to have competitive prices and excellent service. Speaking 

about why their main supplier is Danish, one respondent says that “we haven’t found it cheaper 

anywhere else than in Denmark, so it’s just as much because of that” (J). Another adds that this 

is also true for private label products (E). Reflecting on competitiveness, one respondent notes 
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that “if we compare Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and Britain and so forth, then the 

Danes are often competitive in addition to having good service and good terms” (I2). A third 

interviewee supports this when stating that “in reality, [Danes] have as good prices as those 

Dutch wholesalers or suppliers, traders as they’re called. And [the Danes] have much better 

service and understand us much better” (F). Therefore, Faroese food importers consider Danish 

suppliers’ prices competitive in addition to Danes being more service-minded and understanding 

towards Faroese importers than others. 

Of the other two countries where the Faroese have traditionally imported food (see figure 1 and 

2), Britain seems more competitive than Iceland, which is considered very expensive. Regarding 

imports from Iceland, one respondent says, “yes, we also buy from Iceland. Iceland is generally 

a very expensive country to buy goods from; the [goods are] very expensive” (K). Another one 

says that “it’s relatively expensive, I think I can say. It is. But the products are also quite good” 

(C), noting that their customers ask for Icelandic lamb because of the quality. Another 

respondent notes that “one of the biggest problems for them was that the Icelandic króna 

fluctuates so much, which means that the prices change all the time” (J). On the other hand, 

Faroese importers seem to disagree on the competitiveness of importing from the UK. One 

interviewee says that “it’s a bit difficult to generalize, but I think [the price level] is a bit lower 

in general [in the UK]” (A). However, talking about his experience importing from the UK, 

another one points out that “we get a price and then become really excited. But then when you 

have received the goods to the Faroes, it appears as if it has become… well, there are a lot of 

extra costs” (I2), referring to the high costs of UK domestic transport to the harbors. Therefore, 

generally speaking, neither Iceland nor Britain seems more competitive for Faroese importers 

than Denmark. 

Nonetheless, there are also other options than where Faroese traditionally import food. One 

participant says that “well, we’re not stupid, we always have some feelers out, we know what the 

market price is, and we get a lot [of material] sent from elsewhere, so we always know if we 

have the right price or not” (F) and others echo this point (I1). Another one adds that “one thing, 

which is generally all over – no matter, which country and supplier we talk about – that’s that 

you can’t just relax when you have secured a deal. You have to keep updated [with 

developments]” (I2). In some cases, procurement from the Netherlands has been an option that 
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suddenly made more sense because of recent developments. Talking about the prices from Dutch 

suppliers, one respondent says, “in many areas, it’s much better, not in all, but almost all. So, it’s 

been a big success” (F). However, he also notes that Dutch suppliers are quick to quote prices, 

which do not hold up. Comparing the competitiveness of Dutch suppliers and Danish suppliers, 

one interviewee says that “but [for] some products it makes sense… it’s just cheaper in the 

Netherlands” (C). Moreover, others also note that in some cases, it makes sense to look beyond 

traditional suppliers from a competitive point of view. One respondent boasts about a non-EU 

supplier saying that “now we get more products from them than we did and it’s extremely good 

quality and the price has decreased” (I2). Therefore, it seems like keeping updated and finding 

untraditional suppliers can make sense from a competitiveness point of view.  

However, price and quality are highly intertwined, and for many Faroese food importers, quality 

seems to be a priority over price. One respondent says that “well, what we’ve focused on the 

whole time is quality, quality, and quality. After all, there’s lots of bad meat around, and we have 

been able to focus on quality. And quality often costs money, right” (G). Another one agrees, 

saying that “[when] you, for example, get lots of variants, then we always choose [from] the top 

and rather pick a more expensive product. Sometimes, it means that we might not be competitive 

in some areas, because then we should have chosen a cheaper variant, but we value [quality] 

higher” (C). He adds that “[some customers] don’t compromise concerning [quality], and then 

they’d rather pay a bit more, so the food is good. That’s why we’ve always emphasized quality” 

(C). And some Faroese food importers seem to associate price reductions with a reduced quality. 

One participant says that “where people often go wrong is if a product suddenly has become 

cheaper, it very often [means that] the quality has become worse” (I2). When discussing 

introducing new products to the market, another interviewee adds that “and thus the only way, 

you can get it onto the market is that you get it extremely cheaply, so the customer is willing to 

try it. And when you get it extremely cheaply, it can affect the quality of the product” (E). 

Therefore, Faroese food importers seem to choose quality over price, and they also seem 

suspicious of the quality if a product is too cheap. 

In general, Faroese food importers consider price when choosing suppliers but also consider 

other factors. These are factors such as quality, brand, easiness, and service. Danish suppliers 

seem to be competitive in prices. However, Icelandic suppliers appear not to have competitive 
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prices, which also fluctuate due to the unstable currency. Nevertheless, Faroese importers still 

source from Iceland, e.g., because of quality. The purchase price from British suppliers seems to 

be competitive for Faroese importers, but the transport costs seem excessive, making the 

competitiveness questionable for Faroese food importers. Additionally, Faroese importers also 

look at other options. E.g., the Netherlands looks promising in some cases, but it can also pay off 

to look even further for suppliers. Finally, Faroese food importers seem to prioritize quality over 

price if given a choice. 

5.2.5 Currency 

Faroese food-importers seem to keep an eye on currency rates, even if they do not seem to have 

strong opinions on which currency invoices are in. Asked if they only used euros, one respondent 

replied, “no, it varies a lot. That’s something the supplier chooses. We pay in both Danish krone, 

and euros, and pounds and… yeah” (A). Talking about a quality product, another one elaborates 

that “I think we had it for two years, then it suddenly became too expensive. There you’re also 

dependent on currency, how [the exchange rate] of the pound is” (G). Answering if he follows 

currency developments, another respondent says: “Yeah, actually, yeah. Or if something unusual 

happens where the [Norwegian] krone is very low, it can make sense to buy more than usual. But 

often we’re limited by [storage] space” (C). He continues by saying that “the UK is of course in 

pounds, so then timing is quite important (C), adding that the same applies to Norway. Even if 

the currency does not appear to be the most crucial factor, Faroese food importing companies 

seem to follow and adjust according to currency developments. 

Despite Faroese food importers accepting invoices in various currencies, they seem to care about 

exchange rate stability. Elaborating on the trade relationship with a long-time supplier, one 

participant says that “20 years ago it was in D-mark – no, actually, Danish krone was accepted.  

Otherwise, it was dollars previously, but now it’s euros, and that’s good. The euro has been 7… 

between 7.42 and 7.45 [Danish krone] for the past 20 years, so you know what you pay for the 

goods” (G). Asked if the currency had any impact when deciding between suppliers from the 

Netherlands and Denmark, another respondent replied, “no, actually not. Because all those 

invoices are in euros and the other ones are in Danish krone, and that’s yeah… in reality, it 

doesn’t have any significance” (C). Another participant emphasizes exchange rate stability 

saying that “when you purchase from the UK, you trade in pounds and it fluctuates a lot, and the 
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same applies to Iceland and the Icelandic króna. When it’s Denmark, it’s Danish krone, and that 

means it’s very stable [for us]” (J). Therefore, importing to the Faroe Islands, where the Danish 

krone is used as a currency (Visit Faroe Islands, 2016), local food importers seem to consider it 

advantageous to keep to the Danish krone or the euro, which the Danish krone is pegged to 

(Danmarks Nationalbank, 2020), even if they are willing to purchase in other currencies as well. 

An unstable and low currency could also be advantageous for a buyer, but large suppliers seem 

to protect themselves against this. One respondent notes that “we sometimes hear that now the 

pound is so low, that your chocolate prices should decrease. But [our supplier] has already 

taken this into account long ago, so they sell it to us in euros” (A). Therefore, it seems that at 

least some large suppliers protect themselves against fluctuating currencies and prevent buyers 

from reaping the potential benefits of unstable currencies. 

In sum, currency does not appear to be the main factor when Faroese food-importers make 

supply chain decisions, but they still consider it. They accept invoices in various currencies but 

seem to prefer the local currency, Danish krone, or the euro, which it is fixed against as these are 

stable. Sometimes they adjust their purchases on account of currency or exchange rates, but 

suppliers also seem to protect themselves against this. 

5.2.6 Tariffs 

In some cases, tariffs seem to influence Faroese food importers’ supplier decision-making, but 

tariffs do not seem to be all-important. Faroese import tariffs are “worked out according to rules 

set by the government in keeping with the agreement on the application of Article Vll in the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)” (Taks, n.d.), which is a WTO agreement 

(WTO, n.d.). Talking about a product with non-EU raw materials, a respondent says that “if it 

doesn’t have Danish origin, if it originates outside of the EU, then GATT tariffs are added to the 

product, which is a challenge” (E). The GATT tariffs seem to hit the import of sweets especially 

hard as they are also subject to excessive sugar taxes (A; J; K). One respondent argues that “if we 

find out that a supplier is from China or somewhere further away… outside of the EU – 

frequently these [products] are subjects to GATT tariffs – then it becomes less interesting” (A). 

Another interviewee is less resolute when saying that “in the Faroes, you pay GATT tariffs, but it 

isn’t so much, so…” (J). Thus, GATT tariffs are considered but do not wholly discourage all 
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Faroese companies from importing outside the EU, as many of them do not mention it in their 

interviews. 

However, the Faroese companies importing from outside the EU certainly make arrangements to 

minimize GATT tariffs. One respondent details the process of importing from South America, 

explaining that one type of customs clearance means that the goods will be tariffed in the 

European transit harbor while another one means “that it comes to a European harbor, but will 

not be cleared in Europe, but comes straight to the Faroes” (E). Another respondent 

substantiates this when elaborating on cooperating with a Danish supplier to import from outside 

of the EU, saying that “then they have the option to import in large quantities and put it in a 

transit storage in Denmark so that we buy it uncleared” (I1). Thus, tariffs do not prevent Faroese 

food importers from non-EU procurement, but they need to be arranged carefully to avoid paying 

more tariffs than necessary. 

Finally, some interviewees advocate for an increased political focus on free trade agreements in 

extension to tariff discussions. One respondent argues that “well, we still have some trade 

barriers where we pay GATT tariffs and such… [if] you could get some agreements from the 

political system making it… Like in Turkey [where the Faroes have a trade agreement]” (K). 

And another one substantiates this wish saying that “for many years, I have tried to get them to 

make an agreement with [a country far away]… the politicians, but I’m not good enough [for 

them] to respond to” (G). Therefore, there seems to be a wish for more trade agreements with 

countries across the globe in this industry. 

In sum, tariffs are not all-important for Faroese food importers, but they might adjust their 

procurement according to tariffs. In some cases, especially for the import of sweets, tariffs might 

discourage non-EU procurement as the sugar taxes are already very high. For others, it just 

means making arrangements for the goods to be transported uncleared to the Faroes. However, 

some respondents also argue that it would be beneficial to have more trade agreements with non-

EU countries.  
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6. Discussion 
This study found that numerous factors impact Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions. While 

there is much academic literature about trade linkages on a macro and micro level, its 

applicability to small remote island nations had not been examined prior to this study. This study 

found that many of the more general aspects already mentioned in prior trade literature are also 

applicable to food import to the Faroe Islands. However, Faroese food importers also need to 

consider factors, which do not seem to affect supply chain decisions in more populous and less 

isolated places. One example is the language of food labels, which the literature on food supply 

chains does not appear to consider. Another aspect seemingly neglected by the supply chain 

literature is the customer perspective, which was found highly influential on Faroese food supply 

chains as Faroese food importers imported the products their customers expressed preference for.  

6.1 Macro Perspectives 
The trade ties between the Faroe Islands and Denmark are evidently very strong in the food 

sector. This corresponds to the macro literature on the gravity model (Bergeijk & Brakman, 

2010; de Groot et al., 2004; Helble, 2018) and colony-colonizer links (De Sousa et al., 2010; 

Ghemawat, 2001; Gokmen et al., 2020; Head et al., 2010; Mitchener & Weidenmier, 2008; 

Rauch, 2001; Rose et al., 2000; Srivastava & Green, 1986), even though the word colony does 

not seem to be the exact term used to describe today’s political situation of the Faroe Islands 

(The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2018c, 2019c, 2019a). Nonetheless, these literature 

strains seem to explain underlying factors impacting Faroese food importers’ supplier choices.  

Further, a more explicit explanation of this can be made. Geographically, the Faroe Islands and 

Denmark are not the closest neighbors, which supports that distance here is a multifaceted 

concept also encompassing, e.g., cultural distance, language, the similarity of social norms, and a 

common currency (Ghemawat, 2001). This study namely demonstrates these as relevant factors 

for Faroese food importers when making supplier choices. Additionally, the Faroes and Denmark 

also fulfill all three of Gokmen et al.’s (2020) criteria for what they call ‘deep imperial capital’ as 

these two places (1) share a queen (The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2018a) even though 

this is not in practice the administrative authority of the Faroes, (2) they have the same main 

religion (The World Factbook, 2021a, 2021b) even if the degree of religiousness differs, and (3) 
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they share a common currency (Visit Faroe Islands, 2016). Thus, this study’s findings seem to 

support prior literature on the influence of macro factors such as a colonial factor and all its 

resulting consequences impacting supplier decisions in the Faroese food-importing sector. 

However, as statistics show, the flow of goods between the Faroes and Denmark is not nearly 

equally strong both ways (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021b, 2021a). One explanation could be that 

the Faroes mainly export fish (The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2018b), which is often 

considered a raw material, while the import from Denmark considered in this research has more 

manufactured characteristics. Srivastava & Green (1986) argue that cultural similarity impacts 

trade in manufactured goods to a higher degree than in raw materials. This is also backed up by 

participants in this study as the products they mention to import from elsewhere are often more 

similar to raw materials and less manufactured. These are products such as meat, fruits, and 

vegetables. Furthermore, 80% of goods exported from the Faroes in 2020 were to non-Nordic 

European countries and countries altogether outside of Europe (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021a), 

which have fewer cultural ties to the Faroes. Therefore, this study seems to support Srivastava & 

Green’s (1986) findings that cultural factors are more important when trading manufactured 

goods than raw materials. 

Moreover, the colonial perspective also seems to have influenced the institutional logic 

(Thornton & Ocasio, 2008) of the Faroese food-importing industry. As described in the findings 

chapter, the Faroese are generally used to looking to Denmark for inspiration, trends, and 

education, but this seems particularly embedded into the food importing sector because of its 

history with the Danish Royal Trade Monopoly. This historical past appears to have created 

much of the context of today’s food-importing industry, where looking to Denmark seems to be 

the first reflex for many, reproducing this institutional logic. However, the food-importing 

industry does not appear to be the only industry with this institutional logic, but other industries 

such as the shipping industry also seem to operate under it. This means that the infrastructure for 

food imports is also created under and supports this institutional logic, making the institution of 

looking to Denmark for food imports both cultural and material, which Thornton & Ocasio 

(2008) point out to be “[a] key assumption of an institutional logics perspective” (p, 105). 

Therefore, the history of food imports in the Faroes, and its connection to the Danish Royal 

Trade Monopoly has created the context of this industry’s prevailing institutional logic. 
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Nonetheless, in an increasingly globalized world, the context of the institutional logic of the 

Faroese food-importing industry is slowly changing. This means that the institutional logic of 

mainly looking to Denmark for everything new now interplays and is challenged by a more 

global institution worldwide, where products can come from anywhere in the world. This can be 

seen in import statistics, where the origin of food has become slightly more diversified in later 

years (Statistics Faroe Islands, 2021d) and in the fact that it, according to participants in this 

study, seems to be younger employees pushing for this diversification. A new shipping route 

directly from the Netherlands also indicates that this change impacts other industries such as the 

shipping industry, creating the infrastructure for a more globalized food-importing industry in 

the Faroe Islands. Thus, a change in the institutional logic of one industry seems to be 

strengthened by the same change in another industry, creating a new historical context for food 

import. 

6.2 Micro Perspectives 
When looking at the micro factors impacting Faroese food-importing firms individually, the 

complexity mentioned by, e.g., Mwikali & Kavale (2012) is evident. This study’s author found 

two overarching factors, the human-oriented and operational factors, to be important for Faroese 

food importers’ supplier choices. Under the human-oriented factors, there are four subcategories, 

which are (1) historical aspects, (2) relationships, (3) language and culture, and (4) consumption 

patterns. The six subcategories of the operational factors are (1) logistics, (2) small volumes, (3) 

supplier stipulations, (4) price and quality, (5) currency, and (6) tariffs. However, these again 

have many different points and considerations, making supplier choices for Faroese food 

importers an interconnected web of many considerations, which is also what the prior literature 

seems to be able to agree upon (Dickson, 1966; Ghodsypour & O’Brien, 1998; Hosseini & 

Barker, 2016; Mwikali & Kavale, 2012).  

Moreover, the factors influencing supplier choices mentioned by prior literature and found in this 

study are not identical. Some of the factors referred to in prior literature such as cost, quality, and 

service (Ghodsypour & O’Brien, 1998) are also relevant for Faroese food importers. On the other 

hand, factors such as technical capability and supplier profile mentioned in the literature 

(Mwikali & Kavale, 2012) did not come up as critical considerations for Faroese food importers. 

Further, factors such as consumption patterns, volumes, and logistics are not mentioned in the 
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general literature on important factors for supplier choices. Therefore, this study only adds to the 

multitude of factors important for supplier choices already existing in the supply chain literature. 

However, the general nature of many studies versus the specificity of this one can perhaps 

explain the differences between prior literature and this study. This study focuses on food import 

in a small remote island nation, where both the characteristics of the product and the place seem 

to influence the factors that are important for Faroese food importers to consider when making 

supplier decisions. Hence, it is not surprising that these factors are mentioned in food-specific or 

small remote island nation-specific literature, even if they are not directly about supplier choices. 

These factors are, for example, logistics and small volumes (Brooks & Frost, 2012; Byrom et al., 

2003; Dani, 2015; Fugazza & Hoffmann, 2017; Helble, 2018; Owen, 1999; Pullman & Wu, 

2011; Schiffling, 2015). 

The importance of good, stable, and frequent logistics services is highlighted in this study, and 

the literature supports its significance concerning both perishables and small remote island 

nations (Brooks & Frost, 2012; Dani, 2015; Pullman & Wu, 2011). While others not operating 

under the constraints of perishables and remoteness might take their infrastructure for granted, 

logistics appears to make all the difference for Faroese food importers and why they pick 

suppliers in some countries over others. Moreover, the most frequent and stable shipping routes 

to the Faroes seem to go through Denmark, which can be one practical explanation of the high 

percentage of food imports to the Faroes going that way. The literature also substantiates the 

linkage of direct shipping routes and high trade volumes (Helble, 2018) and the lack thereof as a 

severe hindrance to trade (Fugazza & Hoffmann, 2017).  

Both the literature on small island nations and the literature on food supply chains touch upon the 

issue of small volumes. However, this perspective does not seem to be explored as profoundly in 

prior literature as in this study. Therefore, this study adds nuance to the issue of small 

consumption volumes, how this becomes something to consider regarding wide assortment and 

administration costs, and strategies for tackling and mitigating the issues brought on by small 

volume purchasing. This study also sheds light upon how large food selling companies often 

require volumes beyond what is possible for such small communities to purchase and are not 

willing or able to provide a wide assortment of goods and combine them in shipments. Small 
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volumes thus limit Faroese food importers’ supplier choices to the ones able to fulfill such 

requirements. 

Earlier research indicates that collaborators must be chosen carefully. Looking at Geringer’s 

(1991) criteria, it is not surprising that Faroese food importers choose Danish suppliers as they 

seem best to fit Faroese importers’ task-oriented and partner-oriented criteria. Further, both the 

literature and this study find relationships crucial to food supply chains (Ambrose et al., 2010; 

Dani, 2015; Gil-Saura et al., 2009; G. J. Hofstede et al., 2010). Here, the keyword seems to be 

trust, which both culture and the length of the relationships affect (Dani, 2015; Gil-Saura et al., 

2009; Houjeir & Brennan, 2017; Xu & Hao, 2021). Again, Danes seem to come first in 

considering the long history of food trade between the Faroes and Denmark (Dam Joensen, 

2010), meaning that many trade relationships are decades-long, and the relatively short cultural 

distance also fosters trust (Xu & Hao, 2021). As the Faroes have been and are tied to Denmark in 

a colony-colonizer resembling relationship (The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2019a), macro 

factors following this relationship such as a convenient communication language and mutual 

understanding of social norms (Ghemawat, 2001; Gokmen et al., 2020) again make these 

relationships easier to manage. Moreover, Danes seem to be the ones investing most in the 

relationships with Faroese importers, which Ambrose et al. (2010) predict buyers to value. 

6.3 Customer Perspectives 
Prior research indicates that Europeans generally do not weigh familiarity highly when making 

food choices (Januszewska et al., 2011). This does not fit with Faroese food importers’ view of 

their customers. No such research has been done on Faroese customers, but Faroese food 

importers interviewed in this study seem to think that they are conservative and creatures of 

habit, who buy the same brands and products as their parents did, making it challenging to 

introduce new products to this market. Further, this view seems to influence Faroese food 

importers’ sourcing decisions, making them stick to many of the same suppliers and products. 

However, the literature also argues that the weightings of the factors affecting customers’ food 

decisions also vary between countries (Januszewska et al., 2011). Through their work, Faroese 

food importers might know their customers and that they differ from other Europeans in this 

respect. Otherwise, it would likely be easier to introduce new products to the Faroese market.  
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However, the literature also argues that culture and food tastes are tightly intertwined (Furst et 

al., 1996; Pullman & Wu, 2011; Rees, 1992; Tiu Wright et al., 2001). This is also supported in 

the findings of this paper, and it somewhat questions that familiarity is not an important factor 

when making food choices. Familiarity might impact customers subconsciously through, e.g., 

their childhood or past experiences of their environment even if they cannot pinpoint it 

themselves. Furthermore, parts of the literature on food tastes in the Danish Kingdom 

emphasizes how culture and natural factors have differentiated the tastes of the Faroes, Denmark, 

and Greenland (Sørensen et al., 2018), while the Danish influence on Faroese tastes and food 

culture is also evident in the literature (J. P. Joensen, 2020; Sørensen et al., 2018). Considering 

how similar this research’s participants seem to consider food tastes in Denmark and the Faroes, 

it is likely that the differences are mainly concerning traditional food. Danish tastes might have 

become part of contemporary Faroese culture and food tastes when it comes to imported food, 

which is most of what you see in Faroese supermarkets. 

According to literature, COO and label language also affect customer decisions (Ho et al., 2019; 

Huettl-Maack & Schwenk, 2016). That labels in languages from what is seen as developed 

countries evoke trusting feelings and stimulate purchasing intent (Ho et al., 2019) corresponds to 

this research’s findings. Faroese food importers do not explicitly mention this, but it is likely that 

Faroese customers associate Danish with an advanced country as Faroese also look to Denmark 

for trends, inspiration, and education. Furthermore, Faroese food importers specifically claim 

that products from Poland and Romania and their packaging seem less trustworthy to Faroese 

customers. On the other hand, Faroese customers seem to choose specific products from specific 

countries other than Denmark even if they are more expensive than alternatives, which is also 

supported in the literature on product-country-match (Huettl-Maack & Schwenk, 2016). 

However, this study found the languages of food labels to influence and limit Faroese food 

importers’ supplier choices. There seems to be little to no literature on this specific connection. 

One reason could be that it is taken for granted that food labels are in the majority language of a 

place, but this is, for the most part, not the case in the Faroe Islands as Faroese is such a small 

language (The Government of the Faroe Islands, 2019b). As it is, Faroese food importers claim 

that food labels need to be in Nordic languages, but as younger generations of Faroese seem 
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more comfortable with English (Skjold Frøshaug & Stende, 2021), this barrier to import might 

disappear in time. 

The literature also suggests that food markets change according to, e.g., generations and 

exposure to travel and ethnic minorities (Rees, 1992; Sobal & Bisogni, 2009; Tiu Wright et al., 

2001). Even if the changes to the Faroese market seem slow, the findings of this paper also 

support that Faroese food importers consider these changes in their sourcing decisions. This is 

exemplified by a participant expressing that his company has started importing products, which 

ethnic minorities use in their cooking. Further, these changes can also be seen in Faroese 

supermarkets where the sections of exotic products have been growing for the past few years.  

6.4 Implications and Contributions to knowledge 
This research contributes to the knowledge on remote island nation’s food supply chains. First, it 
contributes to the understanding of importing to autonomous regions and small island nations 
through the case of the Faroe Islands and the Kingdom of Denmark. Second, it contributes to 
understanding why supermarkets and wholesale firms in small places more frequently choose 
trade partners from a specific place over less expensive alternatives when the place of choice is 
seen as particularly expensive. Third, it gives the literature more nuance on factors such as small 
volumes, which prior literature does not seem to have explored as thoroughly as this study. 

6.5 Limitations and Further Research 
This study has some limitations, which also open up further research opportunities. First, this 

study is only done on one specific importing industry and one geographic place and cannot be 

generalized for other industries or places even if it might have relevant insights into the supplier 

choices and import of, for example, other consumer goods or import to other small island 

nations. Thus, more research should be done to examine the relevance of this study’s findings to 

other industries and small island nations. Second, this study does not examine Faroese 

consumers but only Faroese food importers’ perception of them. Therefore, further research 

could be done into the motivations of Faroese consumers’ food decisions. This could, for 

example, be a replication of Steptoe et al. (1995) and Januszewska et al. (2011). Third, as this is 

a qualitative study, the relative importance of the factors found in this research to impact Faroese 
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food importers’ supplier decisions has not been determined. Therefore, it could be helpful to 

make a similar quantitative study to determine the factors’ relative importance. 

7. Conclusion 

This study aimed to enhance the understanding of Faroese imports and, in particular, what 
factors impact Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions. The research also contributes to the 
knowledge on international food supply chains in small and remote island nations, which 
generally is a little researched topic. The research questions guiding the study were: (1) Which 
factors impact Faroese food importers’ supplier decisions? (2) Which factors decide that Faroese 
food importers to such an extent choose Danish suppliers? (3) What are Faroese food suppliers’ 
obstacles to importing from other places than Denmark?  

The factors affecting Faroese food importer supplier decisions are numerous and interconnected. 
By interviewing managers in Faroese food-importing firms, this study found that the factors 
these firms consider are mainly a mix of micro factors separated into human-oriented factors 
such as consumption patterns and relationships and operational factors such as logistics and 
supplier stipulations.  

The factors deciding that Faroese food importers, to such an extent, choose Danish suppliers 
seem to be found in the historical context of the Faroe Islands, which has now impacted the 
institutional logics of the archipelago. Having a colony-resembling status, the Faroese have for 
decades been used to imported food from Denmark. This means that contemporary human-
oriented factors and operational factors both have taken shape in this context. This can be 
exemplified by, e.g., the preference for Danish food labels and Danish food products and that the 
main shipping routes to the Faroes go to Denmark. To a lesser extent, a similar effect can be 
found in the post-war Faroese context and its relationship to the United Kingdom. 

The main obstacles to importing foodstuff from other places than Denmark seem to be found in 
the aforementioned factors accompanied by other factors. Here, one significant barrier seems to 
be the small volumes consumed by the Faroese market, which many suppliers outside of 
Denmark are unwilling to service. Moreover, large international companies’ stipulations often 
group the Faroes under their Danish branch or dealer, even when Faroese importers object. 
Finally, factors such as Faroese customers’ preferences for Danish goods and Scandinavian food 
labels limit importers’ supplier choices. However, in a more global context with a young 
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generation more exposed to the wider world and more comfortable with English, some changes 
can already be seen, and this might lessen the obstacles to importing foodstuff from elsewhere 
than Denmark, which Faroese food importers currently experience. 
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Appendix 
The quotes are arranged according to how they appear in the research, and they are first in the 

original Faroese or Danish and then the translated English version in italics. 

- Altso, vit hyggja at, sjálvandi fyri tað fyrsta eftir produktunum. Og síðani hyggja vit 
eisini eftir... so meta vit út frá tí, hvørji produktir vit halda eru egnað til tann føroyska 
marknaðin. Og so hyggur mann eftir kvalitetinum og sjálvandi eisini eftir prísinum. 
“well, we look at, first, of course, the product. And then next, we also look at… then we 
assess which products we think are suitable for the Faroese market. And then we look at 
the quality and of course also the price” (E). 

Human Oriented Factors 

Historical Aspects 

- Men høvuðsorsøkin haldi eg til, at samhandilin við danir er relativt stórur – sjálvt um vit 
importera úr eini rúgvu av londum – so er orsøkin tann, at tað er søguliga betingað.  
“but I think, the main reason for the trade with Danes being relatively big – even if we 
import from many countries – then the reason is that it is historically contingent” (I2). 
 

- Ja, tað er nokk nakað, sum liggur í søguni.  
“well, that is probably something historical” (H). 
 

- Altso, nú hevði eg verið í læruni áðrenn, og eg var komin at kenna fólk.  
“well, I had done an apprenticeship before, and I had gotten to know people” (B) 
 

- So altso nógvar av teimum fyritøkunum, sum eru í dag, eru fyritøkur – summar av 
teimum í hvussu so er – sum eru uppstaðnar av øðrum fyritøkum, sum vóru til fyrr.  
“well, many of the companies that exist today [in this industry] are companies – some of 
them at least – which have emerged from other companies that existed before [them]” 
(H). 
 

- Altso kanska allarfyrst við, at mann keypti onkra fyritøku, sum hevði í forvegin samband 
við viðkomandi, men tað, at tú keypir eina fyritøku, tað merkir ikki, at 
samhandilspartnarir nødvendigvís fylgja við. 
“so maybe it first started with [our company] buying some company, which already was 
in contact with [the supplier concerned]. But buying a company does not mean that the 
trade partners necessarily are included (A). 
 

- men so hevur hann so sjálvandi forhandlað við teir veitararnar um at halda fram við tí og 
sikkurt fingið eina prøvaperiodu – kann eg hugsa mær – fyri at vísa, at vit dugdu til 
nakað.  
“but then [the new company owner] has of course negotiated with those suppliers to 
continue and probably gotten a trial period – I can imagine – to show that we were 
capable” (A). 
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- Meðan sjokoláta og sovorðið nakað, tað er fínt, at tað kemur úr Bretlandi, tí tað hevur 
eisini onkursvegna nakað søguligt við sær, at tað altíð er komið harfrá.  
“but chocolate and such, it’s fine that it comes from Britain because there’s somehow 
also something historical about it, that it’s always come from there” (I1). 
 

- vit hava altíð selt so nógvan fisk til Onglands. Og so hava vit keypt Cadbury við heim, 
ella fiskimenninir hava gjørt. Og tá kríggið var, so vóru nógvir bretskir hermenn. Og tá er 
ein søga við, at teir býttu sjokolátu um við egg, at teir høvdu nógva bretska sjokolátu við, 
so vit hava vant okkum við tann smakkin og tey produktini at eta.  
“We have always sold much fish to the UK. And then we have bought Cadbury 
[chocolate] to bring home, or the fishermen have. And during the war, there were a lot of 
British soldiers [in the Faroes]. And there is a story that they exchanged chocolate for 
[chicken] eggs, that they brought a lot of British chocolate, so we are accustomed to that 
taste and to eat those products” (A). 
 

Relationships 

- Jú, men tað hevur alt at siga. Tað hevur ræðuliga nógv at siga í allar mátar. Tað knýtir 
fyritøkurnar tættari saman.  
“well, it means everything. It means a lot in every way. It ties the companies closer 
together” (K). 
 

- Og eisini hetta her bara við at hava umboð og sovorðið. Tað er enn til í dag at hava 
umboð. Og at kunna behalda umboð og byggja uppá og sovorðið, tað hevur so ræðuliga 
nógv at siga, at tú hevur góðar kontaktir og relatiónir, at tú pleygar tað, kann mann siga.  
“and also having exclusive agency agreements and such. That still exists today. And to 
keep them and build upon them and such. It means so much that you have good contacts 
and relations and that you maintain them, you can say” (K). 

 

- Eg haldi, tað hevur nógv at siga. Mann tosar við teir fleiri ferðir um dagin, og tað er ein 
góður, lættur stemningur. Og eru tað nøkur problemir, so eru tey nemmari at loysa. 
Soleiðis síggi eg upp á tað.  
“I think it means a lot. You talk to [your suppliers] many times a day, and there’s a good 
and easy atmosphere. And if there are any problems, they’re easier to solve. That’s how I 
see it” (F). 
 

- Men við at fáa eitt persónligt forhold við fólkini, so er tað akkurát sum, at tey begynna at 
siga: okey, tað at selja til Føroya er nakað heilt spesielt.  
“but by getting a personal relationship with the people, it’s like they begin saying: okay, 
selling to the Faroes is something very special” (I2). 
 

- Vit undirskrivaðu akkurát eina avtalu nú í síðstu viku – eg tími ikki at siga, hvat tað er – 
men tað var bara upp á grund av persónligum sambondum, at vit fingu ta avtaluna upp á 
pláss.  
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“we just signed a deal last week – I don’t feel like saying what it is – but it was only 
because of personal relationships that we secured that deal” (J). 
 

- Og tað er so nakað við, at vit høvdu góð betingilsir hjá leverandørum, tí upp á eitt 
tíðspunkt, tá lukkaði allur kredittur til Føroya. Men allir mínir vinmenn seldu til okkum.  
“it has something to do with us having good conditions with the suppliers because, at one 
point, all credit closed to the Faroes. But all my friends sold to us [anyway]” (B). 
 

- Og hvis vit fingu trupulleikar við kappingarføri og so víðari, so bleiv tað regulerað, 
soleiðis at vit vóru kappingarførir. Og tað sama hjá teimum, hvis teir høvdu tørv á, at vit 
átóku okkum nakrar vørur, sum teir gjarna vildu, at markedið fekk, so fóru vit tann vegin.  
“and if we got problems with competitiveness and so forth, it was regulated so that we 
were competitive. And the same for them. If they needed us to take on some products that 
they wanted the market to get, we went that way” (B). 
 

- Men fólk skiftast jú út, og kontaktir og...  
“but people change [their jobs] and contacts [change]…” (A). 
 

- Og tey skifta kanska fólk tvær ferðir – annað hvørt ár ella triðja hvørt ár – fólk eru 
óstøðug. So tá tú byrjar fyrst at kenna ein persón, so eru tey vekk.  
“[the suppliers] might change people twice – every second or third year – people are 
transient. So, when you start to know someone, they’re gone” (B). 
 

- Og tað kann gott vera, at tær blíva færri og færri, og til endans verður tað sikkurt nakað, 
sum tað bara er ein maskina, sum ordnar. Tað rokni eg bara við. Men sjálvandi, tað unga 
fólkið er teldukunnað, og tey duga alt millum himmal og jørð, og tey samskifta líka 
gjarna á telduni sum at síggja ein persón. Tað er teirra verð, tað er ikki mín.  
“[personal relationships] might decrease and finally, it’ll probably be something a 
machine does. I just reckon that. But of course, young people are computer savvy, and 
they are capable of all sorts of things, they communicate just as willingly on the computer 
as in person.” (B). 
 

- Email er fantastiskt, men persónlig sambond hava alt at siga. Hetta her við, at mann sigur, 
at alt kann ordnast ígjøgnum meyl, tað kann tað ikki. Tú ert noyddur til... Og Teams 
kemur heldur ikki at yvirtaka tað.  
“email is amazing, but personal relationships mean everything. It is said that everything 
can be done through email, it can’t. You have to… And Teams isn’t going to replace it 
either” (J). 
 

- Summar frá heilsølan byrjaði. Men tað koma allatíð nýggir til, men nógvir av okkara 
veitarum, okkara tyngstu veitarum í virði, tað eru veitarar, sum vit hava handlað við alla 
mína tíð her, tað vil siga pluss 20 ár.  
“[we have had] some of our suppliers from the company started. But new are added all 
the time, but many of our biggest suppliers in value are suppliers we have done business 
with all my time here, meaning 20+ years” (A). 
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- Teir allarflestu veitararnar hjá okkum hava vit havt í 10, 15, 20 ár pluss. So tað er øgiliga 
traditionelt, tú heldur teg til tað, sum riggar og sovorðið. Byggir relatiónir upp, sum tú 
hevur í nógv ár. Og tað roynir mann so at passa.  
“we have had most of our suppliers for 10, 15, 20+ years. So, it’s very traditional, [and] 
you stick to what works and such. [And you] build up relationships, which you keep for 
many years. And [then] you try to maintain [them]” (K). 
 

- trúskapur er eitt av teimum tingunum, sum vit hava hildið fast um. Vit fara ikki at flagsa 
til... hvis vit hava ein leverandør, sum vit fáa varur frá, so halda vit okkum til hann.  
“loyalty is one of the things we have held on to. We aren’t going to flutter to… if we get 
goods from a supplier, then we stick to him” (B). 
 

- Altso, hvis vit skulu hava ein loyalan leverandør ímóti okkum, so mugu vit eisini vera 
loyalir ímóti viðkomandi. So tað skal vera ein situatión, hvar báðir partar fáa nakað 
burturúr tí.  
“well, if we are to have a supplier loyal to us, we must also be loyal to him. So, it has to 
be a situation where both parties gain something” (J). 
 

- Og upp á nógvar mátar, hvis tú hevur eitt gott samstarv koyrandi, sjálvt um tú hevur hug 
at finna onkrar aðrar vørur, so gevur tað sjáldan meining at droppa tað samstarvið, sum tú 
hevur.  
“in many ways, if you have a good cooperation going on, even if you want to find other 
products, it rarely makes sense to abandon the cooperation you have” (C). 
 

- Og det der jo er, når du er en tro og loyal kunde, så får du altid de bedste priser.  
“what’s more, is that when you are a faithful and loyal customer, then you always get the 
best prices” (G). 
 

- Men eg kann bara ætla, hvis alt bleiv nýtt, og mann skifti alla tíð... tað er aftur hetta her 
við tíð. Tíð er so ræðuliga... so trúgvi eg, at tú hevði brúkt eina ræðuliga rúgvu av tíð upp 
á at rætta feilir ella hvat tað skuldi verið.  
“I can only imagine if everything was new and [we] changed [suppliers] all the time… 
it’s again about time. Time is so very [valuable]… then I think you would have spent so 
much time correcting errors and so on” (F). 
 

- Eg rokni við, at tað er næstan 100%, sum vit hava uppsøkt.  
“I think it’s almost 100% [of our new suppliers], whom we have sought out” (I2). 
 

- Onkuntíð kontakta vit beinleiðis ein veitara. Eventuelt, hvis tað er okkurt nýtt, sum vit 
síggja, sum hevði verið ordiliga interessant til okkara pailettu. Onkuntíð verða vit 
kontaktað av einum, sum hevur fingið okkum anbefallað frá...  
“sometimes we contact a supplier directly. [This is] perhaps if it’s something new we see, 
which would be really interesting for our portfolio. Sometimes we’re contacted by 
someone who has gotten us recommended from [others we cooperate with]” (A). 
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- So kunnu vit finna uppá at kontakta teir, men annars er tað gjarna á messum, at tær 
kontaktirnar eru komnar.  
“[if we see something interesting], we sometimes contact them, but otherwise it’s often on 
expos that those contacts have been made” (C). 
 

- Ja altso, nógv av sovorðnum kemur automatiskt, av tí, at tey kontakta okkum og siga, at 
tey hava hatta ella hatta, og so siga vit ja.  
“well, much of that comes automatically, because they contact us and say that they have 
this or that, and then we say yes” (H). 
 

- Men hjá okkum hevur tað líka so gott verið at fáa høvi at heilsa upp á okkara veitarar og 
fáa ein árligan fund. Og annars, so vitja vit nógvar av okkara leverandørum hvørt tað 
einasta ár, normalt.  
“but for us, it is just as much an opportunity to meet our suppliers and get an annual 
meeting. And otherwise, we normally visit many of our suppliers every year” (A). 
 

- Og fleiri av teimum koma her einaferð um árið eisini. So vit hava nokk so tætt tilknýti, og 
tað ganga vit rættiliga høgt uppí.  
“and many of [our suppliers] also come here once a year. So, we have a pretty close 
connection, and that’s really important to us” (A). 
 

- Vit ferðast... vanligt, tá tað ikki er Corona, so ferðast eg og [ein starvsfelagi] ein túr ella 
tveir um árið til Danmarkar og hava fund við eitt úrval av leverandørum, hvar vit so gera 
ymiskar avtalur um ymisk ting.  
“we travel… normally when there’s no COVID, then [a coworker] and I travel once or 
twice a year to Denmark and have meetings with a selection of suppliers where we make 
contracts on different things” (H). 
 

- vit eru í Danmark og eisini Hollandi og Englandi, ikki so nógv í Hollandi og Englandi, 
men í Danmark eru vit hvørt ár niðri og vitja allar hesar her leverandørarnar hjá okkum.  
“we are in Denmark and also the Netherlands and the UK, not so often the Netherlands 
and the UK, but we are in Denmark to visit our suppliers every year” (F). 
 

- Og tað hevur víst seg at vera øgiliga gagnligt bæði fyri at fáa at vita, hvat tað er, fólk 
ynskja, men eisini tað persónliga sambandið, at mann uppbyggir nakað.  
“it’s proven to be very useful both for getting information on what people want, but also 
for the personal relationship; that you build something up” (I2). 
 

- Tær behandla Føroyar... tær koma upp til Føroya oftani at vitja, pleyga marknaðin. Tað 
gera hollendararnir ikki, tað gera englendararnir ikki, tað gera íslendararnir heldur ikki. 
So tað er... relatiónir.  
“[the Danish companies] treat the Faroes [as part of their market]… they come to the 
Faroes frequently to visit [and] nurture the market. The Dutch don’t do that, the British 
don’t do that, and the Icelandic don’t do it either. So, it’s… relationships” (F). 
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- So tað er eingin ivi um, at tað søguliga sambandið við Danmark er tað, tað er, og at teir 
duga væl at pleyga tað. Hvørt vár og eisini um heystarnar kemur ein rúgva av donskum 
sølumonnum upp til Føroya at vitja fyritøkurnar og halda tað persónligu kontaktina við 
líka.  
“there is no doubt about the historical relationship with Denmark being the way it is, and 
they are very good at nurturing it. Every spring and also in the autumns, a lot of Danish 
salespeople come to the Faroes to visit the [Faroese] companies and maintain the 
personal contact” (I2). 
 

- Eg veit ikki, eg havi ongantíð upplivað nakað, at vit eru blivnir snýttir ella soleiðisnar ella 
fingið lovað nakað, og so heldur tað ikki, tað kemur ikki fyri við danskarum.  
“I don’t know, I’ve never experienced being cheated or so, or gotten promises, and then 
they don’t hold up, that doesn’t happen with Danes” (F). 
 

- Men danskararnir eru absolutt ímillum tey fólkini, sum... tú følir, at tú blívur ikki snýttur 
av teimum upp á nakran máta.  
“Danes are absolutely amongst the people, who... you feel that you won’t get cheated by 
them in any way” (I2). 
 

- Og vores leverandører [længere væk], de har aldrig nogensinde sendt nogle varer, som 
ikke var i orden. Det har de ikke. Det har også noget med tillid at gøre, fordi man kunne 
jo sige at: for helvede det er så langt væk, så vi smider lige et par kasser imellem af den 
lidt dårligere kvalitet. Det har vi aldrig oplevet.  
“our suppliers [further away] have never sent us goods that weren’t all right. They 
haven’t. That also has something to do with trust, because one could say: what the hell, 
it’s so far away, we’ll just add a few boxes of slightly worse quality. We’ve never 
experienced that” (G). 
 

- Men hvis tú skalt í holt við at keypa eina vøru úr Asia onkustaðni, so er avstandurin 
øgiliga langur, og tað er ein trupulleiki kanska málsliga, og tú hevur eina ella aðra 
undarliga kenslu av, at er nú alt í ordan?  
“but if you are to set out to buy a product from somewhere in Asia, then the distance is 
huge, and it’s perhaps troublesome linguistically, and you have some weird feeling 
[questioning] if everything is all right” (I2). 
 

Language and Culture 

- Í Danmark... allir teir, sum liggja og selja til okkum... tað er lætt hjá teimum at tosa við 
okkum, teir duga at lesa meir ella minni, nógvar føroyskar lógir og viðtøkur, tær eru á 
donskum eisini, teir duga at lesa tað, tað er nógv lættari at forklára teimum, hvat tað er. 
“in Denmark… all the ones selling to us… it’s easy for them to talk to us. They can more 
or less read many Faroese laws and regulations, [which] are also in Danish, they know 
how to read [them], it’s much easier to explain to them what it is” (D). 
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- Yvirhøvur er samskiftið við danskarar faktiskt rættiliga lætt. Tað er sikkurt eisini ein 
orsøk til tað, tí tey flestu í Føroyum, í øllum førum í okkara generatión og eldri duga væl 
danskt. So kommunikatiónin gongur øgiliga lætt. 
“overall, communication with Danes is very easy. There’s probably also a reason for that 
because in the Faroes, most, or at least our generation and those who are older, speak 
Danish well. So, the communication is very easy” (C). 
 

- Men sjálvandi tað, at tú tosar enskt og skandinaviskt og annars... okkara kulturar líkjast í 
rímiligt mát nokk so nógv. Tað hevur sjálvandi nakað at siga.  
“but of course that you speak English and Scandinavian and otherwise… our cultures are 
relatively similar. That also is of some significance” (A). 
 

- Kanska máliið hevur nakað at gera eisini. Sjálvt um vit duga væl at tosa enskt, men tá tú 
tosar enskt á fakmáli, tá dugir tú kanska ikki so ræðuliga væl allíkavæl, tá er tað eitt 
sindur meira innviklað.  
“maybe the language also has something do to with it. Even if we speak English well, but 
when you speak technical language, maybe you don’t speak it so well anyway, then it’s a 
bit more complicated” (F). 
 

- Tað riggar væl. Og tað er á enskum. Men íslendarar eru øgilga vanir at tosa enskt, teir 
tosa enskt við allar, so teir eru nemmir at kommunikera við.  
“it works well. And it’s in English. But Icelanders are very used to speaking English 
[and] they speak English to everyone, so they’re easy to communicate with” (C). 
 

- Fert tú víðari, fert tú til Hollands og tey økini, so mást tú snakka enskt, og allir duga ikki 
so væl at snakka enskt heldur. Og Týskland, er tað ein stórur fyrimunur at duga týskt, 
men tey flestu byrja at duga enskt har nú. So reint málsliga kann tað vera ein barriera. 
“if you go further, to the Netherlands and those areas, you need to speak English, and 
they don’t all speak English all that well, either. And [in] Germany, it’s a big advantage 
to speak German, but now, most seem to speak English there. So, linguistically it can be a 
barrier” (C). 
 

- Tað er jú eisini nakað við, at tað skal jú standa tekstur á vørunum, sum føroyingar skilja, 
føroyskt er ikki eitt krav, desverri... ella tað veit eg ikki, tí so høvdu vit ikki havt nógvar 
vørur her, vænti eg. Men at tað skal skiljast, sum stendur á har. Øll skulu kunna lesa, sum 
arbeiða við mati, hvat stendur á.  
“There’s also something about the text on the products being [in a language] that 
Faroese [people] understand, Faroese is not mandatory, unfortunately… or I don’t know, 
then I guess we wouldn’t have many products [in the Faroes]. But [the labels] need to be 
understood. Everyone working with food needs to be able to read what it says” (I1). 
 

- og so er tað eisini eitt aftrat: føroyingar, eingin hevur trupulleika við at lesa tað á 
donskum, altso tað er í øllum handlum, nógvir hava prøvað. Og so kundi mann sagt: 
skuldu vit farið til Norra ístaðin? Tað verður tað ikki bíligari av. Svøríki, tað verður tað 
heldur ikki bíligari av.  
“there is one more thing: Faroese, no one has trouble reading Danish, it’s in all the 
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stores, many have tried. And then one can say: should we go to Norway instead? That 
won’t make it cheaper. Sweden? That won’t make it cheaper, either” (D). 
 

- danskarar eru... tá tú gert eina avtalu við teir, teir eru grúviliga presisir. Eingilskmenn 
hevur mann jú hoyrt um, at hvis teir ikki klára at levera hesa vikuna, so kemur tað í næstu 
viku.  
“Danes are… when you make an agreement with them, they are very precise. With the 
British, one hears that if they can’t deliver this week, it’ll come next week” (D). 
 

- Mann avtalar nakað, men tað heldur ikki allíkavæl. Meðan danskararnir, hvis tú avtalar 
nakað, so heldur tað. 
“you agree upon something [with the Dutch], but it doesn’t hold up anyway. While with 
the Danes, if you agree upon something, it holds up” (F). 
 

- Men hinvegin, so eru teir, sum vit hava... føla vit akkurát sum, at teir hava brúk fyri 
okkum, sjálvt um hetta er eitt lítið marked og vilja gera tingini, soleiðis sum vit vilja hava 
tey, so fara teir út og gera tað. Teir vilja tæna okkum eisini.  
“[our Danish suppliers]… we feel like they need us even if this is a small market and 
want to do things the way we want them done. They also want to serve us” (I1). 
 

- Men tá tað kemur til stykkis, upp á nógvar mátar fungerar samstarvið við danskar 
fyritøkur absolutt ímillum tað allar besta. 
“when it comes to it, in many ways the cooperation with Danish companies absolutely 
works amongst the best” (I2). 
 

- Hvis tú tekur svenskarar, teir eru heilt fantastiskir at samstarva við. Tú behøvist onga 
avtalu at gera við eina svenska fyritøku, skrivliga. Hvis tú gert eina munnliga avtalu, hon 
er minst líka nógv verd sum ein skrivlig avtala.  
“if you take the Swedish, they are fantastic to cooperate with. You don’t need to make any 
written agreement with a Swedish company. If you make an oral agreement, it is worth 
just as much as a written one” (I2). 
 

- Men í Norra er tað... eg vil siga, at tað er nøkulunda at arbeiða saman við teimum. 
“but in Norway it is… I’ll say that they are fairly good to cooperate with” (I2). 
 

- Altso íslendarar eru einki nemmir at handla við. Altso tú følir – nú tosi eg í generellum 
terminum, tað er sjálvandi munur á fólki allastaðni, men generelt – eru íslendarar slett 
einki lagaligir at hava við at gera. 
“well, Icelanders are not easy to do business with. You feel – now I talk in general terms, 
there’s of course a difference between people all over, but generally – Icelanders are not 
easy to deal with” (I2). 
 

- Vit kunnu gott uppliva til dømis úr Íslandi serliga, at tað koma príshækkingar – ella ongar 
príshækkingar koma – men tá vøran kemur, so er ein príshækking. Tað er óhoyrt úr 
øðrum londum.  
“we sometimes experience, for example, from Iceland in particular that there are price 
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increases – or there are no price increases – but when the products arrive, then there’s a 
price increase. That’s unheard of from other countries” (A). 
 

- Hvis tú tekur England til dømis ella Bretland, so er tað ræðuliga tungt, altso tað er lítil 
fleksibilitetur í, og stórar nøgdir, og lang leveringstíð, og plattar, sum tey ikki brúka 
aðrastaðni í Evropa, og sovorðin ting. Tað er grúvilga tungt upp á tann mátan. 
“if you take England or Britain, then it’s quite tiresome. There’s little flexibility, large 
volumes, long delivery time, and pallets that aren’t used anywhere else in Europe, and 
things like that. It’s very tiresome in that way” (E). 
 

- Hollendarar eru uppaftur verri, 
“the Dutch are even worse” (I2). 
 

- eg trúði og væntaði Holland... tá vit fóru í holt við hetta her Holland fyri nøkrum árum 
síðani, at teir fóru at vera enn meira service mindaðir.  
“I thought and expected the Dutch… when we began [sourcing from] the Netherlands a 
few years ago that they would be more service-minded” (F). 
 

- Men fert tú til Hollands, so eru teir ekstremt service mindaðir, ekstremt skjótir, og eru 
øgiliga samarbeiðsvilligir upp á tann mátan, altso tú hevur øgiliga skjótt eina tætta 
kontakt, hvar tað er eitt sindur annarleiðis í Bretlandi.  
“if you go to the Netherlands, they are extremely service-minded, extremely fast, and are 
very cooperative in that way. You quickly have a close contact, where it’s a bit different 
in Britain” (E). 
 

Consumption Patterns 

- Jamen det har jo stor betydning, især når man snakker kød, fordi kød… handelen med 
kød det er en tillidssag. Det er ligesom kunderne, de skal også have tillid til, når de køber 
noget kød her, ved så er det i orden. 
“well, it is of great importance, especially when talking [about] meat, because meat… 
buying and selling meat is about trust. It’s like when the customers buy meat here; they 
need to trust [that the meat is] all right” (G). 
 

- Forbrúkarin sjálvur gongur høgt uppí, ella hann skal hava álit á produktunum, tú veitst. 
Og so skjótt, tú fert for langt vekk úr tí, sum vit kenna, yvir at keypa úr Póllandi ella 
Rumenia, sum ofta hava ræðuliga bílig produktir, so er ofta innpakkningur og annað eitt 
sindur øðrvísi, og tað sær eitt sindur minni tillidsfult út. 
“the consumer cares about trusting the product, you know. And as soon as you go too far 
from what we know to buy from Poland or Romania, which often have very cheap 
products, then, amongst others, the packaging is a bit different, and it looks a bit less 
trustworthy” (K). 
 

- Tað er hetta her við trust og tillid til produktini, tað er gott við at keypa vørur í 
nærumhvørvinum. 
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“it’s about trusting the products, that’s what’s good about buying goods in the immediate 
environment” (K). 
 

- Tú kanst bara fara til Danmarkar – nú er tað aftur Danmark – hyggja, hvat er tað, sum er 
á hillunum her, og typiskt er tað har, áðrenn tað kemur til Føroya. Og so roynir mann at 
vera dagførdur líkasum, hvat eru tað fyri vørur, sum trenda nú.  
“you can just go to Denmark – now it’s again Denmark – look what is on the shelves, and 
typically it’s there before it comes to the Faroes. And then we try to be updated what 
kinds of products are trending now” (K). 
 

- So øgiliga ofta, sjálvt um tað ljóðar øgiliga snævurt, so hyggja vit eftir Onglandi og ja, 
sikkurt primert Danmark – har líkjast vit nokk so nógv í forbrúksmynstri. Tað, sum 
kemur til Danmarkar, tað kemur sum regul her, men eitt lítið sindur aftaná.  
“so, very often, even if it sounds very narrow-minded, we look to Britain and yeah, maybe 
primarily Denmark – where we resemble quite a lot in consumption pattern. What comes 
to Denmark usually also comes [to the Faroes], but a bit later” (A). 
 

- Og altså førhen kan man sige, for mange år tilbage på Færøerne, der var vi jo måske lidt 
længere bagud end andre lande i Europa. Men i dag… Færinger rejser så meget, jamen de 
forlanger de samme varer, som du får… For eksempel på Island, der har de jo altid…  
“previously, years ago in the Faroes, we were maybe a bit further behind other countries 
in Europe. But today… Faroese people travel so much; they demand the same products 
that you get… For example, in Iceland, where they always have [had a better 
assortment]” (G). 
 

- Meðan ein vøra, sum týskarar halda smakkar fantastiskt, tað er slett ikki sikkurt, at tað 
gagnar føroyingum og danskarum nakað serligt, faktiskt. Tað síggja vit, nógva líkheit í 
forhold til Danmark.  
“a product, which Germans think tastes fantastic, it’s not at all certain that Faroese 
people and Danes like it, actually. In that sense, we see a lot of similarity between 
Denmark [and the Faroes]” (C). 
 

- Men tú ert eitt sindur útfordraður við tað, at tann føroyski marknaðurin er øgiliga líkur tí 
danska marknaðinum forbrúksmessiga.  
“you are a bit challenged by the fact that the Faroese market is very similar to the 
Danish one when it comes to consumption” (E). 
 

- Íslendarar hava heilt aðrar matvanar, nógv amerikaniserað, sum líkasum slett ikki upp á 
sama máta, sum vit hava.  
“Icelanders have completely different eating habits, very Americanized, which is not the 
way we have [it]” (B). 
 

- Og tað avmarkar seg sjálvt, tí at tá vit eru á messum aðrastaðni, so síggja vit onkuntíð 
sovorðnar vørur, men tær eru nokk so annarleiðis. Tað er øgiliga sjáldan, at vit meta, at 
tær fella í okkara smag her... at tað er nakað, sum er nakað fyri tann føroyska marknaðin.  
“it limits itself because when we are on expos abroad, we sometimes see such products, 
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but they are quite different. We rarely consider them to fit our taste… that it’s something 
for the Faroese market” (A). 
 

- Og hvis tú for eksemplul fert til Svøríkis, so hevur tú aðrar smakkir... og onnur produktir, 
sum... altso, produktmiksið er annarleiðis, enn tað er í Føroym.  
“if you go to Sweden, for example, you have other tastes… and other products, which… 
well, the product mix is different than in the Faroes” (E). 
 

- Í Norra kanst tú fáa eitt produkt, sum er klárt betri í kvaliteti, halda vit. Men tað hevur ein 
kant – av tomatsósini, haldi eg, tað kemur – sum víkir frá. Og vit hava prøvað tað her á 
markedinum, og tað selir yvirhøvur ikki so nógv, sum tað burdi gjørt, tá mann hugsar um 
kvalitet.  
“you can get a product in Norway, which we think is clearly better in quality. But it has 
an edge – from the [sauce], I think – which deviates. And we’ve tried it here on the 
[Faroese] market, and it doesn’t sell at all as much as it should considering the quality” 
(I2). 
 

- Ein vøra, sum blívur populer í Danmark, hon blívur nokk so skjótt... ella tað er nokk so 
nærliggjandi, at hon eisini fer at ganga væl í Føroyum, tí vit hava pillfult av føroyingum, 
sum lesa niðri, og teir koma heim aftur og taka sínar vanar við sær og so víðari.  
“a product that becomes popular in Denmark also quickly becomes… or it’s likely that it 
will also sell well in the Faroes because we have a lot of Faroese [students]studying in 
Denmark, and they take their habits with them, and so forth.” (C). 
 

- Og forbrúkararnir koma jú nógvir av teimum úr Danmark, hava lisið uttanlands og koma 
inn her og siga: pínadoyð fær mann bara tálg og speipylsu? 
“many of the consumers come from Denmark, have studied abroad and come here 
saying: By Jove, can you only get tallow and salami here?” (B). 
 

- fólk, sum hava lært úti, sum hava sjálvandi ein annan tørv 
“people who have studied abroad, of course, have different demands” (B). 
 

- Og eitt, sum hendir av og til, tað er eisini, at kundin hjá okkum í Føroyum ella kundarnir, 
sum vit hava gott og nógv samskifti við, siga: hví selja tit ikki tað og tað, altso hví fær 
mann ikki tað og tað í Føroyum. So okkurt er komið inn eisini á tann hátt, at tað er 
kundin, sum biður okkum.  
“something happening occasionally is that our customers in the Faroes or the customers 
we have lots of contact with say: why don’t you sell this and that, and why can’t you get 
this in the Faroes. So, some things have come that way, that it’s the customer asking us 
[for it]” (I1). 
 

- Vit fara eftir vørum, sum fólk eftirspyrja, og hvis tær vørurnar, sum vit eftirspyrja eru – 
hvis mann kann siga – danskar ella dansktlíknandi, so blívur tað kanska natúrligt, at mann 
endar tann vegin.  
“we target products, which people ask for, and if the products [they] ask for are – if you 
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can put it like that – Danish or similar to Danish, then it becomes natural to end up 
looking that way” (K). 
 

- Altso hví keypir mann úr Danmark. Sum heilsøla so hevur tú nakrar kundar at halda teg 
til í Føroyum, og tú ert noydd at tillaga teg til tað.  
“well, why do we buy from Denmark? As a wholesaler, you have some customers to stick 
to in the Faroes, and you have to adapt to that” (I2). 
 

- Vørurnar eru kendar í Føroyum, og tað er tann nemmasti mátin at arbeiða uppá.  
“the products are known in the Faroes, and that’s the easiest way to work” (H). 
 

- Og tá eg sigi, at hann er øgiliga líkur, so er tað... tey sterku brandini, sum eru í Danmark 
til dømis, tað eru eisini sterk brand her í Føroyum.  
“when I say that [the Danish and Faroese] markets are very similar, it’s… the strong 
brands in Denmark, for example, they are also strong brands here in the Faroes” (E). 
 

- Og brúksvanarnir hjá fólki, tað sum tey keypa í handlunum, tað er ofta sovorðið, sum tey 
síggja í reklamum og annað sovorðið tætt upp á okkum.  
“[Faroese] people’s consumption habits, what they buy in the stores, it’s often such 
[products], which they see in commercials and such [in the environment] close to us” 
(K). 
 

- tú skalt brúka ræðuligar resursir og pengar upp á uppbyggja eitt brand á føroyska 
marknaðinum, sum er ókent í Danmark til dømis. So ofta reint fíggjarliga loysir tað seg 
ikki at fara at promovera eitt brand úr Brasilia ella eitt ella annað, hvis tað ikki er heilt 
ótrúliga bíligt ella heilt ótrúliga gott.  
“you must spend a lot of resources and money to build a brand [in the Faroes], which is 
unknown in Denmark, for example. So, often, economically, it doesn’t pay to promote a 
brand from Brazil or something [in the Faroes] if it isn’t extremely cheap or extremely 
good” (K). 
 

- Altso, frukt og grønmeti til dømis kemur nógv úr Hollandi. Eplir og alt tað kemur eisini 
úr Hollandi. Og kjøtið kemur úr Suðuramerika, tað er ikki nakað brand á tí.  
“well, fruit and vegetables, for example, often come from Holland. Potatoes and all that 
also come from Holland. And meat comes from South America, it has no brand” (E). 
 

- Og í tí viðfanginum so hevur mann sæð, at tað er blivin ein øgiligur útviklingur í private 
label, hvar mann er inni og útviklar egin merkir ístaðin fyri at koyra upp á merkivørur.  
“in that connection [we’ve] seen a development in private label, where [companies] 
develop their own labels instead of using branded products” (E). 
 

- Munurin ímillum eina merkivøru og okkara egnu vøru, tað er, at ofta – ella altíð – kunnu 
vit selja okkara egna bíliga, tí í merkivøru, har leggur leverandørurin ella framleiðarin jú 
upp fyri, at hann skal skula marknaðarføra sína vøru. Tað vil siga, at prísurin er nógv 
hægri. Vit skulu sjálvi marknaðarføra, bestemma sjálvi, hvat vit skulu marknaðarføra 
okkara egnu merkir til. Tí kunnu tey oftast seljast bíliga, og kvalitetsmessiga í summum 
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førum nógv betri eisini.  
“The difference between a branded product and our own [private label] product is that 
often – or always – we can sell our own [product] cheaper. Because with branded 
products, the supplier or producer makes allowances for that they need to advertise their 
product. That means that the price is much higher. We must ourselves advertise, [and] 
ourselves decide how we market our own labels. Therefore, [our labels] can often be sold 
at a low price, and in quality in some cases also much better” (H). 
 

- ja, men tú skalt hava brandið við eisini. Altso, tað, at tú hevur... tú uppbyggir eina private 
label seriu, og tann boðskapin, skal tú so... tann serian bestendur av einum brandi, og tað 
brandið hevur nøkur brandvirðir.  
“yes, but you need the brand as well... You develop a private label series and that 
message you need to... that series consists of a brand, and that brand has some brand 
values” (E). 
 

- vit eru nokk so konservativ í okkara forbrúksmynstri soleiðis generelt í Føroyum, haldi 
eg. Tú sær øgiliga nógvar impulsvørur vørur í Føroyum í dag, sum eg trúgvi, tú hevur 
sæð sum smágenta eisini og longri afturi enn tað. Tað er ikki so ræðuliga nógv útskifting 
í sovorðnum har vørum.  
“in the Faroes, I think we are quite conservative in our consumption patterns. You see a 
lot of impulse products in the Faroes today, which I think you also saw as a kid and 
further back. There isn’t much change in such products” (A). 
 

- Men eisini føroyingarnir hava verið øgiliga mindaðir til danskar vørur ígjøgnum tíðirnar, 
tað er eingin loyna í tí, og kanska vit eisini eru partur av tí, tað skal eg ikki siga.  
“the Faroese have been very minded towards Danish products throughout the times, 
that’s no secret. And maybe we [food importers] are also part of that” (J). 
 

- Tað er ikki eitt hús í Føroyum nú í 50 ár, sum hevur kunnað umverið at havt Quality 
Street karamellur. Og hóast tær faktiskt eru eftir mínum tykki minkaðar í kvaliteti, 
samansetingin er ikki tann rætta og so víðari og víðari, helvtin av karamelleskjuni verður 
slett ikki etin og liggur bara í einari skál onkustaðni, so er tað eitt ella annað við, at jólini 
eru ikki tey somu jólini, hvis vit ikki hava hesar her karamellurnar. 
“For the past 50 years, no Faroese household has been able to go without Quality Street 
chocolates. Even if they, in my opinion, have decreased in quality, the composition isn’t 
right and so forth, [and] half of the tin isn’t eaten at all [but] just lies in a bowl 
somewhere, there’s something about Christmas not being the same without these 
chocolates” (I2). 
 

- Hvis tað kemur ein danskari til Føroya at vitja meg, ein veitari av impulsvørum, so heldur 
hann, vit hava virkuliga flottar handlar, teir líkjast nógv teimum donsku. Men har er eitt 
kraftigt íslett úr Bretlandi eisini. 
“if a Dane comes to the Faroes to visit me, a supplier of convenience goods, then he 
thinks that we have really nice stores, they are very similar to the Danish ones. But there 
is an obvious touch from Britain as well” (A). 
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- Vit hava jú søguliga sæð selt nógvan fisk í Skotlandi og keypt sjokolátu og keks heim 
við. Har kemur millum annað skipskeksin, sum í dag verður framleidd í Íslandi, men 
einki hevur við Ísland at gera.  
“historically, we have sold much fish to Scotland and bought chocolate and biscuits to 
take back home. There, we, for example, get the ship's biscuit, which today is produced 
[only for our market] in Iceland, but doesn’t have anything to do with Iceland” (A). 
 

- vit brúka nógva enska vøru. Tað kemur frá krígnum av, tá innflutti mann nógv úr 
Englandi. Alt Cadbury og sovorðið, hvis tú hyggur í Danmark, so sært tú ikki tað 
útvalgið, sum vit hava her.  
“we use a lot of British products. It comes from the war, [back] then, much was imported 
from Britain. Everything Cadbury and all of that. If you look in Denmark, you will not 
see the selection we have here [in the Faroes]” (D). 
 

- Vit prøva... eg haldi nú eru vit nokk so innovativ og royna at finna nýggj ting og vaksa 
um úrvalið, men av 100 nýggjheitum eru tað kanska tvær, sum sláa ígjøgnum hvørja ferð.  
“we’re trying… I think we’re quite innovative and try to find new things and expand 
[our] assortment, but out of 100 new [products], maybe two break through each time” 
(A). 
 

- Men samstundis so er tað eisini ein uppgáva hjá okkum og ein avbjóðing at bjóða teimum 
av og siga: her er ein nýggjur variantur, her er nakað, sum kom úr einum øðrum landi og 
so víðari.  
“but at the same time, it’s also our job and challenge to challenge [our customers] and 
say: here’s a new variant, here’s something from another country and so forth” (I2). 
 

- Det måtte overhovedet ikke være stærk. Og det har selvfølgelig ændret sig. I dag der 
spiser man, ja både stærk og alt muligt. Vi har jo 100 forskellige slags oste i dag.  
“[back then] it couldn’t be smelly at all. And that has, of course, changed. Today, 
[Faroese people] eat smelly and all sorts [of cheese]. We have a hundred different kinds 
of cheese today” (G). 
 

- Vit fáa meiri og meir spesiellar vørur, tí tað eru... Ikki bara... Afrikanarar eru eisini og 
brúka eitt spesielt slag av bananum og so víðari. Tað taka vit eisini har. So vit síggja 
eisini, hvat tær keypa.  
“we get more and more special products because there are [foreigners]… not only [from 
Asia]… Africans are also and [they] use a special kind of bananas and so forth. We also 
take that. Then we also see what they buy” (J). 

 

Operational Factors 

Logistics  

- Tað, sum er so viktugt í dag, tað er logistikkurin. Skalt tú hava success í einari fyritøku í 
dag, so er tað logistikkurin. Tað er tað viktigasta, tú hevur. 
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“what is so important today is logistics. If you want success in a company today, then it’s 
the logistics. That’s the most important factor (J). 
 

- sum hevði nakrar avbjóðingar við at fáa kølivørur til Føroya, tí tað var eingin transportur 
og tað var einki... uttan frukt, men einki annað av matvørum var tilgongiligt, sum mann 
hevði for eksempul útvalið í Danmark. Og tað besluttaði eg so at byrja uppá, eitt sindur 
naivt. 
“[we] had some challenges getting refrigerated goods to the Faroes because there was 
no transport and there was nothing… except fruit, but nothing else of the food that was 
accessible in, for example, Denmark. And I decided to start [importing refrigerated 
goods], a bit naïve” (B). 
 

- Ein forðing er distansan, fraktin simpelthen, tað er ein forðing. 
“[o]ne obstacle is the distance, simply the freight, that’s an obstacle” (K). 
 

- Sjálvandi, vit eru øgiliga isoleraði. Tað skal alt fraktast til Føroya, tað er dýrt at fáa til 
Føroyar 
“of course, we are very isolated. Everything needs to be transported to the Faroes, and it 
is expensive to get it to the Faroes” (A). 
 

- Í akkurát hesum førinum var tað karamellur, og okkurt annað eisini. Eg haldi, tað hevur 
eitt ár ella okkurt sovorðið, og koyrir tú 12-14 vikur av, tað blívur beinanvegin eitt sindur 
pressað.  
“in this case, it was toffees and something else as well. I think it has a year or so [of shelf 
life], and if you cut it by 12-14 weeks, [time] quickly becomes a bit tight” (C). 
 

- Og tað setur øgiliga stór krøv aftur til logistikkin, tí av tí at økologisk produkt hava alt 
annað líka styttri haldføri enn, hvat eitt, sum er behandlað við einum ella øðrum ella... So 
at tað hevur eisini nakrar útfordringar transportmessiga. 
“it requires much logistically because organic products have shorter shelf life than 
products treated with something… So, it also brings some challenges transport-wise” (E). 
 

- Ja, tað riggar øgiliga illa, tí tað er eini 12 vikurs leveringstíð. 
“it worked quite poorly because the delivery time is around 12 weeks” (C). 
 

- Av tí sama, at transitttíðin er so long, so hava vit eisini forholdsvís høga vørugoymslu av 
teimum vørunum, tí hitt kunnu vit fáa innan fyri 1-2 vikur, sum regul, ann uppá hvør 
veitarin er.  
“because the transit time is so long, we have a relatively high stock of those goods as we 
can usually get the rest [from Denmark] within 1-2 weeks depending on the supplier” 
(A). 
 

- Og nógv av tí verður leverað til... ella samlað upp í Århus og so kemur til Føroyar, ella í 
Hirtshals og so kemur tað til Føroya. Og tað er nú einaferð tí ruturnar eru tann vegin. 
“most of [the goods] are delivered to… or accumulated in Aarhus and then come to the 
Faroes, or in Hirtshals and then come to the Faroes. And that’s simply because the 
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routes go that way” (C). 
 

- Hvis tú skalt koyra hana upp til Danmarkar allíkavæl, so er sparingin ofta – í at keypa 
vøruna har – hon fer í at koyra upp til Danmarkar  
“if you are to drive it up to Denmark anyway, then the saving – in buying the product 
[elsewhere] – it is spent driving it to Denmark” (C). 
 

- Og hvis tú skalt hava fornuftigan logistikk bæði frá Englandi og Íslandi av, hann er ikki 
eksisterandi í dag líka so effektivt, sum hann er frá Danmark. 
“if you are to have sensible logistics from Britain and Iceland, it doesn’t exist today as 
effective as from Denmark” (J). 
 

- Men fraktin hevur ræðuliga nógv at siga. Altso tað, at tú kanst lættliga og helst hvørja 
viku ella minimum aðruhvørja viku kann fáa fatur á hesari vøruni. 
“freight is crucial, I mean the fact that you can easily and preferably every week or as a 
minimum every second week receive the product” (C). 
 

- Men vit hava roynt at førkað okkum eitt sindur út, serliga nú, tá vit hava so gott samband 
til Holland við tí nýggju rutuni hjá Smyril Line. Har eru vit farnir nokkso nógv inn í 
Holland. 
“we have tried to move a bit [further] out, especially now that we have such a good 
connection to Holland with Smyril Line’s new route. Then we have moved quite a bit into 
Holland” (F). 
 

- Vit hava hugt eitt sindur eftir frukt og grønt frá Hollandi, tí nú er tað ruta frá Rotterdam 
til Føroya. Har kundu vit hugsað okkum at fingið meira frukt og grønt, so kundu vit 
fingið tað tvær ferðir um vikuna.  
“we have looked at [getting] fruits and vegetables from the Netherlands because now 
there is a route from Rotterdam to the Faroes. We would like to get more fruit and 
vegetables from there, and then we could get it twice a week [from there and from our 
current suppliers]” (J). 
 

- Men fraktin hevur ræðuliga nógv at siga. Altso tað, at tú kanst lættliga og helst hvørja 
viku ella minimum aðruhvørja viku kann fáa fatur á hesari vøruni.  
“freight is crucial, I mean the fact that you can easily and preferably every week or as a 
minimum every second week receive the product” (C). 
 

- Men tað er eisini nakað við, at skipið siglir har tvær ferðir um vikuna. Onkur av hinum 
londunum er tað nógv longri at fáa vørurnar fram.  
“it also has something to do with the ship sailing [to Denmark] twice a week. [From] 
some of the other countries, it takes much longer to receive the goods” (I1). 
 

- So er tað øgiliga viktigt, at vit fáa... At vit kunnu stóla uppá, at vit fáa tað, og vit vita 
nøjaktiga, nær tað kemur. So tað er øgiliga viktigt.  
“it is really important that we get… That we can trust that it will arrive and that we know 
precisely when it will arrive. That’s extremely important” (J). 
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- Og so er traffikkurin, hann er for óstabilur. Tú kanst ikki vera sikkur í, at tað kemur tá. 

Tað kanst tú við... tá tað kemur úr Danmark, so kanst tú vera sikkur í, at tað er her 
sunnudag ella nakrar fáar ferðir um árið er tað eitt lítið sindur forsinkað.  
“the transport is too unstable. You cannot be certain that it comes [when expected]. That 
you can… when it comes from Denmark, you can be certain that it arrives on Sundays 
and only a few times a year a bit later” (H). 
 

- Tí at tá eg keypi fisk úr Íslandi, so skulu tað gerast fraktpappír fyri eina vøru, sending 
eina vøru, koyring eina vøru. Øll tann prosessin er grúviliga tung, kann mann siga. Tá eg 
bestilli frá [okkara danska høvuðsveitara], so fært tú 1000 vørur í somu bingju, tú útnyttar 
tað upp á ein heilt annan máta. Og at gera eitt fraktbræv, tað kostar tað sama, óansæð um 
tú hevur 10 tons í ella 500 kilo ella hvat tú hevur.  
“When I buy fish from Iceland, then shipping documents need to be made for one 
product, shipment one product, driving one product. That whole process is demanding, 
you can say. When I purchase from [our Danish main supplier], you get a thousand 
products in the same container. You utilize [the resources] in a different way. And to 
make one set of shipping documents costs the same regardless of if you have 10 ton or 
500 ton or whatever you have” (D). 
 

Small volumes 

- Altso, vit eru øgiliga smáir, øgiliga smáir. Hvis tú keypir blæður for eksempul. Eg trúgvi, 
hvis vit høvdu funnið ein veitara í Kina, eg trúgvi ikki, at hann tímir at selja til okkum, 
altso tað trúgvi eg ikki, vit eru alt for smáir. Men tað kundi verið spennandi. 
“well, we are very small, very small. If you buy, for example, diapers. I believe if we 
found a supplier in China, I don’t believe that they would want to sell to us. We are too 
small. But it could be interesting” (E). 
 

- Men tað er eingin ivi um, at mann burdi kanska bara hugt kanska eitt sindur meira 
aðrastaðni. Men aftur nú, vit eru kanska eitt sindur stórir í Føroyum, men vit eru 
ómetaliga lítlir. 
“there is no doubt that maybe [we] should look a bit more elsewhere. But then again, we 
might be somewhat big in the Faroes, but we are so very small [in the world]” (J). 
 

- Og tað kundi eg fingið nokkso bíligt til landið, men hvat geri eg so við tað? Altso 
handlarnir hjá okkum eru innrættaðir uppá, at tú hevur 50 posar av hasum, og so hevur tú 
eitt ræðuliga stórt útvalg. 
“I could get that fairly cheap to the islands, but what do I then do with it? Our stores are 
arranged so that you have 50 bags of that, and then you have a pretty large selection” 
(D). 
 

- Tað er jú nakað við tær nøgdirnar, sum vit skulu hava. Tað nyttar einki, at eg fái eina 
bingju av tí og eina bingju av tí frá 30 forskelligum veitarum. Tað etur seg upp í umsiting 
og lagurkostnaði. 
“it has something to do with the volumes we need. It’s no use that I get a container of this 
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and a container of that from 30 different suppliers. It’s eaten up in administration and 
storage costs” (D). 
 

- Altso tað hevði verið øgiliga arbeiðskrevjandi at farið út til allar teir framleiðararnar og 
fingið teir at skilt, at hvis vit skulu brúka ein platt, so skulu vit hava tað so og so bíliga, 
markedið er kanska for lítið til tað. 
“it would have been very labor-intensive to go to all the producers and make them 
understand that if we need a pallet [of goods], we should get such and such a good price, 
the market might be too small for that” (I1). 
 

- hvis tú tekur frukt og grønmeti, so skulu vit helst hava ein veitara, sum kann levera 
meginpartin, tí at vit eru so smá. 
“if you take fruit and vegetables, then we preferably need a supplier who can deliver most 
of it as we are so small” (E). 
 

- vit hava kanska ofta brúk fyri einari heilsølu í – eg veit ikki – Hollandi, Turkalandi, sum 
hevur øll møgulig ting. Tí hvis mann fer til eitt stórt land, so er tað typiskt, at ein 
produsentur ger hatta og ein annar prosdusentur ger hatta og ein produsentur ger hatta. 
Og vit kunnu ikki keypa so nógv av hasum ella hasum ella hasum, vit mugu hava eitt 
sindur av hvørjum. So hvussu samla vit alt hetta her, um mann so skal hava ein agent har, 
sum so liggur og samlar og koyrir alt í ein konteynara. Vit mangla eitt sindur hatta har, 
haldi eg. 
“We often need perhaps a wholesaler in – I don’t know – the Netherlands [or] Turkey, 
who has a lot of things. Because if you go to a large country, typically one producer 
makes this and another makes that, and a third makes something else. We can’t buy so 
much of this or that or the other, we need a little bit of each. So how do we gather all of 
that? Do we need an agent who can gather it all and place it in a container? I think we 
are lacking that” (F). 
 

- Og so eitt aftrat: tað er tað, at danskararnir forstanda føroyska markedið nógv betur enn 
onnur lond. Danskarar vita tað, at vit kunnu ikki keypa heilar konteynarar av hasum og so 
víðari. Tí hava teir tillagað sítt virksemi til at... Tað er kanska nichehandlar, teir hava til 
Føroya. 
“Danes understand the Faroese market much better than other countries do. Danes know 
that we can’t buy whole containers of this and that. So, they have adapted their activity 
to… Maybe it’s niche trading they have to the Faroes” (I2). 
 

- So er tað faktisk gott fyri eitt so lítið samfelag sum okkara, eitt so lítíð marked, at tú kanst 
keypa tað í ein platt av hvørjum ella eitt ella annað úr einari stórari ketu í Danmark, sum 
keypir uttanlandafrá inn til sín. “it is actually good for such a small society as ours, such 
a small market, that you can buy one pallet of each or something from a large chain in 
Denmark, which themselves are buying from abroad” (I1). 
 

- So vit mangla... at finna eina heilsølu akkurát sum í Danmark, bara nógv bíligari. Tað 
hevur altíð verið tankin. Og tá vit so koma til Hollands og sovorðið, so vísir tað seg bara, 
at tað er ikki nógv bíligari. 
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“so, we need to… find a wholesaler exactly like in Denmark, just much cheaper. That’s 
always been the thought. And when we come to the Netherlands and so forth, it just 
doesn’t appear to be much cheaper” (F). 
 

- Og hvis tú tekur teir... handilsketurnar niðri í Evropa, so blíva tær mega, mega stórar. Og 
tað ger tað, at teir taka tann størsta partin av marknaðinum, og tað ger tað, at tú ikki hevur 
so øgiliga nógvar, sum kunnu levera eitt breitt sortement, tí teir hava sín egna sentral og 
keypa inn til tað.  
“they become extremely large. And that means that they take most of the market, which 
means that you don’t have many [wholesalers] who can deliver a wide assortment 
because the supermarkets have their own [procurement] central and source themselves” 
(E). 
 

- Nei. Eg haldi, at mann leggur merki til, at størri fyritøkurnar blíva, og minni vit eru, meiri 
skal til fyri at sláa ígjøgnum. Tað eru eisini internationalar fyritøkur, sum mann ofta 
hevur kontaktað, har tú sleppur ikki ígjøgnum, tú fært ikki svar ella nakað.  
“I think you notice that the larger the companies become, and the smaller we are, the 
more difficult it is to get through [to them]. There are also international companies, 
which we often have contacted, where we don’t get through, they don’t reply or anything” 
(K). 
 

- Suður Amerika handla vit í... saman við einum av størstu importørunum í Evropa, sum 
eru hollendsk í hesum førinum, so vit taka tað inn saman við teimum. Vit hava prøvað at 
verið beinleiðis í Suður Amerika og keypt, men vit eru simpulthen for smáir til tað.  
“we buy in South America in cooperation with one of the largest importers in Europe, 
which in this case is Dutch, so we buy [the goods] together with them. We have tried to 
buy directly in South America, but we are just too small for that” (E). 
 

- Og so keypa vit eitt sindur úr Hollandi, men tað er mest ígjøgnum heilsølurnar í 
Føroyum. Tað er nakað við, at nøgdirnar, tær skulu vera á eini vissari stødd. Hvis vit 
einsamallir fáa nakrar plattar og ein annar fær nakrar plattar, tað er ikki økonomiur í tí.  
“we buy a bit from the Netherlands, but that is mainly through [other Faroese suppliers]. 
It has something to do with the volumes, which need to be of a certain size. If we alone 
are to get a few pallets and another one gets a few pallets, it’s not economical” (D). 
 

- altso nøgdirnar í Føroyum eru jú ikki so stórar, hvis tú skalt spreiða tað út, so hevði tú 
ikki fingið líka góðar avtalur.  
“the volumes in the Faroes aren’t so large, if you were to spread it out, you wouldn’t get 
as good deals” (H). 
 

- Hvis eg skal niður til Turkalands at fylla ein konteynara av keks og køkum, so vil eg 
sandsýnligvís selja minni frá honum. At marknaðurin er ikki so stórur, at tú... Tú mást 
ofra onkra aðra vøru, hvis tú skalt fáa okkurt.  
“if I go to Turkey and fill a container of biscuits and cakes, then I will most likely sell less 
from [our current biscuits and cakes supplier]. The market isn’t so large, so you have to 
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sacrifice one product if you are to get something [else]” (K). 
 

Supplier stipulations 

- Vit verða bara heilt automatiskt koyrd undir Danmark og fáa at vita: tit skulu kontakta 
Danmark, tit eiga at handla handan vegin, tí soleiðis hava vit sett okkara settupp. 
“we are just automatically placed under Denmark and are informed that: you need to 
contact Denmark, you should trade that way because we have made our setup that way” 
(A). 
 

- Fyri ein part er tað tí, at størri fyritøkur siga, at í Danmark er ein forhandlari hjá okkum, 
og hann tekur sær av Føroyum. Hvis teir bestemma tað, so fært tú ikki gjørt so øgiliga 
nógv við tað, so mást tú keypa ígjøgnum tann danska forhandlaran. 
“partly, it’s because bigger companies say that we have a dealer in Denmark, and he 
takes care of the Faroes. If they have decided that, there’s not much you can do about it, 
you have to buy through the Danish dealer” (C). 

 

- Men altso eg haldi, at vit uppliva øgiliga ofta, at hetta er ein undirdeild hjá tí stóra 
felagnum, ikki ein privatur forhandlari.  
“I think we have often experienced that it’s a subbranch of the larger company and not a 
private dealer” (C). 
 

- Vit hava sæð tað so ofta, hvussu nógv bíligari tað er at keypa direkta enn at keypa 
ígjøgnum Danmark. Tað er øgiligur munur. 
“we have seen it so often; how much cheaper it is to buy directly [from the producer] 
than through Denmark. There’s a huge difference” (K). 
 

- Tað er ikki nakað, sum heldur okkum aftur, men tað ger tað heila eitt sindur dýrari. Og 
tað er heldur ikki altíð, at ein, sum situr í Danmark, hevur skil fyri bretskum vørum, sum 
vit hava skil fyri tí. 
“it’s not something that holds us back, but it makes everything a bit more expensive. And 
it’s not always that someone sitting in Denmark knows as much about British products as 
we do” (A). 
 

- Og tað er øgiliga troyttandi, og tað royna vit at stríðast ordiliga ímóti, at vit hava 
forklárað hesum leverandørunum, at Føroyar er ikki Danmark og so víðari.  
“it’s very annoying, and we really try to fight against it. We have explained to these 
suppliers that the Faroes aren’t Denmark and so forth” (I2). 
 

- Men vit hava mett, at hesin her leverandørurin er so týdningarmikil fyri okkum.  
“but we have estimated this [Danish] supplier so important for us” (I1). 
 

- Altso tað var tí, at teir høvdu ein veitara niðri eisini, sum tók heilar bingjur av øllum 
møguligum heim hartil, og so skuldu vit keypa ta vøruna frá teimum upp. Og tað var 
sikkurt onkustaðnis einklari fyri teir enn at senda tveir og fýra og seks plattar soleiðis av 
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og til.  
“well, it was because they also had a supplier in Denmark, who brought home whole 
containers of different stuff and then we were to buy the goods from them. And it was 
probably easier for [the Dutch] than occasionally sending [us] two or four or six pallets” 
(I1). 
 

- altso, hvis mann fer aftur í tíðina, so vóru agenturir øgiliga góð at arbeiða við og hvørt av 
sínum. Men agenturir hava ikki tann sama statusin í dag, sum tey høvdu tá. 
“well, if you go back in time, exclusive agency agreements were good to work with and so 
forth. But exclusive agency agreements don’t have the same status today as they did back 
then” (E). 
 

- Tað fyllir nokk so nógv, ja. Tað ger tað. Men tann verðin er broytt nokk so nógv. Øll 
kunnu fáa fatur á øllum í dag, so ella so. 
“it’s important for us, yeah it is. But that world has changed a lot. Today, everyone can 
get hold of everything somehow” (C). 
 

- tað, at tú hevur einaumboð betýðir, at tú handlar beinleiðis við fyrsta lið í ketuni ella so. 
“having an exclusive agency agreement means that you are dealing directly with the 
producer” (C). 
 

- So tá eiga vit at vera kappingarførari á marknaðinum við tí vøruni, tí vit leypa nøkur lið 
um.  
“then we should be more competitive on the market with that product as we are skipping 
a few links [in the chain]” (C). 
 

- Tað vildu vit sjálvandi fegin, tí tað hongur øgiliga væl saman við restini av okkara úrvali, 
men teir hava eisini djóramat, og teir vildu hava, at tað skuldi hanga saman við einum og 
sama innflytara. So tað er eitt sindur “off”, absolutt ikki okkara kjarnukompetansa.  
“we were, of course, delighted because it fits well with the rest of our assortment, but 
they also have pet food and they wanted [all their products] to be together and with the 
same importer. It’s a bit ‘off’ and absolutely not our main competence” (A). 
 

- Og tað gjørdi eg, og tað var beinanvegin, at teir søgdu: fínt, tú fært loyvi til at keypa.  
“I did that and straight away they said: fine, you will be permitted to buy” (B). 
 

- tað vil siga, at veitararnir hava onkursvegna eina forhandlingsstyrki yvir fyri okkum smáu 
her. Og tann forhandlingsstyrkin ger nokk tað, at mann er eitt sindur bangin fyri at fara 
inn á for nógvar aðrar veitarar upp á bekostning av, at tú keypir minni frá verandi 
veitarum.  
“that means that suppliers somehow have negotiation power over us, small [Faroese 
importers]. And that negotiation power probably makes us a bit afraid to get too many 
other suppliers at the expense of buying less from current suppliers” (K). 
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Price and quality 

- eg veit ikki ordiligt, men eg kann fyristilla mær – at tað var prísir.  
“I’m not completely sure, but I can imagine, it was the price” (J). 

 

- Í síðsta enda er tað, hvat okkara kundar vilja hava, at kvalitetur og prísur og logistikkur 
og alt tað... tann optimala loysnin av øllum teimum tingunum spælir inn. 
“in the end, it’s what our customers want. Quality, price, logistics and all that… the 
optimal solution of all those things plays a role” (I2). 
 

- Altso, vit leita alla tíðina eftir nýggjum produktum, og serliga produktum, sum vit kunnu 
fáa til ein meira kappingarføran prís. 
“well, we are always on the lookout for new products and especially products, which we 
can get at a more competitive price” (E). 
 

- So tað skal gerast so nemt sum møguligt, so tað er eisini ein partur av tí. So tað er ikki 
bara prísurin, tað er eisini, hvussu nemt tú kanst gera tað.  
“it needs to be made as easy as possible, that’s part of it. So, it’s not just the price, it’s 
also how easily you can do it” (J). 
 

- Vit hava ikki funnið tað bíligari aðrastaðni enn í Danmark, so tað er líka so nógv upp á 
grund av tí.  
“we haven’t found it cheaper anywhere else than in Denmark, so it’s just as much 
because of that” (J). 
 

- hvis vit samanbera Norra, Svøríki, Danmark, Týskland og England og so víðari, so eru 
danskararnir øgiliga oftani kappingarførir aftrat tí, at teir hava eina góða tænastu, og teir 
hava góðar treytir. 
“if we compare Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and Britain and so forth, then the 
Danes are often competitive in addition to having good service and good terms” (I2). 
 

- í veruleikanum hava teir líka góðar prísir sum hesir hollendsku heilsølurnar ella 
veitararnir, tradararnir, sum mann kallar tað, og teir veita eina nógv betri tænastu, teir 
skilja okkum nógv betri. 
“in reality, [Danes] have as good prices as those Dutch wholesalers or suppliers, traders 
as they’re called. And [the Danes] have much better service and understand us much 
better” (F). 
 

- Jú, vit keypa eisini úr Íslandi. Ísland er generelt ræðuliga dýrt land at keypa vørur frá, tær 
eru øgiliga dýrar. 
“yes, we also buy from Iceland. Iceland is generally a very expensive country to buy 
goods from; [the goods] are very expensive” (K). 
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- Tað er lutfalsliga dýrt, haldi eg, eg kann siga. Tað er tað. Men tað eru eisin nokk so góðar 
vørur. 
“it’s relatively expensive, I think I can say. It is. But the products are also quite good” 
(C). 
 

- eitt størsta problem hjá teimum, tað var tað, at íslendska krónan svingar so nógv, tað vil 
siga, at prísirnir broytast alla tíðina. 
“one of the biggest problems for them was that the Icelandic króna fluctuates so much, 
which means that the prices change all the time” (J). 
 

- Tað er eitt sindur ringt at generalisera, men eg haldi, tað er eitt sindur lægri soleiðis 
generelt. 
“it’s a bit difficult to generalize, but I think [the price level] is a bit lower in general [in 
the UK]” (A). 
 

- vit fáa ein prís, og so blívur mann øgiliga spentur. Men so tá mann hevur fingið vøruna til 
Føroya, so vísir tað seg sum, at tað er blivið... altso at tað eru rættilga nógvir 
umkostningar. 
“we get a price and then become really excited. But then when you have received the 
goods to the Faroes, it appears as if it has become… well, there are a lot of extra costs” 
(I2). 
 

- Altso, vit eru ikki býttir, vit hava altíð fingurin úti, vit vita, hvat marknaðarprísurin er, og 
vit fáa so ræðuliga nógv sendandi aðrastaðnifrá, so vit vita alla tíðina, um vit hava røttu 
prísir ella ikki.  
“well, we’re not stupid, we always have some feelers out, we know what the market price 
is, and we get a lot [of material] sent from elsewhere, so we always know if we have the 
right price or not” (F). 
 

- Men eitt, sum er generelt allastaðni – og tað er líkamikið, hvat land vit tosa um, og hvønn 
leverandør vit tosa um – tað er tað, at tú kanst ikki bara leggja teg afturá, tá tú hevur 
fingið eina avtalu upp á pláss. Tú ert noyddur til at fylgja við.  
“one thing, which is generally all over – no matter, which country and supplier we talk 
about – that’s that you can’t just relax when you have secured a deal. You have to keep 
updated [with developments]” (I2). 
 

- Á nógvum økjum er hann nógv betri, ikki øllum, men næstan øllum. So tað hevur verið 
ein stór success. 
“in many areas, it’s much better, not in all, but almost all. So, it’s been a big success” 
(F). 
 

- Men summar vørur gevur tað... er tað simpelten bíligari í Hollandi.  
“but [for] some products it makes sense… it’s just cheaper in the Netherlands” (C). 
 

- Og nú fáa vit fleiri produktir frá teimum, enn vit høvdu, og tað er øgiliga høgur 
kvalitetur, og prísurin er niðurfarin.  
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“now we get more products from them than we did and it’s extremely good quality and 
the price has decreased” (I2). 
 

- Altså det vi hele tiden har fokuseret på, det var kvalitet, kvalitet, og kvalitet. Ikke noget 
med noget… Der findes jo masser af dårligt kød rundt omkring, og vi har så kunnet 
fokuseret på kvalitet. Og kvalitet mange gange det koster penge jo, ikke.  
“well, what we’ve focused on the whole time is quality, quality, and quality. After all, 
there’s lots of bad meat around, and we have been able to focus on quality. And quality 
often costs money, right” (G). 
 

- tú fært til dømis nógvar variantar, so velja vit altíð í toppinum, og velja heldur at hava 
eina dýrari vøru. Tað ger so kanska, at vit ikki eru kappingarfør til onkur ting, tí so skuldu 
vit valt ein bíligari variant, men tað velja vit simpulthen framum.  
“[when] you, for example, get lots of variants, then we always choose [from] the top and 
rather pick a more expensive product. Sometimes, it means that we might not be 
competitive in some areas, because then we should have chosen a cheaper variant, but 
we value [quality] higher” (C). 
 

- So teir ganga ikki upp á kompromis við tað, og so vilja teir heldur betala eitt sindur eyka 
soleiðis, at maturin er góður. Tí hava vit altíð lagt størsta dentin á kvalitet.  
“[some customers] don’t compromise concerning [quality], and then they’d rather pay a 
bit more, so the food is good. That’s why we’ve always emphasized quality” (C). 
 

- Men tað, sum fólk ofta fara skeiv av, er tað, at hvis ein vøra knappliga er blivin bíligari, 
so er tað øgiliga oftani ávirkað av, at kvaliteturin er verri.  
“where people often go wrong is if a product suddenly has become cheaper, it very often 
[means that] the quality has become worse” (I2). 
 

- Og tí er tann einasti mátin, tú kanst fáa hana inn upp á marknaðin, tað er tað, at tú fært 
hana ekstremt bíliga, so kundin vil prøva hana. Og tá tú fært hana ekstremt bíliga, so 
kann tað eisini ganga út yvir góðskuna á produktinum.  
“and thus the only way, you can get it onto the market is that you get it extremely 
cheaply, so the customer is willing to try it. And when you get it extremely cheaply, it can 
affect the quality of the product” (E). 
 

Currency 

- Nei, tað er øgiliga ymiskt. Tað er nakað, sum veitarin ásetir. Vit betala bæði í donskum 
krónum og evrum og pundum og... ja. 
“No, it varies a lot. That’s something the supplier chooses. We pay in both Danish krone, 
and euros, and pounds and… yeah” (A). 
 

- Men de er så blevet for dyre, og de blev lige pludselig for dyre. Jeg tror, vi havde dem i 2 
år, så blev det lige pludselig for dyrt. Der er du jo afhængig af valuta også, hvordan 
pundet er.  
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“I think we had it for two years, then it suddenly became too expensive. There you’re also 
dependent on currency, how [the exchange rate] of the pound is” (G). 
 

- Ja, faktiskt, ja. Ella hvis okkurt óvanligt hendir, har krónan er øgiliga lág, so kann tað 
geva meining at keypa eyka nógv inn. Men ofta eru vit avmarkað við plássi.  
“Yeah, actually, yeah. Or if something unusual happens where the [Norwegian] krone is 
very low, it can make sense to buy more than usual. But often we’re limited by [storage] 
space” (C). 
 

- Bretland er sjálvandi í pundum, so tá hevur tað nokk so stóran týdning at tima tingini 
rætt. 
“the UK is of course in pounds, so then timing is quite important (C). 
 

- For 20 år siden, der var det i D-mark – nej danske kroner faktisk, de blev accepteret – 
ellers var det jo dollar førhen, men nu er det euro, og det er godt. Euroen har været 7… 
Mellem 7,42 og 7,45 de sidste 20 år, så ved du, hvad du betaler for varerne. 
“20 years ago it was in D-mark – no, actually, Danish krone was accepted.  Otherwise, it 
was dollars previously, but now it’s euros, and that’s good. The euro has been 7… 
between 7.42 and 7.45 [Danish krone] for the past 20 years, so you know what you pay 
for the goods” (G). 
 

- Nei, faktiskt ikki. Tí teir fakturarnir eru allir í evrum og hitt er í donskum krónum, og tað 
er ja... tað hevur í veruleikanum ongan týdning. 
“No, actually not. Because all those invoices are in euros and the other ones are in 
Danish krone, and that’s yeah… in reality, it doesn’t have any significance” (C). 
 

- tá tú keypir frá Englandi av, so handlar tú í pundum, og tað svingar øgiliga nógv, og tað 
sama við Íslandi, tí íslendsku krónuni. Tá tað er Danmark, so er tað danskar krónur, tað 
vil siga, at tað er øgiliga stabilt. 
“when you purchase from the UK, you trade in pounds and it fluctuates a lot, and the 
same applies to Iceland and the Icelandic króna. When it’s Denmark, it’s Danish krone, 
and that means that it’s very stable [for us]” (J). 
 

- Vit hoyra onkuntíð, at nú er pundið so lágt, nú burdi prísurin hjá tykkum av [sjokolátu] 
lækkað. Men [okkara veitari] hevur langtstíðani tikið hædd fyri tí, so tey selja okkum í 
evrum.  
“we sometimes hear that now the pound is so low, that your chocolate prices should 
decrease. But [our supplier] has already taken this into account long ago, so they sell it 
to us in euros” (A). 

 

Tariffs 

- Og hvis tað ikki hevur ein danskan uppruna, hvis tað kemur uttan fyri EU, so fáa vit 
GATT toll á vøruna, sum er ein útfordring.  
“if it doesn’t have Danish origin, if it originates outside of the EU, then GATT tariffs are 
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added to the product, which is a challenge” (E). 
 

- Men hvis vit finna útav, at tað er ein veitari úr Kina ella onkustaðni eitt sindur longri 
vekk... uttan fyri EU – tað er øgiliga ofta, at tað kemur GATT tollur á – tá blívur tað 
minni interessant. 
“if we find out that a supplier is from China or somewhere further away… outside of the 
EU – frequently these [products] are subjects to GATT tariffs – then it becomes less 
interesting” (A). 
 

- í Føroyum betalur tú GATT toll, men tað er ikki so nógv, so... 
“in the Faroes, you pay GATT tariffs, but it isn’t so much, so…” (J). 
 

- at tað kemur til evropeiska havn, men verður ikki inklarerað í Evropa, og kemur beint til 
Føroya. 
“that it comes to a European harbor, but will not be cleared in Europe, but comes 
straight to the Faroes” (E). 
 

- so hava teir møguleikar at innflyta í stórum nøgdum og koyra tað á transittlagur niðri í 
Danmark soleiðis, at vit keypa tað ótollað. 
“then they have the option to import in large quantities and put it in a transit storage in 
Denmark so that we buy it uncleared” (I1). 
 

- Altso vit hava nakrar stadigvekk, har vit betala GATT toll og annað sovorðið... har sum 
mann fekk onkrar sovorðinar avtalur í lag frá politisku skipanini, sum ger tað... Sum til 
dømis í Turkalandi... . 
“well, we still have some trade barriers where we pay GATT tariffs and such… [if] you 
could get some agreements from the political system making it… Like in Turkey [where 
the Faroes have a trade agreement]” (K). 
 

- Jeg har i mange år forsøgt at få dem til at lave en aftale med [et land langt væk]… 
Politikerne, men jeg er ikke god nok til at svare.  
“for many years, I have tried to get them to make an agreement with [a country far 
away]… the politicians, but I’m not good enough [for them] to respond to” (G). 

 


